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Figure 6.7: Table of nuclides, as a function of the number of protons and number of neutrons, showing stable
elements (grey) and observed light halo nuclei: one-proton halo (orange), one-neutron halo (blue), two-neutron
halo (green), and four-neutron halo (purple). For each halo nuclei, a schematic representation of their structure
is given, where red spheres represent protons and blue spheres represent neutrons. Note that 14Be has been
argued to be a four-neutron halo nucleus [13]. Note also that the 17B core of the two-neutron halo of 19B
does not have the same structure as the halo nucleus of 17B. The red circles indicate possible candidates for
ground-state Efimov trimers. The double circle indicates the candidates for excited Efimov trimers. The solid
circle denotes a rather established one, while the dashed circles are more conjectural.

the range of interactions, which would explain the halo
structure of these nuclei.

In summary, although not all two-neutron halo nu-
clei are manifestations of Efimov states (6He is not),
some halo nuclei (such as 11Li and 22C) are pos-
sibly ground-state Efimov trimers in the borromean
regime, and other nuclei which are not experimentally
regarded as halo nuclei (such as 12Be and 20C) could
be ground-state Efimov trimers close to the unitary
limit. For these nuclei, all interactions (core-neutron
and neutron-neutron) are assumed to be resonant, and
the neutrons can be in a symmetric state (spin singlet).
If the core has spin zero, the situation is equivalent
to that of two identical bosons and one particle with
three resonantly-interacting pairs, as described in sec-
tion 6.2.1 and illustrated in Fig. 6.2. Since the core
is at least nine times heavier than the neutron, the
Efimov scaling ratio ! when both the neutron-neutron
and core-neutron scattering lengths are infinite should
be close to the limiting value ! 15.74 for small mass
ratios, which is marginally smaller than the scaling ra-
tio for identical bosons ! 22.7. As discussed in sec-
tion 4.5, the ground state of an Efimov series, though
more easily observable, is di!cult to characterise as an

Efimov state due to important finite-range corrections.
The excited states, on the other hand, conform more
clearly to the universal properties of Efimov states, but
are less likely to exist and more di!cult to observe.

Efimov models of nuclei The first theorists to con-
sider the possibility of Efimov nuclei made of a core
plus two neutrons under these assumptions are Dmitri
V. Fedorov, Aksel S. Jensen, and Karsten Riisager [24]
in 1994. They solved the Faddeev equations for such
three-body system, assuming Gaussian potentials for
the neutron-neutron and neutron-core interacions, and
concluded that 14Be, 18C and 20C are possible can-
didates for Efimov states. The Efimov character of
nuclei such as 11Li, 14Be, and 22C was also investi-
gated using three-body models with separable interac-
tions [211, 212, 213, 214].

In 1997, A. E. A. Amorim, Tobias Frederico, and
Lauro Tomio [215] solved the same three-body prob-
lem for zero-range interactions, and plotted the region
of existence of the (N+1)th Efimov state, which is uni-
versally determined by the core-neutron and neutron-
neutron scattering lengths normalised by the Nth Efi-
mov state’s energy. Assuming that nuclei such as 12Be,
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Fig. 1. Illustrative section of the nuclear chart with isotopes of light halo nuclei with charge number (z) less than 7 and neutron number (N) limited to 16.
In particular, we are pointing out the halo-nuclei that, within three-body n–n–core configurations, can be considered as Borromean systems.
Source: Adapted from Ref. [12].

Fig. 2. The Borromean rings and the three-body Borromean system. The particular name came from the use of three connected circles in the coat of arms
of the aristocratic Borromeo family in Italy.

weakly-bound three-body systems with two-neutron halos such as 22C, the core can be treated as a point-like structureless
particle, when considering that most of its microscopic structure (with many neutrons and protons close together) are not
affecting the general universal properties of the three-body bound system. The effect of themicroscopic structure of the core
in the halo properties are parameterized by the values of few number of observables, as the two- and three-body energies,
which can be considered as inputs in effective models, as the renormalized zero range (RZR) approach proposed in [11].

In Fig. 1 we represent a section of the nuclear chart with isotopes of light halo nuclei that we are particularly concerned
in this review, where halo effects have been shown to be more pronounced.

After the experimental discovery of the two-neutron halo in 11Li, it has been reported several other nuclear systems
with neutron halos and far from the stability line. The investigations on these nuclei, before the experiments reported
in [1], can be traced by following the 1979 review of Hansen [13], and one should realize that the first known halo-nucleus
was reported by Bjerge in 1936 [14]. It is the 6He, which is the longest-lived isotope of the !-particle, with a two-neutron
halo. For a more recent account on the properties of 6He, see Ref. [15]. We should note that both halo nuclei, 6He and 11Li,
within three-body descriptions, n–n–core, have all the two-body subsystems (n–n and n–core) unbound, in what is known
as Borromean configurations. A bound system with three particles is known as Borromean when all the subsystems are
unbound, resembling the case of the three topological circles that are linked together in such a way that the binding is lost
if one of the rings is removed (see illustration in Fig. 2).

Nowadays many experimental facilities are used to study nuclei along the drip line in different countries and research
groups (see e.g. [16]), with beams of exotic nuclei produced by differentmethods as described in Ref. [17]. The experimental
status on exotic nuclei can be traced through recent reviews, such as Refs. [18,19]. When approaching the limits of nuclear
stability, there are also relevant new decay modes to be considered. A review of such decay modes occurring close to the
drip line can be found in Ref. [19].

The conditions for the occurrence of few-neutron halos in nuclei are reached when such neutrons are weakly bound
to the core in the outermost orbits. The possibility of establishing dynamically long-range few-body correlations among
the outermost neutrons and the core is at the basis of halo formation. Although, it looks reasonable to find large halos for
nuclei near the drip line, when neutrons do not bind anymore, most of the experimental discoveries of large halos have been
confined to relatively light nuclei. The existence of giant multi-neutron halos, not only with light but also with heavy cores,
are still under investigation. A recent account on that can be found in Refs. [7,19].
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is common to introduce a three-body interaction, which in
Eq. (5) is denoted by V3B(!). This is a phenomenological way
of accounting for those polarizations of the particles that are
beyond those described by the two-body interactions.

III. ZERO-RANGE POTENTIAL MODEL

The Hamiltonian for the zero-range model of the neutron-
neutron-core (n-n-c) system is

Ĥzr = ! !2

2mrx

"2
rx

! !2

2mry

"2
ry

+
!

i<j

"ij#(r i ! rj ), (7)

where two possible sets of the relative coordinates are defined
in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), and the associated reduced masses are
represented by mrx

and mry
. The wave function is an eigenstate

of the Hamiltonian (Ĥzr + S2n)$zr = 0, where S2n = !E is
the two-neutron separation energy. The neutrons are supposed
to be in a spin singlet state and the configuration space zero-
range model wave function is [32]

$(rn,rn# ) =
"

dq
e!%nn|rn!rn# |

|rn ! rn# |
eiq.rc,nn fnn(q)

+
#"

dq
e!%nc |rn!rc|

|rn ! rc|
eiq.rn#,ncfnc(q) + (n$n#)

$
,

(8)

where rn, rn# , and rc are the neutrons and core positions with
respect to the center of mass of the n-n-c system. The relative
coordinate of the core to the neutron-neutron center of mass
is rc,nn and the relative coordinate of n# to the neutron-core
center of mass is rn#,nc. The %’s in the two-body subsystems
wave functions are

%nn =

%

2
µnn

!2

&
S2n + !2q2

2µnn,c

'
,

%nc =

%

2
µnc

!2

&
S2n + !2q2

2µnc,n

'
(9)

with the reduced masses

µnn = m

2
, µnn,c = m

2A

A + 2
,

(10)
µnc = m

A

A + 1
, µnc,n = m

A + 1
A + 2

,

where A is the mass number of the core, which for 22C with
a 20C core is A = 20. The zero-range wave function is an
eigenstate of the Hamiltonian (7) and, with the exception of the
configurations where two of the constituents overlap, the halo
wave function is an eigenstate of the kinetic energy operator.
In order to build the s-wave three-body wave function for the
n-n-c system, one needs to solve a coupled integral equation
for the independent spectator functions fnn(q) and fnc(q). The
formalism based on the renormalized zero-range three-body
model leading to well-defined integral equations to compute
the spectator functions from the nn and nc scattering lengths
and the value of S2n is presented and discussed in detail, for
example, in Ref. [15].

IV. THREE-BODY PROPERTIES

In order to construct the 22C three-body wave function
within the hyperspherical adiabatic expansion method, we
use the Gaussian neutron-neutron interaction specified, for
instance, in Ref. [33]. This potential contains central, spin-
spin, spin-orbit, and tensor parts, and it has been adjusted to
reproduce the low-energy n-n scattering data. In particular,
it provides a neutron-neutron scattering length of ann =
!18.4 fm. For the neutron-core interaction we use central
and spin-orbit terms with a Woods-Saxon shape. Following
Ref. [27], we choose the radius and diffuseness of the Woods-
Saxon potentials equal to 1.25 and 0.65 fm, respectively.

For the s waves the strength Vc of the central potential is
adjusted such that the lowest s1/2 state in n-20C is unbound
or barely bound. This is then a shallow potential not holding
Pauli-forbidden states. In Table I we give the computed 21C
binding energy Enc, scattering length anc, and effective range
r0, for different values of Vc. As we can see, any strength more
attractive than !21.0 MeV makes the two-body neutron-20C
system bound. The value of Vc = !21.0 MeV corresponds to
basically infinite scattering length, or equivalently, a bound
two-body state at zero energy. The calculation has been done
taking the 20C mass equal to 19.83m where m is the neutron
mass. For & > 0 waves we use the potential given in Ref. [27],
where the strength of the central and spin-orbit potentials is
taken equal to !42.0 and !25.2 MeV, respectively.

As we can observe in Table I, the computed effective ranges
are consistent with the 20C root-mean-square (rms) matter
radius of 2.98(5) fm [34]. That sizable effective range can in
principle affect the universal correlations between observables
in 22C. This point will be explored in the next sections, when
the finite-range potentials will be used to compute the neutron
halo distribution and the conditions under which the universal
scaling laws are fulfilled will be investigated.

In Table II we show the results obtained for the two-neutron
separation energy S2n and the expectation value %!2& when the
two-body energy, Enc, in the two-body neutron-20C system is
put equal to zero (Vc = !21.0 MeV in the s-wave neutron-core
potential). Results including partial waves up to &x = &y = 8
(left part) and with only &x = &y = 0 waves (right part)
are shown. The angular momenta &x and &y refer to the
relative orbital angular momentum between the two particles
connected by the Jacobi coordinate x, and between the third
particle and the center of mass of the first two. In the calculation
a three-body force with a power (P ) dependence as given in
Ref. [27] has been used:

V P
3B(!) = V P

3B

1 + (!/!0)3
. (11)

TABLE I. Two-body binding energies Enc, scattering lengths anc,
and effective ranges r0 for the s-wave n-20C system for different
values the potential strength Vc.

Vc (MeV) !21.0 ! 25.0 ! 30.0 ! 32.0 ! 33.5
Enc (MeV) !1.5 ' 10!5 ! 0.153 ! 0.693 ! 0.997 ! 1.25
anc (fm) 1192 13.4 6.98 6.03 5.51
r0 (fm) 2.88 2.54 2.22 2.11 2.04
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three-body force dies faster than the others. Therefore, the tail
of the adiabatic potentials given in Eq. (6), which for Enc = 0
and s waves matches the universal Efimov potential, is left
unchanged. We shall discuss this point more in detail in the
next section.

V. SPATIAL STRUCTURE

A. Halo-neutron density

Let us introduce now the one-body density for the neutron
as

!(ry) = r2
y

!
d"yd

3rx |#(x, y)|2 , (17)

which is normalized to 1.
Since, as shown in Fig. 4, we have two possible sets of

Jacobi coordinates, two different densities are therefore also
possible. In order to compare with the zero-range model we
choose the set of Jacobi coordinates given in Fig. 4(a), where
ry is the relative distance of the neutron to the center of mass
of the 21C subsystem. In addition, to proceed with such a
comparison, we introduce the density

!n(rn) = !

"
rn

A + 2
A + 1

#
, (18)

where rn is the position of the neutron with respect to the
center of mass of 22C.

In the limit of the zero-range potential the halo-neutron
density can also be associated to a scaling function:

!n(rn) =
$

m

!2
S

1
2

2n Nn(r̄n,±$nc,!$nn,A), (19)

where

r̄n = m

!2
S

1
2

2n rn. (20)

The scaling function Nn is the limit cycle of the correlation

between the dimensionless quantities !n(rn) S
! 1

2
2n

%
!2/m with

the ratios $nc and $nn in the Efimov limit, namely when Enc

and Enn tend to zero.
We now compare the results obtained for !n(rn) with the

finite-range potentials and with the renormalized zero-range
model, which allows us to build the scaling function (19). In
this way it is possible to check the emergence of the scaling
behavior of the density, as well as the limitations to model
independence.

FIG. 4. Definition of the polar angles % "
x used for the two possible

sets of Jacobi coordinates [panels (a) and (b)] in 22C.

FIG. 5. Halo-neutron density !n(rn) in 22C with the power-
dependent three-body potential (11) in panel (a) and the Gaussian
three-body potential (12) in panel (b), compared to the zero-range
model (represented by the black line with circles in both frames). Two
values of S2n are used for the calculations: 250 keV (dashed curves)
and 1000 keV (solid curves). The energy of 21C is fixed to Enc = 0.
Two different ranges have been considered for the three-body force:
&0 = 1 fm (blue curves) and &0 = 5 fm (red curves).

In a recent analysis of the 22C core-recoil momentum
distribution data [22], which were extracted from the breakup
cross section in a carbon target at 240 MeV per nucleon, the
two-neutron separation energy S2n was estimated to lie within
the range 100 keV ! S2n ! 400 keV [26]. Therefore, for our
considerations we shall use the values of S2n = 250 keV, in
the middle of the above interval, and, in order to be well
above the upper limit of the estimated range, we also choose
S2n = 1000 keV. Furthermore, we use for the 21C energy the
value Enc = 0, representing large scattering lengths, which
is not inconsistent with the analysis from Ref. [26]. In that
work a small dependence on Enc in the core-recoil momentum
distribution for a given S2n was observed.

The results for the halo-neutron density are shown in Fig. 5.
They have been obtained with the three-body force with a
power dependence (11) [Fig. 5(a)] and with the Gaussian shape
(12) [Fig. 5(b)]. We compare the finite-range potential neutron
density to the one obtained from the zero-range model wave
function (8).
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is common to introduce a three-body interaction, which in
Eq. (5) is denoted by V3B(!). This is a phenomenological way
of accounting for those polarizations of the particles that are
beyond those described by the two-body interactions.

III. ZERO-RANGE POTENTIAL MODEL

The Hamiltonian for the zero-range model of the neutron-
neutron-core (n-n-c) system is

Ĥzr = ! !2

2mrx

"2
rx

! !2

2mry

"2
ry

+
!

i<j

"ij#(r i ! rj ), (7)

where two possible sets of the relative coordinates are defined
in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), and the associated reduced masses are
represented by mrx

and mry
. The wave function is an eigenstate

of the Hamiltonian (Ĥzr + S2n)$zr = 0, where S2n = !E is
the two-neutron separation energy. The neutrons are supposed
to be in a spin singlet state and the configuration space zero-
range model wave function is [32]

$(rn,rn# ) =
"

dq
e!%nn|rn!rn# |

|rn ! rn# |
eiq.rc,nn fnn(q)

+
#"

dq
e!%nc |rn!rc|

|rn ! rc|
eiq.rn#,ncfnc(q) + (n$n#)

$
,

(8)

where rn, rn# , and rc are the neutrons and core positions with
respect to the center of mass of the n-n-c system. The relative
coordinate of the core to the neutron-neutron center of mass
is rc,nn and the relative coordinate of n# to the neutron-core
center of mass is rn#,nc. The %’s in the two-body subsystems
wave functions are

%nn =

%

2
µnn

!2

&
S2n + !2q2

2µnn,c

'
,

%nc =

%

2
µnc

!2

&
S2n + !2q2

2µnc,n

'
(9)

with the reduced masses

µnn = m

2
, µnn,c = m

2A

A + 2
,

(10)
µnc = m

A

A + 1
, µnc,n = m

A + 1
A + 2

,

where A is the mass number of the core, which for 22C with
a 20C core is A = 20. The zero-range wave function is an
eigenstate of the Hamiltonian (7) and, with the exception of the
configurations where two of the constituents overlap, the halo
wave function is an eigenstate of the kinetic energy operator.
In order to build the s-wave three-body wave function for the
n-n-c system, one needs to solve a coupled integral equation
for the independent spectator functions fnn(q) and fnc(q). The
formalism based on the renormalized zero-range three-body
model leading to well-defined integral equations to compute
the spectator functions from the nn and nc scattering lengths
and the value of S2n is presented and discussed in detail, for
example, in Ref. [15].

IV. THREE-BODY PROPERTIES

In order to construct the 22C three-body wave function
within the hyperspherical adiabatic expansion method, we
use the Gaussian neutron-neutron interaction specified, for
instance, in Ref. [33]. This potential contains central, spin-
spin, spin-orbit, and tensor parts, and it has been adjusted to
reproduce the low-energy n-n scattering data. In particular,
it provides a neutron-neutron scattering length of ann =
!18.4 fm. For the neutron-core interaction we use central
and spin-orbit terms with a Woods-Saxon shape. Following
Ref. [27], we choose the radius and diffuseness of the Woods-
Saxon potentials equal to 1.25 and 0.65 fm, respectively.

For the s waves the strength Vc of the central potential is
adjusted such that the lowest s1/2 state in n-20C is unbound
or barely bound. This is then a shallow potential not holding
Pauli-forbidden states. In Table I we give the computed 21C
binding energy Enc, scattering length anc, and effective range
r0, for different values of Vc. As we can see, any strength more
attractive than !21.0 MeV makes the two-body neutron-20C
system bound. The value of Vc = !21.0 MeV corresponds to
basically infinite scattering length, or equivalently, a bound
two-body state at zero energy. The calculation has been done
taking the 20C mass equal to 19.83m where m is the neutron
mass. For & > 0 waves we use the potential given in Ref. [27],
where the strength of the central and spin-orbit potentials is
taken equal to !42.0 and !25.2 MeV, respectively.

As we can observe in Table I, the computed effective ranges
are consistent with the 20C root-mean-square (rms) matter
radius of 2.98(5) fm [34]. That sizable effective range can in
principle affect the universal correlations between observables
in 22C. This point will be explored in the next sections, when
the finite-range potentials will be used to compute the neutron
halo distribution and the conditions under which the universal
scaling laws are fulfilled will be investigated.

In Table II we show the results obtained for the two-neutron
separation energy S2n and the expectation value %!2& when the
two-body energy, Enc, in the two-body neutron-20C system is
put equal to zero (Vc = !21.0 MeV in the s-wave neutron-core
potential). Results including partial waves up to &x = &y = 8
(left part) and with only &x = &y = 0 waves (right part)
are shown. The angular momenta &x and &y refer to the
relative orbital angular momentum between the two particles
connected by the Jacobi coordinate x, and between the third
particle and the center of mass of the first two. In the calculation
a three-body force with a power (P ) dependence as given in
Ref. [27] has been used:

V P
3B(!) = V P

3B

1 + (!/!0)3
. (11)

TABLE I. Two-body binding energies Enc, scattering lengths anc,
and effective ranges r0 for the s-wave n-20C system for different
values the potential strength Vc.

Vc (MeV) !21.0 ! 25.0 ! 30.0 ! 32.0 ! 33.5
Enc (MeV) !1.5 ' 10!5 ! 0.153 ! 0.693 ! 0.997 ! 1.25
anc (fm) 1192 13.4 6.98 6.03 5.51
r0 (fm) 2.88 2.54 2.22 2.11 2.04
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is common to introduce a three-body interaction, which in
Eq. (5) is denoted by V3B(!). This is a phenomenological way
of accounting for those polarizations of the particles that are
beyond those described by the two-body interactions.

III. ZERO-RANGE POTENTIAL MODEL

The Hamiltonian for the zero-range model of the neutron-
neutron-core (n-n-c) system is

Ĥzr = ! !2

2mrx

"2
rx

! !2

2mry

"2
ry

+
!

i<j

"ij#(r i ! rj ), (7)

where two possible sets of the relative coordinates are defined
in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), and the associated reduced masses are
represented by mrx

and mry
. The wave function is an eigenstate

of the Hamiltonian (Ĥzr + S2n)$zr = 0, where S2n = !E is
the two-neutron separation energy. The neutrons are supposed
to be in a spin singlet state and the configuration space zero-
range model wave function is [32]

$(rn,rn# ) =
"

dq
e!%nn|rn!rn# |

|rn ! rn# |
eiq.rc,nn fnn(q)

+
#"

dq
e!%nc |rn!rc|

|rn ! rc|
eiq.rn#,ncfnc(q) + (n$n#)

$
,

(8)

where rn, rn# , and rc are the neutrons and core positions with
respect to the center of mass of the n-n-c system. The relative
coordinate of the core to the neutron-neutron center of mass
is rc,nn and the relative coordinate of n# to the neutron-core
center of mass is rn#,nc. The %’s in the two-body subsystems
wave functions are

%nn =

%
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µnn
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2µnn,c
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with the reduced masses

µnn = m

2
, µnn,c = m

2A

A + 2
,

(10)
µnc = m

A

A + 1
, µnc,n = m

A + 1
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,

where A is the mass number of the core, which for 22C with
a 20C core is A = 20. The zero-range wave function is an
eigenstate of the Hamiltonian (7) and, with the exception of the
configurations where two of the constituents overlap, the halo
wave function is an eigenstate of the kinetic energy operator.
In order to build the s-wave three-body wave function for the
n-n-c system, one needs to solve a coupled integral equation
for the independent spectator functions fnn(q) and fnc(q). The
formalism based on the renormalized zero-range three-body
model leading to well-defined integral equations to compute
the spectator functions from the nn and nc scattering lengths
and the value of S2n is presented and discussed in detail, for
example, in Ref. [15].

IV. THREE-BODY PROPERTIES

In order to construct the 22C three-body wave function
within the hyperspherical adiabatic expansion method, we
use the Gaussian neutron-neutron interaction specified, for
instance, in Ref. [33]. This potential contains central, spin-
spin, spin-orbit, and tensor parts, and it has been adjusted to
reproduce the low-energy n-n scattering data. In particular,
it provides a neutron-neutron scattering length of ann =
!18.4 fm. For the neutron-core interaction we use central
and spin-orbit terms with a Woods-Saxon shape. Following
Ref. [27], we choose the radius and diffuseness of the Woods-
Saxon potentials equal to 1.25 and 0.65 fm, respectively.

For the s waves the strength Vc of the central potential is
adjusted such that the lowest s1/2 state in n-20C is unbound
or barely bound. This is then a shallow potential not holding
Pauli-forbidden states. In Table I we give the computed 21C
binding energy Enc, scattering length anc, and effective range
r0, for different values of Vc. As we can see, any strength more
attractive than !21.0 MeV makes the two-body neutron-20C
system bound. The value of Vc = !21.0 MeV corresponds to
basically infinite scattering length, or equivalently, a bound
two-body state at zero energy. The calculation has been done
taking the 20C mass equal to 19.83m where m is the neutron
mass. For & > 0 waves we use the potential given in Ref. [27],
where the strength of the central and spin-orbit potentials is
taken equal to !42.0 and !25.2 MeV, respectively.

As we can observe in Table I, the computed effective ranges
are consistent with the 20C root-mean-square (rms) matter
radius of 2.98(5) fm [34]. That sizable effective range can in
principle affect the universal correlations between observables
in 22C. This point will be explored in the next sections, when
the finite-range potentials will be used to compute the neutron
halo distribution and the conditions under which the universal
scaling laws are fulfilled will be investigated.

In Table II we show the results obtained for the two-neutron
separation energy S2n and the expectation value %!2& when the
two-body energy, Enc, in the two-body neutron-20C system is
put equal to zero (Vc = !21.0 MeV in the s-wave neutron-core
potential). Results including partial waves up to &x = &y = 8
(left part) and with only &x = &y = 0 waves (right part)
are shown. The angular momenta &x and &y refer to the
relative orbital angular momentum between the two particles
connected by the Jacobi coordinate x, and between the third
particle and the center of mass of the first two. In the calculation
a three-body force with a power (P ) dependence as given in
Ref. [27] has been used:

V P
3B(!) = V P

3B

1 + (!/!0)3
. (11)

TABLE I. Two-body binding energies Enc, scattering lengths anc,
and effective ranges r0 for the s-wave n-20C system for different
values the potential strength Vc.

Vc (MeV) !21.0 ! 25.0 ! 30.0 ! 32.0 ! 33.5
Enc (MeV) !1.5 ' 10!5 ! 0.153 ! 0.693 ! 0.997 ! 1.25
anc (fm) 1192 13.4 6.98 6.03 5.51
r0 (fm) 2.88 2.54 2.22 2.11 2.04
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Regularization:  Skorniakov and Ter-Martirosyan equations (1956)

Ø Thomas-Efimov effect (s-wave SRà ZR interactions)

Ø continuous scale symmetry broken to a discrete one

Ø ann (enn ) , anc (enc ), S2n   (define all low-energy observables)

Ø Correlations between observables: scaling functions (limit cycles)

5

Adhikari, TF, Goldman, PRL74, 487 (1995); Adhikari, TF, ibid. 74, 4572 (1995)(Subtracted Eqs.)

TF, Timóteo, Tomio NPA 653, 209 (1999) – Weinberg delta+OPEP (Subtracted Eqs.)

Bedaque, Hammer, Van Kolck PRL 82, 463(1999) (EFT)

Subtracted equations equivalent to the introduction of a three-body potential in H (EFT)



Scale invariance and Breaking: example  1/r2   potential

! d2

dr2
!(r)! K

r2
!(r) = E!(r)
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discrete scale symmetry

(”fall to the center” Landau Quantum Mechanics)
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Continuous symmetry breaking to a discrete one & r*dimensional scale

Efimov  effect & Thomas collapse
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skku

Scalings in Few-Body Systems Model results - The tetramer spectrum Formalism Numerical solutions Summary

Weakly-bound FB systems and Efimov effect

The Efimov effect

Efimov Physics (1970): Nuclear Physics

Vitaly Efimov

Three-boson system: Subtle three-body phenomenum in Ltotal=0:

Phys. Lett. B 33, 563 (1970).

virtual state

continuum resonance



Analytic structure & Efimov state trajectory

Continuum resonances of Borromean systems: observation in atomic traps!

Resonant 3-body recombination (Innsbruck, Rice, Heidelberg, Bar  Ilan, Florence…)

Yamashita et al PRA66 (2002) 052702  (atoms)
Rupak, Vaghani, Higa,van Kolck PLB(2018)
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Theory of Halo Nuclei 21

In such systems, the number of possible Efimov-like halo states is determined by the
two ratios Enn/S2n and S1n/S2n, where Enn =!!2

nn/mn is the neutron-neutron virtual
energy. Amorim et al. (1997) suggested to use a universal function of the ratios
Enn/S2n and S1n/S2n to explore possible Efimov states in halo nuclei, and carried
out this study in a zero-range three-body model (see also Yamashita et al. (2008)).
Following this approach, Canham and Hammer (2008) applied EFT to explore the
Efimov scenario in S-wave 2n halos. They tuned the three-body coupling H(")
so that there was an excited state of the two-neutron halo at threshold, i.e. B"

3 =
max{0,Enn,S1n}. The S2n of the two-neutron halo is then predicted as all LO two-
body and three-body EFT couplings are fixed. At this value of S2n, LO Halo EFT
predicts the existence of an Efimov excited state at threshold in the halo system.
This, in turn, defines a contour in the (S1n/S2n) versus (Enn/S2n) plane:

g(LO)

!
Enn

S2n
,

S1n

S2n
;A

"
= 1. (49)

Inside the contour the three-body bound state is deep enough, or the two-body nc
system is close enough to unitarity, for an Efimov state to appear in the two-neutron
halo. This region is depicted in Fig. 5, and is in good agreement with an analo-
gous study in a zero-range model (Frederico et al., 2012). The curves depend on the
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Fig. 5 The contour plot in sgn(Enn)
#

|Enn|/S2n versus sgn(S1n)
#
|S1n|/S2n for the ground-state

2n halos with core-neutron mass ratios A = 1,10,100. The hypothetical bound dineutron regime
with Enn > 0 is also included in the theoretical calculation to complete the contour.

core-neutron mass ratio A, but for different values of A quickly converge to an A-
independent contour when A increases. The specific cases of 3H, 11Li, 12Be, 20,22C
and 62Ca are indicated by mapping their experimental data from AME2012 (Audi
et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2012) onto this two-dimensional plane (Hammer et al.,

Amorim,  TF, Tomio (1997), PRC 56, R2378

Hammer, arXiv:2203.13074 [nucl-th]

Boundary for one excited Efimov state

ALL Bound

Borromean
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Fig. 19. Classification scheme for an n–n–c system. The solid and dashed lines represent, respectively, two-body bound and virtual states.

By examining the results presented in Figs. 17 and 18, respectively for the cases withA = 1 andA = 200, it is important
to note that the behavior remains for different mass ratios. The distance between the solid and dotted curves, when the
subsystem n–n changes from virtual to bound, decreases with A. For A tending to zero this difference becomes smaller
and smaller as the long range interaction between n–n is dominated by the lighter particle c , as already demonstrated in an
adiabatic approximation of the three-body system.

We have illustrated that from the nature of the two-body subsystems (bound or virtual), when considering two particle
species in the three-body system, one can classify the different configurations as shown in Fig. 19. These configurations
present a systematical increase in their sizes, for a fixed three-body binding energy, when the system changes following
the sequence: Borromean, Tango, Samba, and All-bound. This curious effect happens because the interaction of the pair is
less attractive in a virtual state and to keep the same binding the three-body system has naturally to shrink, as shown
schematically in the figure.

In the case where the two-body energies are zero the scaling functions given by Eqs. (124) and (125) depend only on the
mass ratio of the particles (A = mc/mn). Thus, they are reduced to

!
!r2n! "|E3| = R#

n! (A) and
!

!r2! "|E3| = R#CM
! (A). (126)

These scaling functions, for themean-square distances in terms ofA, are presented in Fig. 20, considering ground and excited
states, in the limit such that Enn = Enc = 0. One can observe in frame (a) of Fig. 20, that the results almost saturate above
A $ 3 to the values found in the limit of A = %. The calculations for A = % give for !r2nn" the values of 0.69/E3 for
N = 0 and 0.61/E3 for N = 1. Therefore, for ground states, the root-mean-square distance between two n in the three-body
system can be estimated by 0.83

"
h̄2 /(E3mn), in the limit of zero pairwise binding energies. Our results for !r2nc" are 0.45/E3

for N = 0 and 0.40/E3 for N = 1. The saturation value for
"

!r2nn"E3 is achieved faster by increasing A than for
"

!r2nc"E3,
which depends on the difference in the masses of the pair of particles.

The mean-square distance of one of the particles ! (=n or c) to the center-of-mass of the system can be obtained from
the results shown in frame (b) of Fig. 20, where we plot

!
!r2! "E3 as a function of A. One sees that, for the infinitely heavy c

particle, the results for !r2n " are the same of the !r2nc", while
"

!r2c "E3 = 0 as the heavy particle should rest in the center-of-
mass of the system in this limit.

4.4.2. Mean separation distances in halo nuclei
The formalism presented in Section 4.4.1 was given for a generic three-body system, and now we will report on how

it applies to light exotic nuclei approached by a core and two neutrons dominated by s-wave interactions. The scaling
function (126) can be tested by comparing its result with the experimental data of 6He, 11Li and 14Be. Evidently, this kind of
comparison is only illustrative as the subsystems 5He, 10Li and 13Be do not have a binding energy equal to zero. It is important
to note that the observables of these weakly-bound systems are strongly dominated by the tail of the wave-function and
even in the case of 6He, in which the interaction n-5He is repulsive in s-wave and attractive in p-wave, we can see a good
reasonable agreement with our zero-range calculation in s-wave, as shown in Fig. 21. However, we remark that the case of
6He, cannot be considered realistic in the model, because 5He was treated as an s-wave state.

In the Fig. 21 we can see that the r.m.s. radii between two particles and from the particles to the center-of-mass of the
three-body system saturate very fast as we increase A, but they diverge when A & 0. The average momentum of particle
c can be estimated as '(

A|E3|, which obviously tends to zero when A & 0 making that the dimensionless quantities!
!r2n! "|E3| and

!
!r2! "|E3| increase infinitely as a consequence of the increase of the size of the system. The results tend to

finite values after multiplying them by
(

A. As expected the distances of c to the center-of-mass tends to zero and n to the
center-of-mass tends to the n–c distance as A goes to infinity.
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even in the case of 6He, in which the interaction n-5He is repulsive in s-wave and attractive in p-wave, we can see a good
reasonable agreement with our zero-range calculation in s-wave, as shown in Fig. 21. However, we remark that the case of
6He, cannot be considered realistic in the model, because 5He was treated as an s-wave state.

In the Fig. 21 we can see that the r.m.s. radii between two particles and from the particles to the center-of-mass of the
three-body system saturate very fast as we increase A, but they diverge when A & 0. The average momentum of particle
c can be estimated as '(

A|E3|, which obviously tends to zero when A & 0 making that the dimensionless quantities!
!r2n! "|E3| and

!
!r2! "|E3| increase infinitely as a consequence of the increase of the size of the system. The results tend to

finite values after multiplying them by
(

A. As expected the distances of c to the center-of-mass tends to zero and n to the
center-of-mass tends to the n–c distance as A goes to infinity.
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Fig. 2. Three-body n–n–18C results for the first excited state, with respect to
the threshold (|E20C ! E19C|) for varying 19C binding energies. Three-body
bound (virtual) states occur when |E19C| is approximately smaller (larger) than
170 keV. s-wave results (solid line) are also presented in the inset (with dots).
Results for the p- and d-waves, divided by a factor 10, are shown with dashed
and dotted lines, respectively.

The results shown in Fig. 2, valid for n–n–c system with
n–c bound, together with previous analysis [3,11], are clarify-
ing that the behavior of Efimov states, when one of the particles
have a mass different from the other two, follows the same pat-
tern as found in the case of three equal-mass particles [8,10].
No resonances were found for Eqs. (9) and (10) in the complex
energy plane.

Next, for consistency, we present results for the s-wave elas-
tic cross-sections, which are in agreement with the above. The
formalism for the partial-wave elastic n–19C scattering equa-
tions can be obtained from Eqs. (1) and (2), by first introduc-
ing the following boundary condition in the full-wave spectator
function !n("q):

(15)!n("q) # (2")3#("q ! "ki) + 4"
hn("q;E(ki))

q2 ! k2
i ! i$

,

where hn("q;E(ki)) is the scattering amplitude, and the on-
energy-shell incoming and final relative momentum are related
to the three-body energy Ei # E(ki) by ki # |"ki | = |"kf | =$[2(A + 1)/(A + 2)](Ei ! %nc). With the same formal expres-
sions (7) and (6) for &̄nc and &nn, by using the definition (12),
the partial-wave scattering equation can be cast in the following
single channel Lippmann–Schwinger-type equation for h'

n:

(16)

h'
n(q;Ei ) = V'(q, ki;Ei ) + 2

"

%!

0

dk k2V'(q, k;Ei )h
'
n(k;Ei )

k2 ! k2
i ! i$

.

Virtual states and resonances correspond to poles of the scat-
tering matrix on unphysical sheets. So, the most natural method
to look for them is to perform an analytically continuation of
the scattering matrix to the unphysical sheet. For that one needs
prior knowledge about the analytic properties of the kernel of
the integral equation, as well as the scattering matrix properties
on the unphysical sheet of the complex energy plane. Although

such properties are easy to derive in simple cases, they can be
difficult to obtain in more complex situations, which can put
some restriction on the approach.

For the numerical treatment of Eq. (16), we consider the ap-
proach developed in [8] to find virtual states and resonances on
the second energy sheet associated with the lowest scattering
threshold. Such approach does not require prior knowledge of
the analytic properties of the scattering matrix on the unphys-
ical sheet. The solution of the scattering equation is written in
a form where the analytic structure in energy is clearly exhib-
ited. Then, it is analytically continued to the unphysical sheet.
The method relies on the calculation of an auxiliary (resol-
vent) function [20], which has an integral structure similar to
the original scattering equation, but with a weaker kernel due
to a subtraction procedure at an arbitrary fixed point k̄i . For
real positive energies, this subtraction point k̄i is identified with
ki , such that the corresponding integral equation does not have
the two-body unitarity cut. For non-real or negative energies,
k̄i can be any arbitrary positive real number. For convenience,
k̄i = |ki |. The final solution is obtained by evaluating certain
integrals over the auxiliary function. In case of scattering so-
lutions, the two-body unitarity cut is introduced through these
integrals. In the present case, we have the following integral
equation for the auxiliary function ( , and the corresponding
solution for h'

n(q;Ei ):

( '
n (q, ki;Ei ) = V'(q, ki;Ei ) + 2

"

%!

0

dk
"
k2V'(q, k;Ei )

! k̄2
i V

'(q, ki;Ei )
#( '

n (k, ki;Ei )

k2 ! k2
i

,

h'
n(q;Ei ) = ( '

n (q, ki;Ei )

(17)+ ( '
n (q, k̄i;Ei )

2
" k̄2

i

$ %
0 dk

( '
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i !i$

1 ! 2
" k̄2

i

$ %
0 dk

( '
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k2!k2
i !i$

.

For the on-shell scattering amplitude, we have

h'
n(ki;Ei ) =

"
1/( '

n (ki, ki;Ei ) !J
#!1

,

(18)J # 2
"

k2
i

%!

0

dk
[( '

n (k, ki;Ei )/(
'
n (ki, ki;Ei ) ! 1]

k2 ! k2
i

+ iki .

In order to obtain the bound and virtual energy states, two
independent procedures have been used. The first one, by solv-
ing directly the homogeneous coupled equations (1), (2), (9)
and (10), looking for zeros of the corresponding determinants.
The other one, by verifying the position of the poles in the
complex energy plane of the scattering amplitude, h'

n(ki;Ei ),
given by Eq. (18) and corresponding analytic extension to the
second Riemann sheet. In this second approach, we solve the
corresponding inhomogeneous equation with on-energy-shell
momentum ki = +i)b (bound state, Ei = !|E3b|) and ki = !i)v

(virtual state, Ei = !|E3v|) [8].
By comparing the results of both approaches, we checked

that they give consistent results. However, for numerical stabil-
ity and accuracy of the results, particularly in the case of the

Virtual states  
S-wave  ~ 100 KeV (Efimov nature)
P-wave ~ 40 KeV (continuous scale invariance)
D-wave ~45 KeV
F-wave  ...
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Fig. 3. n–19C elastic cross sections (in barns) versus the CM kinetic energies
[Eq. (19) with A = 18], for different 19C bound energies. In the left-hand-side
frame we show results for two cases that generate three-body energies close
to the threshold: E19C = !150 keV (main figure) and !180 keV (inset), pro-
ducing respectively three-body bound and virtual states. Solid-line are ob-
tained from (16), with dashed-line from (20). In the rhs we have results for
E19C = !500 keV.

search for Efimov states, when the absolute values of the ener-
gies are very close to zero, the second approach is by far much
better.

Results for the total n–19C elastic cross-sections, obtained
from d!/d" = |hn("kf ;Ei )|2, referring to bound or virtual
states E#, are presented in Fig. 3 as functions of the CM ki-
netic energy,

(19)K(ki) $
!
(A + 2)k2

i

"
/
!
2(A + 1)

"
= E(ki) ! Enc.

Although each higher partial #-wave have a virtual state, below
the breakup the cross-section is completely dominated by the
s-wave [19]. In the frame shown in the left-hand-side, we have
two cases of energies close to the scattering threshold: n–18C
bound at !150 keV, giving an excited Efimov bound state with
E# = !150.12 keV; and n–18C bound at !180 keV, producing
a virtual state with E# = !180.12 keV. In both two cases the
cross-section has a huge peak at zero energy due to the pres-
ence of the nearby pole. For comparison, we also show (with
dashed-line) the results obtained from the following effective
range expansion (approximately valid for small ki near the elas-
tic scattering threshold):

(20)! (ki) = 4$ h̄2

1.9mn(Enc ! E#) + h̄2k2
i

% 2741 keV
E(ki) ! E# barn,

where we have used A = 18, h̄2/mn = 414.42 keV barn and
Eq. (19). The case not so close to the threshold (where Eq. (20)
fails) is shown in rhs for Enc = !500 keV, with 20C virtual
energy E# = !568.73 keV.

The proximity of an Efimov state (bound or virtual) to the
neutron and neutron-core elastic scattering makes the cross-
section extremely sensitive to the corresponding S-matrix pole.
We remark that if it will be possible to dissociate a “samba-
type” halo nuclei, like 20C, and measure the correlation func-

tion in the two-body channel corresponding to a neutron and a
bound n–c system for small relative momentum, the informa-
tion on the final state interaction as well as the halo structure
will be clearly probed, as the counterpart seen in the n–n corre-
lation in the breakup of Borromean nuclei [21].

In conclusion, we analyzed the three-body halo system n–n–
18C, where two pairs (n–18C) are bound, and the remaining pair
n–n has a virtual-state. We study the trajectory of three-body
Efimov states in the complex energy plane. As shown, the en-
ergy of an excited Efimov state varies from a bound to a virtual
state as the binding energy of the subsystem n–18C is increased,
while keeping fixed the 20C ground-state energy and the virtual
energy of the remaining pair (n–n). In our approach we applied
a renormalized zero-range model, valid in the limit of large
scattering lengths. Considering that low-energy correlations, as
the one represented by the Phillips line [22] (correlation be-
tween triton and doublet neutron–deuteron scattering length),
are well reproduced by zero-range potentials [23], the present
conclusions should remain valid also for finite two-body in-
teractions when the scattering length is much larger than the
potential range. On the numerical analysis, we should remark
that we have considered two approaches that give consistent re-
sults for bound and virtual state energies. In the case of Efimov
physics, where the poles are very close to zero, the method con-
sidered in Ref. [8] was found to give solutions with much better
stability and accuracy in the scattering region than by using a
contour deformation technique.

The present results are extending to n–n–core systems the
long ago conclusion reached for three equal-mass particles
[8,10]: by increasing the binding energy of the n–core subsys-
tem, an excited weakly-bound three-body Efimov state moves
to a virtual one and will not become a resonance. From Fig. 3,
one can also observe that the n–19C elastic cross-sections at low
energies present a smooth behavior dominated by the S-matrix
pole corresponding to a bound or virtual three-body state. In
contrast with the above conclusion applied to system where n–c

is bound, we should observe that it was also verified that an
excited Efimov state can go from a bound to a resonant state
(instead of virtual state) in case of Borromean systems (with all
the subsystems unbound), when the absolute value of a virtual-
state energy for the n–c system is increased [12]. Actually, it
should be of interest to extend the present analysis of the trajec-
tory of Efimov states to other possible two-body configurations,
with different mass relations of three-particle systems.

In view of the exciting possibilities of varying the two-body
interaction, it can be of high interest the results of the present
study to analyze properties of three-body systems in ultracold
atomic experiments. For negative scattering lengths the Efimov
state goes to a continuum resonance when |a| is decreased, as
observed by the change of resonance peak in the three-body re-
combination to deeply bound states towards smaller values of
|a| by raising the temperature [24]. Alternatively, for positive a

the recombination rate has a peak when the Efimov state crosses
the threshold and turns into a virtual state when decreasing a.
A dramatic effect will appear in the atom-dimer scattering rate
when the cross-section is dominated by the S-matrix pole near
the scattering threshold. We foreseen that the coupling between
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Fig. 3. n–19C elastic cross sections (in barns) versus the CM kinetic energies
[Eq. (19) with A = 18], for different 19C bound energies. In the left-hand-side
frame we show results for two cases that generate three-body energies close
to the threshold: E19C = !150 keV (main figure) and !180 keV (inset), pro-
ducing respectively three-body bound and virtual states. Solid-line are ob-
tained from (16), with dashed-line from (20). In the rhs we have results for
E19C = !500 keV.

search for Efimov states, when the absolute values of the ener-
gies are very close to zero, the second approach is by far much
better.

Results for the total n–19C elastic cross-sections, obtained
from d!/d" = |hn("kf ;Ei )|2, referring to bound or virtual
states E#, are presented in Fig. 3 as functions of the CM ki-
netic energy,
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Although each higher partial #-wave have a virtual state, below
the breakup the cross-section is completely dominated by the
s-wave [19]. In the frame shown in the left-hand-side, we have
two cases of energies close to the scattering threshold: n–18C
bound at !150 keV, giving an excited Efimov bound state with
E# = !150.12 keV; and n–18C bound at !180 keV, producing
a virtual state with E# = !180.12 keV. In both two cases the
cross-section has a huge peak at zero energy due to the pres-
ence of the nearby pole. For comparison, we also show (with
dashed-line) the results obtained from the following effective
range expansion (approximately valid for small ki near the elas-
tic scattering threshold):

(20)! (ki) = 4$ h̄2

1.9mn(Enc ! E#) + h̄2k2
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% 2741 keV
E(ki) ! E# barn,

where we have used A = 18, h̄2/mn = 414.42 keV barn and
Eq. (19). The case not so close to the threshold (where Eq. (20)
fails) is shown in rhs for Enc = !500 keV, with 20C virtual
energy E# = !568.73 keV.

The proximity of an Efimov state (bound or virtual) to the
neutron and neutron-core elastic scattering makes the cross-
section extremely sensitive to the corresponding S-matrix pole.
We remark that if it will be possible to dissociate a “samba-
type” halo nuclei, like 20C, and measure the correlation func-

tion in the two-body channel corresponding to a neutron and a
bound n–c system for small relative momentum, the informa-
tion on the final state interaction as well as the halo structure
will be clearly probed, as the counterpart seen in the n–n corre-
lation in the breakup of Borromean nuclei [21].

In conclusion, we analyzed the three-body halo system n–n–
18C, where two pairs (n–18C) are bound, and the remaining pair
n–n has a virtual-state. We study the trajectory of three-body
Efimov states in the complex energy plane. As shown, the en-
ergy of an excited Efimov state varies from a bound to a virtual
state as the binding energy of the subsystem n–18C is increased,
while keeping fixed the 20C ground-state energy and the virtual
energy of the remaining pair (n–n). In our approach we applied
a renormalized zero-range model, valid in the limit of large
scattering lengths. Considering that low-energy correlations, as
the one represented by the Phillips line [22] (correlation be-
tween triton and doublet neutron–deuteron scattering length),
are well reproduced by zero-range potentials [23], the present
conclusions should remain valid also for finite two-body in-
teractions when the scattering length is much larger than the
potential range. On the numerical analysis, we should remark
that we have considered two approaches that give consistent re-
sults for bound and virtual state energies. In the case of Efimov
physics, where the poles are very close to zero, the method con-
sidered in Ref. [8] was found to give solutions with much better
stability and accuracy in the scattering region than by using a
contour deformation technique.

The present results are extending to n–n–core systems the
long ago conclusion reached for three equal-mass particles
[8,10]: by increasing the binding energy of the n–core subsys-
tem, an excited weakly-bound three-body Efimov state moves
to a virtual one and will not become a resonance. From Fig. 3,
one can also observe that the n–19C elastic cross-sections at low
energies present a smooth behavior dominated by the S-matrix
pole corresponding to a bound or virtual three-body state. In
contrast with the above conclusion applied to system where n–c

is bound, we should observe that it was also verified that an
excited Efimov state can go from a bound to a resonant state
(instead of virtual state) in case of Borromean systems (with all
the subsystems unbound), when the absolute value of a virtual-
state energy for the n–c system is increased [12]. Actually, it
should be of interest to extend the present analysis of the trajec-
tory of Efimov states to other possible two-body configurations,
with different mass relations of three-particle systems.

In view of the exciting possibilities of varying the two-body
interaction, it can be of high interest the results of the present
study to analyze properties of three-body systems in ultracold
atomic experiments. For negative scattering lengths the Efimov
state goes to a continuum resonance when |a| is decreased, as
observed by the change of resonance peak in the three-body re-
combination to deeply bound states towards smaller values of
|a| by raising the temperature [24]. Alternatively, for positive a

the recombination rate has a peak when the Efimov state crosses
the threshold and turns into a virtual state when decreasing a.
A dramatic effect will appear in the atom-dimer scattering rate
when the cross-section is dominated by the S-matrix pole near
the scattering threshold. We foreseen that the coupling between
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Fig. 3. n–19C elastic cross sections (in barns) versus the CM kinetic energies
[Eq. (19) with A = 18], for different 19C bound energies. In the left-hand-side
frame we show results for two cases that generate three-body energies close
to the threshold: E19C = !150 keV (main figure) and !180 keV (inset), pro-
ducing respectively three-body bound and virtual states. Solid-line are ob-
tained from (16), with dashed-line from (20). In the rhs we have results for
E19C = !500 keV.

search for Efimov states, when the absolute values of the ener-
gies are very close to zero, the second approach is by far much
better.

Results for the total n–19C elastic cross-sections, obtained
from d!/d" = |hn("kf ;Ei )|2, referring to bound or virtual
states E#, are presented in Fig. 3 as functions of the CM ki-
netic energy,
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Although each higher partial #-wave have a virtual state, below
the breakup the cross-section is completely dominated by the
s-wave [19]. In the frame shown in the left-hand-side, we have
two cases of energies close to the scattering threshold: n–18C
bound at !150 keV, giving an excited Efimov bound state with
E# = !150.12 keV; and n–18C bound at !180 keV, producing
a virtual state with E# = !180.12 keV. In both two cases the
cross-section has a huge peak at zero energy due to the pres-
ence of the nearby pole. For comparison, we also show (with
dashed-line) the results obtained from the following effective
range expansion (approximately valid for small ki near the elas-
tic scattering threshold):

(20)! (ki) = 4$ h̄2

1.9mn(Enc ! E#) + h̄2k2
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where we have used A = 18, h̄2/mn = 414.42 keV barn and
Eq. (19). The case not so close to the threshold (where Eq. (20)
fails) is shown in rhs for Enc = !500 keV, with 20C virtual
energy E# = !568.73 keV.

The proximity of an Efimov state (bound or virtual) to the
neutron and neutron-core elastic scattering makes the cross-
section extremely sensitive to the corresponding S-matrix pole.
We remark that if it will be possible to dissociate a “samba-
type” halo nuclei, like 20C, and measure the correlation func-

tion in the two-body channel corresponding to a neutron and a
bound n–c system for small relative momentum, the informa-
tion on the final state interaction as well as the halo structure
will be clearly probed, as the counterpart seen in the n–n corre-
lation in the breakup of Borromean nuclei [21].

In conclusion, we analyzed the three-body halo system n–n–
18C, where two pairs (n–18C) are bound, and the remaining pair
n–n has a virtual-state. We study the trajectory of three-body
Efimov states in the complex energy plane. As shown, the en-
ergy of an excited Efimov state varies from a bound to a virtual
state as the binding energy of the subsystem n–18C is increased,
while keeping fixed the 20C ground-state energy and the virtual
energy of the remaining pair (n–n). In our approach we applied
a renormalized zero-range model, valid in the limit of large
scattering lengths. Considering that low-energy correlations, as
the one represented by the Phillips line [22] (correlation be-
tween triton and doublet neutron–deuteron scattering length),
are well reproduced by zero-range potentials [23], the present
conclusions should remain valid also for finite two-body in-
teractions when the scattering length is much larger than the
potential range. On the numerical analysis, we should remark
that we have considered two approaches that give consistent re-
sults for bound and virtual state energies. In the case of Efimov
physics, where the poles are very close to zero, the method con-
sidered in Ref. [8] was found to give solutions with much better
stability and accuracy in the scattering region than by using a
contour deformation technique.

The present results are extending to n–n–core systems the
long ago conclusion reached for three equal-mass particles
[8,10]: by increasing the binding energy of the n–core subsys-
tem, an excited weakly-bound three-body Efimov state moves
to a virtual one and will not become a resonance. From Fig. 3,
one can also observe that the n–19C elastic cross-sections at low
energies present a smooth behavior dominated by the S-matrix
pole corresponding to a bound or virtual three-body state. In
contrast with the above conclusion applied to system where n–c

is bound, we should observe that it was also verified that an
excited Efimov state can go from a bound to a resonant state
(instead of virtual state) in case of Borromean systems (with all
the subsystems unbound), when the absolute value of a virtual-
state energy for the n–c system is increased [12]. Actually, it
should be of interest to extend the present analysis of the trajec-
tory of Efimov states to other possible two-body configurations,
with different mass relations of three-particle systems.

In view of the exciting possibilities of varying the two-body
interaction, it can be of high interest the results of the present
study to analyze properties of three-body systems in ultracold
atomic experiments. For negative scattering lengths the Efimov
state goes to a continuum resonance when |a| is decreased, as
observed by the change of resonance peak in the three-body re-
combination to deeply bound states towards smaller values of
|a| by raising the temperature [24]. Alternatively, for positive a

the recombination rate has a peak when the Efimov state crosses
the threshold and turns into a virtual state when decreasing a.
A dramatic effect will appear in the atom-dimer scattering rate
when the cross-section is dominated by the S-matrix pole near
the scattering threshold. We foreseen that the coupling between
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formed relativistic Hartree-Bogoliubov theory in the con-
tinuum [30].

In present paper, we study the universal features of
the structure of the shallow Efimov-like 19B ground state
from other perspective. We establish the appropriate
19B scaling functions for the di!erent rms radii close to
the unitarity limit, which depend only on dimensionless
quantities formed by the two-neutron separation energies
and scattering lengths. That approach was proposed for
general three-body systems interacting via s-wave zero-
range potentials in Ref. [31]. Such scaling functions
describe universal correlations between observables and
they appear as limit-cycles from the discrete scale sym-
metry that the system presents when the potential range
is driven to zero or the scattering lengths to infinity [6],
which can also be built within the context of EFT [26].
The limit-cycles for the scaling functions associated to
correlations between dimensionless quantities are built
from successive Efimov or Thomas collapsed states.

These correlations between observables represent,
modulo e!ective-range corrections, the results obtained
from short-range potentials for shallow states. They
should be quite model independent, which can be ver-
ified with the use of di!erent potentials that share the
same two-body low-energy s-wave observables. In the
light of the concepts of universal scaling functions and
using the newly extracted 2n separation energy, as, and
!r2c!2n"

1
2 for this system [28], we compute the 19B matter

and proton rms radii, and also the di!erent rms relative
separation distances. We check the consistence of these
extracted data comparing results of di!erent potential
models for the n-core and nn systems, as well as, calcu-
lations from other authors, to assert the model indepen-
dence of the scaling laws. Therefore, we expect that this
work can be also viewed as an useful model independent
systematic to predict long wavelength observables on the
basis of a minimal number of physical inputs.

The work is organized as follows. In Sect. II, we briefly
review the model from Ref. [22] for the neutron-core in-
teraction and the parametrization of a version of the
MT13 potential. In Sect. III, we introduce the relevant
scaling functions for the two-neutron separation energy
and the di!erent rms radii. In the sequence, we present
the calculation of the scaling function for S2n, the radii
vs. as and S2n and perform the scaling analysis for the
rms radii, aiming to demonstrate the model independence
of this correlation. In Sect. IV our final remarks are pre-
sented in addition we show results for the matter and pro-
ton rms radius based on our analysis through the scaling
functions.

II. MODELING 19B

As it was proposed in Ref. [22], the 19B isotope is de-
scribed as a 17B+n+n three-body system. To this aim,
we have first constructed an e!ective low-energy n-17B
potential, simulating the short-range Pauli repulsion at

distances smaller than the 17B core radius, which is out-
weighed by the folded attractive nucleon-nucleon interac-
tion beyond this overlap region. A simple form account-
ing for these facts is:

Vn17B(r) = Vr
e!2µr

r

!
1# e!µ(R!r)

"
, (2)

where R is the hard-core radius and µ is a range parame-
ter for the Yukawa n-17B potential. We have fixedchosen
the value R = 3 fm, which corresponds to the rms matter
radius of 17B [32], and we take µ = 0.7 fm!1 correspond-
ing to the pion mass.
Once fixed the range µ and the size R, potential (2)

depends on a single strength parameter Vr, which is
tuned to reproduce the n-17B scattering length aS . We
display in Fig. 1 the potentials reproducing the val-
ues aS = #50,#100,#150 fm with the corresponding
strength parameters Vr (MeV).
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FIG. 1: Vn17B potential (MeV) reproducing several values of
the n-17B scattering length as (fm) and the corresponding
strength parameters Vr

All the numerical values along this work correspond
to mn = 939.5654 MeV, m17B = 15879.1 MeV, i.e. a n-
17B reduced mass mR = 887.0771 MeV and !2/2mR =
21.9473 MeV·fm2.
The interaction (2) is purely central and independent

on the total spin !S of the n+17B system (!S=!sn + !S17B).
Since 17B is a J! = 3/2! state, it can couple to a neu-
tron in two di!erent total spin states, S = 1!, 2!. This
”spin-symmetric” approximation, could be not very real-
istic given that, according to [19], the S = 2! state has a
resonant scattering length and there is no reason that the
S = 1! would be resonant as well. Nevertheless in sake
of simplicity we decided to stick with a spin-independent
form of n+17B interaction, whose strength is directly as-
sociated with a single unknown: n+17B scattering length
aS .
The 19B Hamiltonian requires also the nn interaction

and we have used in our calculations three di!erent Vnn

models. We have considered the charge independent (CI)
Bonn A model [33] providing the nn low energy param-
eters ann=-23.75 fm and rnn=2.77 fm, and the charge
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quantities formed by the two-neutron separation energies
and scattering lengths. That approach was proposed for
general three-body systems interacting via s-wave zero-
range potentials in Ref. [31]. Such scaling functions
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they appear as limit-cycles from the discrete scale sym-
metry that the system presents when the potential range
is driven to zero or the scattering lengths to infinity [6],
which can also be built within the context of EFT [26].
The limit-cycles for the scaling functions associated to
correlations between dimensionless quantities are built
from successive Efimov or Thomas collapsed states.
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from short-range potentials for shallow states. They
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models for the n-core and nn systems, as well as, calcu-
lations from other authors, to assert the model indepen-
dence of the scaling laws. Therefore, we expect that this
work can be also viewed as an useful model independent
systematic to predict long wavelength observables on the
basis of a minimal number of physical inputs.

The work is organized as follows. In Sect. II, we briefly
review the model from Ref. [22] for the neutron-core in-
teraction and the parametrization of a version of the
MT13 potential. In Sect. III, we introduce the relevant
scaling functions for the two-neutron separation energy
and the di!erent rms radii. In the sequence, we present
the calculation of the scaling function for S2n, the radii
vs. as and S2n and perform the scaling analysis for the
rms radii, aiming to demonstrate the model independence
of this correlation. In Sect. IV our final remarks are pre-
sented in addition we show results for the matter and pro-
ton rms radius based on our analysis through the scaling
functions.

II. MODELING 19B

As it was proposed in Ref. [22], the 19B isotope is de-
scribed as a 17B+n+n three-body system. To this aim,
we have first constructed an e!ective low-energy n-17B
potential, simulating the short-range Pauli repulsion at

distances smaller than the 17B core radius, which is out-
weighed by the folded attractive nucleon-nucleon interac-
tion beyond this overlap region. A simple form account-
ing for these facts is:

Vn17B(r) = Vr
e!2µr
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where R is the hard-core radius and µ is a range parame-
ter for the Yukawa n-17B potential. We have fixedchosen
the value R = 3 fm, which corresponds to the rms matter
radius of 17B [32], and we take µ = 0.7 fm!1 correspond-
ing to the pion mass.
Once fixed the range µ and the size R, potential (2)

depends on a single strength parameter Vr, which is
tuned to reproduce the n-17B scattering length aS . We
display in Fig. 1 the potentials reproducing the val-
ues aS = #50,#100,#150 fm with the corresponding
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Since 17B is a J! = 3/2! state, it can couple to a neu-
tron in two di!erent total spin states, S = 1!, 2!. This
”spin-symmetric” approximation, could be not very real-
istic given that, according to [19], the S = 2! state has a
resonant scattering length and there is no reason that the
S = 1! would be resonant as well. Nevertheless in sake
of simplicity we decided to stick with a spin-independent
form of n+17B interaction, whose strength is directly as-
sociated with a single unknown: n+17B scattering length
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The 19B Hamiltonian requires also the nn interaction
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di!erent radii from Table I demonstrate a strong corre-
lation with the two-neutron separation energy. However,
the values of the dimensionless products 1/(as!nc) and
1/(ann!nn) move along these curves, as well as the dif-
ferent values of the core radius potential parameter R,
which takes the values 2, 2.5, 3 and 3.5 fm, making the
results somewhat scattered in the figure. In order to or-
ganize these results we should study the radii scaling laws
for the three-body system in more detail.

D. Scaling analysis for the rms radii

Our task now is to provide the scaling analysis of the
dimensionless products (!r2!"S2n)

1
2 (" # nn , nc , c$ 2n),

neutron-c.m. (" = n) and core-cm (" = c) as a function
of $1/(as!nc) for the three employed neutron-neutron
potentials: Bonn-A, AV18 and MT13. In the present
analysis the scaling functions, as formulated in Eq. (8),
are plotted, in what follows, against 1/(as!nc). Here one
should notice that the products 1/(ann!nn) are implicitly
running with S2n.

In Fig. 5 the dimensionless products (!r2!"S2n)
1
2 (" #

nn , nc , c $ 2n) as a function of $1/(as!nc), for both
Bonn-A, AV18 and MT13 potentials are presented. The
zero-range limit at unitarity (!r2nn"S2n)

1
2 |zr = 0.8 and

(!r2nc"S2n)
1
2 |zr = 0.7 (see [6] and references therein)

are reasonable close to the present calculations when
1/(as!nc) approaches zero. Worth noticing that both
the neutron-neutron scattering lengths as well as e!ec-
tive ranges are finite, which of course, di!erentiate from
the strict unitarity limit, defined by infinite scattering
lengths and vanishing e!ective ranges.
The e!ect of the ann being slightly di!erent for Bonn-A

and MT13 or AV18 might be noticed in the figure, with
the MT13 and AV18 results systematically lower than
the Bonn-A ones. On the other hand ann for AV18 and
MT13 di!er only by 1% and this di!erence is not enough
to make observable shift in the figure. The somewhat
lower values obtained for MT13 and AV18 with respect
to Bonn-A, is due to

1/(ann!nn)
1
2 |MT13 < 1/(ann!nn)

1
2 |Bonn!A ,

which turns the two-neutron halo of 19B more compact
for the MT13 model, consistent with the monotonically
increasing behavior expressed by the partial derivatives
given in Eq. (10) for the radii scaling functions.
We compare the scaling functions in Fig. 5 with the

calculation from [29]. The last calculations employed a
Woods-Saxon (WS) plus spin-orbit neutron-17B poten-
tial, the Gogny-Pires-Tourreil (GPT) neutron-neutron
one [43] (ann = $22.12 fm and rnn = 2.83 fm) in con-
junction with hyperradial Gaussian three-body potential
tuned to fit S2n = 0.5MeV. The central part of the WS
potential gives as = $50 fm, and the strength of the spin-
orbit term is determined to fit the position of a d5/2 reso-
nance at 1.1 MeV above the 17B-neutron continuum close
to the 1! state from shell-model calculations [19]. Their
results are !r2nn"

1
2 = 7.28 fm and !r2c!2n"

1
2 = 5.01 fm, giv-

ing respectively
!
!r2nn"S2n = 0.80 and

"
!r2c!2n"S2n =

0.55, consistent with our results for Bonn-A potential,
which has e!ective range by 10% smaller. The fine tun-
ing of the calculations requires all low-energy parameters
to be identical. Despite of that the comparison shows
the extend of model dependence that the scaling func-
tions may have.
The data with error bar in Fig. 5 is obtained from the

radius extraction performed in [28], where 19B has been
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We explore the description of the bound 19B isotope in terms of a 17B+n+n three-body system
where the two-body subsystems 17B+n and neutron-neutron (nn) have virtual states close to the
continuum. Dimensionless scaling functions for the root-mean-square (rms) radii are defined and
studied for di!erent parameters of the neutron-core potential and considering three di!erent models
for neutron-neutron interaction. The scaling functions for the radii are rooted on the universal
behavior of three-body systems close to the Efimov limit and depend only on dimensionless quantities
formed by the two-neutron separation energies and scattering lengths. Our results show in practice
the model independence of these scaling functions close to unitarity. We provide an estimation of
the di!erent rms relative separation distances between the constituents, as well as, the proton and
matter radii.

PACS numbers:

I. INTRODUCTION

Weakly bound light radioactive nuclei with the struc-
ture of a core+n+n are found in the vicinity of the neu-
tron drip line and have the characteristic property of the
formation of a large two-neutron halo [1]. The neutron
halo is markedly situated outside the n-core interaction
range, and it is governed by the large n-core s-wave scat-
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has been observed. The paper reported that a virtual
state of 18B is located below the 17B+n threshold and
that the scattering length of 17B+n, as, was negative and
large. However, due to the poor resolution and accep-
tance of the experiment, the precise value of the scatter-
ing length was not determined and only an upper bound
as < !50 fm was established. The two-neutron separa-
tion energy, S2n of 19B was measured in another experi-
ment [20], where it was reported to be 0.14± 0.39MeV.
A more recent compilation of nuclear masses provides
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within the framework of 17B+n+n three-body model [22]
and predicted the binding energy of the ground state in

19B by tuning the n-17B scattering length (!100 < as <
!20 fm). The two-neutron separation energy value of
S2n = 0.13MeV was found by considering as = !100 fm,
which is compatible with the experimental data [20]. In
addition, due to the large magnitude of the 17B+n scat-
tering length, it was pointed out that the ground state
has features of Efimov state [23, 24], however due to the
unfavorable heavy-light-light mass composition of this
three cluster state it is highly unlikely to form an Efimov
excited state. That indeed is excluded by the possible re-
gions of existence of such states systematized in Ref. [25]
and later on within EFT in [26]. Despite of that, the
shallow ground state of the large two-neutron halo of 19B
should exhibit universal and model independent proper-
ties through its structure, which would be dominated by
what is known as Efimov physics [27]: an intrinsic con-
sequence of the discrete scale in-variance in the unitarity
limit, or equivalently in the zero-range interaction limit
(see e.g. [6]).
Furthermore, a recent new experiment on 19B has been

performed [28]. It was observed an enhanced soft electric-
dipole mode just above the two-neutron decay threshold,
which was interpreted with three-body calculations that
reproduce the energy spectrum. They found the best
fit of the relative energy spectrum for S2n = 0.5MeV
as = !50 fm, resulting in a rms radius of the core with
respect the two-neutron center of mass given by:
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"r2c!2n# = 5.75± 0.11 (stat)± 0.21 (sys) fm , (1)

similar in size to the corresponding quantity in 11Li.
It was concluded that the valence neutrons have a sig-
nificant s-wave configuration and exhibit a pronounced
neutron-neutron correlation. Apart from the experimen-
tal activity, theoretical e!orts were expended to study
the structure of 19B in a three-body model [29] and also
within the many-body mean-field approach of the de-
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8.2 fm, !r2nc"
1
2 = 6.8 fm, and !r2c!2n"

1
2 = 5.4 fm. The

latter is within the error of the extracted value [28], as
written in Eq. (1). The matter and proton radius be-

come: r
19B
m = 3.5 fm and r

19B
p = 2.7 fm . These values can

be compared to the estimations given in (17).
The di!erence between our estimations reflects the dis-

agreement between the results from Ref. [28] and our
calculations shown in Fig. 5, that does not allow to nar-
row the knowledge on both the two-neutron separation
energy and the 17B+n scattering length, which calls for
further experimental data and analysis. Despite of that
our study of the universal properties of the two-neutron
halo of 19B endorses the presence of a long-range s-wave
correlation between the two neutrons, as well as, among
the neutron- and the core, exceeding by far the ranges of
the nn and n-core interactions, which gives further sup-
port to the model independence of the present findings.
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We explore the description of the bound 19B isotope in terms of a 17B+n+n three-body system
where the two-body subsystems 17B+n and neutron-neutron (nn) have virtual states close to the
continuum. Dimensionless scaling functions for the root-mean-square (rms) radii are defined and
studied for di!erent parameters of the neutron-core potential and considering three di!erent models
for neutron-neutron interaction. The scaling functions for the radii are rooted on the universal
behavior of three-body systems close to the Efimov limit and depend only on dimensionless quantities
formed by the two-neutron separation energies and scattering lengths. Our results show in practice
the model independence of these scaling functions close to unitarity. We provide an estimation of
the di!erent rms relative separation distances between the constituents, as well as, the proton and
matter radii.

PACS numbers:

I. INTRODUCTION

Weakly bound light radioactive nuclei with the struc-
ture of a core+n+n are found in the vicinity of the neu-
tron drip line and have the characteristic property of the
formation of a large two-neutron halo [1]. The neutron
halo is markedly situated outside the n-core interaction
range, and it is governed by the large n-core s-wave scat-
tering length exceeding by far the e!ective range. Much
have been discussed on the structure and reactions of
light two-neutron halo nuclei close to the drip-line since
the pioneering work on 11Li [2], with an extensive re-
view literature [3–13]. To cite one example, it has been
pointed out theoretically that 22C has a n-20C subsys-
tem with a large s-wave scattering length, and then as
a result, the three-body system, namely 20C-n-n, forms
a weakly-bound Borromean state of 22C [14–16], which
is supported by analysis of earlier experiments [17] and
by the more recent observation and analysis of higher-
precision cross-sections [18].

In 2010, the weakly-bound Borromean state of 19B [19]
has been observed. The paper reported that a virtual
state of 18B is located below the 17B+n threshold and
that the scattering length of 17B+n, as, was negative and
large. However, due to the poor resolution and accep-
tance of the experiment, the precise value of the scatter-
ing length was not determined and only an upper bound
as < !50 fm was established. The two-neutron separa-
tion energy, S2n of 19B was measured in another experi-
ment [20], where it was reported to be 0.14± 0.39MeV.
A more recent compilation of nuclear masses provides
S2n = 0.09± 0.56 MeV [21].

Motivated by these experiments, some of the present
authors (E.H., R.L. and J.C.) studied the structure of 19B
within the framework of 17B+n+n three-body model [22]
and predicted the binding energy of the ground state in

19B by tuning the n-17B scattering length (!100 < as <
!20 fm). The two-neutron separation energy value of
S2n = 0.13MeV was found by considering as = !100 fm,
which is compatible with the experimental data [20]. In
addition, due to the large magnitude of the 17B+n scat-
tering length, it was pointed out that the ground state
has features of Efimov state [23, 24], however due to the
unfavorable heavy-light-light mass composition of this
three cluster state it is highly unlikely to form an Efimov
excited state. That indeed is excluded by the possible re-
gions of existence of such states systematized in Ref. [25]
and later on within EFT in [26]. Despite of that, the
shallow ground state of the large two-neutron halo of 19B
should exhibit universal and model independent proper-
ties through its structure, which would be dominated by
what is known as Efimov physics [27]: an intrinsic con-
sequence of the discrete scale in-variance in the unitarity
limit, or equivalently in the zero-range interaction limit
(see e.g. [6]).
Furthermore, a recent new experiment on 19B has been

performed [28]. It was observed an enhanced soft electric-
dipole mode just above the two-neutron decay threshold,
which was interpreted with three-body calculations that
reproduce the energy spectrum. They found the best
fit of the relative energy spectrum for S2n = 0.5MeV
as = !50 fm, resulting in a rms radius of the core with
respect the two-neutron center of mass given by:

!
"r2c!2n# = 5.75± 0.11 (stat)± 0.21 (sys) fm , (1)

similar in size to the corresponding quantity in 11Li.
It was concluded that the valence neutrons have a sig-
nificant s-wave configuration and exhibit a pronounced
neutron-neutron correlation. Apart from the experimen-
tal activity, theoretical e!orts were expended to study
the structure of 19B in a three-body model [29] and also
within the many-body mean-field approach of the de-

8

8.2 fm, !r2nc"
1
2 = 6.8 fm, and !r2c!2n"

1
2 = 5.4 fm. The

latter is within the error of the extracted value [28], as
written in Eq. (1). The matter and proton radius be-

come: r
19B
m = 3.5 fm and r

19B
p = 2.7 fm . These values can

be compared to the estimations given in (17).
The di!erence between our estimations reflects the dis-

agreement between the results from Ref. [28] and our
calculations shown in Fig. 5, that does not allow to nar-
row the knowledge on both the two-neutron separation
energy and the 17B+n scattering length, which calls for
further experimental data and analysis. Despite of that
our study of the universal properties of the two-neutron
halo of 19B endorses the presence of a long-range s-wave
correlation between the two neutrons, as well as, among
the neutron- and the core, exceeding by far the ranges of
the nn and n-core interactions, which gives further sup-
port to the model independence of the present findings.
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FIG. 2: 19B ratio of two-neutron separation and a reference
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2n as function of !1/(2µnca
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2 . The results

are obtained with R = 3 fm for the neutron-neutron Bonn-
A potential (dashed line) and for MT13-potential (empty
squares). The calculations for AV18 were performed with
R = 3 fm (dotted line). The reference two-neutron separa-
tion energy is explained in the text.

where ! denotes the possible relative distances: nn
(neutron-neutron), nc (neutron-core), c ! 2n (core - nn
c.m.), n (neutron-c.m.) and c (17B-c.m.). The angles de-
fined by Eq. (5) are as a consequence of Eq. (8) scaling
functions determined, in principle, by the limit-cycles of
the di!erent radii.

The unitarity limit of the scaling relations are found
for 1/(as"nc) = 1/(ann"nn) = 0 written as:

"r2!#un
!

Sun
2n = R! (0, 0, A) , (9)

which was discussed in [6], and being only a function of
the core mass number. Another universal property of the
scaling function (8) is [6]:

#

#zi
R! (z1, z2, A) > 0 , (10)

which means, in particular, that the halo system shrinks
when it moves from unitarity to a Borromean configu-
ration. This is natural as the system has to compress
in order to preserve the same binding energy when it is
driven from unitarity to a Borromean state [31]. Indeed,
such behavior is also confirmed in present calculations,
as we will illustrate in what follows.

B. Scaling analysis for S2n

The scaling function of the two-neutron separation en-
ergy, for the Borromean system 19B is shown in Fig. 2 in
terms of a reference value:

S2n

Sref
2n

= F
"#

as"
ref
nc

$!1
,
#
ann"

ref
nn

$!1
, A

%
, (11)

with the definitions:

"ref
nc =

&
2µncS

ref
2n

' 1
2 and "ref

nn =
&
mnS

ref
2n

' 1
2 . (12)

We make use of the general form provided by Eq. (6),
with the arguments corresponding to as = !1000 fm for
Sref
2n = 0.1758MeV and Sref

2n = 0.1442MeV, as given in
Table I for Bonn-A and MT13 nn potentials, respectively.
For the AV18 interaction we have Sref

2n = 0.1481MeV for
R = 3 fm and as = !1000 fm.
We observe that the slope is weakly dependent on the

nn interaction model, confirming the validity of an uni-
versal scaling law. The curves in the figure can be pa-
rameterized by:

S2n

Sref
2n

(((
Bonn!A

= 1.03! 2.94

as"ref
nc

+
2.43

(as"ref
nc)

2
+ · · · ,

S2n

Sref
2n

(((
MT13

= 1.04! 3.00

as"ref
nc

+
2.38

(as"ref
nc)

2
+ · · · ,

S2n

Sref
2n

(((
AV 18

= 1.04! 3.02

as"ref
nc

+
2.42

(as"ref
nc)

2
+ · · · , (13)

which also shows that the di!erence between the nn scat-
tering lengths and e!ective ranges of Bonn-A and MT13
is not significant for this particular scaling function. The
3-4% deviation from unity at 1/as = 0 in Eq. (13) shows
that the reference Sref

2n value are indeed quite close to
this situation. As a reference the linear coe"cients, as-
sociated with the Tan’s contact [42] are close to 3 in the
three cases, which could be compared to 2.11 [39–41] for
the three-boson system. The quadratic coe"cients are
about 2.4 compared to 0.80 in the three-boson case [39].
We observe that this correlation is quite insensitive to
the di!erent values of ann in the three potential models
for a fixed R. Furthermore, as the system shifts from
the unitarity to Borromean the separation energy tends
to decrease with relative to the unitarity value, since the
interaction becomes weaker.

C. Radii vs. as and S2n

The 19B r.m.s. radii "r2!#
1
2 (! $ nn, nc , c ! 2n) as a

function of as are displayed in Fig. 3, for the calculations
given for R = 3 fm in Table I and also for R assuming
the values of 2, 2.5 and 3.5 fm in the case of the Bonn-A
potential.The r.m.s. radii for the Bonn-A potential are
systematically smaller than the ones for MT13. The size
of 19B increases when the scattering lengths decrease,
both for the dependence in as and ann. At a first sight,
it seems to to be in conflict with the monotonic behavior
found for the r.m.s. radii scaling functions expressed by
Eq. (10). However, we must remind the reader that also
the correlation with S2n is relevant for these 19B quan-
tities, as the three-body system in this lowest angular
momentum state is sensitive to the short range physics
determining the actual values of the separation energies.
This feature is revealed in Fig. 4 where the results for the

Scaling function S2n  : 19B= 17B +n+n

19B
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which was discussed in [6], and being only a function of
the core mass number. Another universal property of the
scaling function (8) is [6]:
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which means, in particular, that the halo system shrinks
when it moves from unitarity to a Borromean configu-
ration. This is natural as the system has to compress
in order to preserve the same binding energy when it is
driven from unitarity to a Borromean state [31]. Indeed,
such behavior is also confirmed in present calculations,
as we will illustrate in what follows.

B. Scaling analysis for S2n
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this situation. As a reference the linear coe"cients, as-
sociated with the Tan’s contact [42] are close to 3 in the
three cases, which could be compared to 2.11 [39–41] for
the three-boson system. The quadratic coe"cients are
about 2.4 compared to 0.80 in the three-boson case [39].
We observe that this correlation is quite insensitive to
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which means, in particular, that the halo system shrinks
when it moves from unitarity to a Borromean configu-
ration. This is natural as the system has to compress
in order to preserve the same binding energy when it is
driven from unitarity to a Borromean state [31]. Indeed,
such behavior is also confirmed in present calculations,
as we will illustrate in what follows.
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2n = 0.1442MeV, as given in
Table I for Bonn-A and MT13 nn potentials, respectively.
For the AV18 interaction we have Sref

2n = 0.1481MeV for
R = 3 fm and as = !1000 fm.
We observe that the slope is weakly dependent on the

nn interaction model, confirming the validity of an uni-
versal scaling law. The curves in the figure can be pa-
rameterized by:
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which also shows that the di!erence between the nn scat-
tering lengths and e!ective ranges of Bonn-A and MT13
is not significant for this particular scaling function. The
3-4% deviation from unity at 1/as = 0 in Eq. (13) shows
that the reference Sref

2n value are indeed quite close to
this situation. As a reference the linear coe"cients, as-
sociated with the Tan’s contact [42] are close to 3 in the
three cases, which could be compared to 2.11 [39–41] for
the three-boson system. The quadratic coe"cients are
about 2.4 compared to 0.80 in the three-boson case [39].
We observe that this correlation is quite insensitive to
the di!erent values of ann in the three potential models
for a fixed R. Furthermore, as the system shifts from
the unitarity to Borromean the separation energy tends
to decrease with relative to the unitarity value, since the
interaction becomes weaker.

C. Radii vs. as and S2n

The 19B r.m.s. radii "r2!#
1
2 (! $ nn, nc , c ! 2n) as a

function of as are displayed in Fig. 3, for the calculations
given for R = 3 fm in Table I and also for R assuming
the values of 2, 2.5 and 3.5 fm in the case of the Bonn-A
potential.The r.m.s. radii for the Bonn-A potential are
systematically smaller than the ones for MT13. The size
of 19B increases when the scattering lengths decrease,
both for the dependence in as and ann. At a first sight,
it seems to to be in conflict with the monotonic behavior
found for the r.m.s. radii scaling functions expressed by
Eq. (10). However, we must remind the reader that also
the correlation with S2n is relevant for these 19B quan-
tities, as the three-body system in this lowest angular
momentum state is sensitive to the short range physics
determining the actual values of the separation energies.
This feature is revealed in Fig. 4 where the results for the
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(2µncS2n)
1
2 . The solid, long-dashed and dashed lines are the

results for Bonn-A potential and empty squares for MT13-
potential with R = 3 fm. The calculations with R equals
to 2, 2.5, and 3.5 fm obtained with Bonn-A potential are
the up-triangle, circle and down-triangle, respectively. The
results for AV18 for R = 3 fm are shown by the dotted

line. The full squares corresponds to (!r2c!2n"S2n)
1
2 = 0.55

and (!r2nn"S2n)
1
2 = 0.80 for 1/(as"nc) = $0.1325 from

the three-body calculations of Casal and Garrido [29]. The
full circle is the experimental extraction of Ref. [28] with

values (!r2c!2n"S2n)
1
2 = 0.632 ± 0.026 and 1/(as"nc) =

$0.1325. The full diamond is the estimated value of
(!11Li|r2c!2n|11Li"S

11Li
2n )

1
2 (explanation in the text).

studied by exclusive measurements of 17B+n+n from the
Coulomb breakup reaction with Pb at 220 MeV/nucleon.
Three-body calculations were used to reproduce the soft
E1 energy excitation spectrum below 6 MeV, and indi-
cated that the valence neutrons have a significant dineu-
tron correlation in a s-wave configuration. Furthermore,
the 17B+n+n three-body model calculations performed
to analyze the experimental results uses as = !50 fm and
S2n = 0.5MeV, it was extracted the value for "r2c!2n#

1
2

written in (1), which gives ("r2c!2n#S2n)
1
2 = 0.632±0.026.

We also compared the results for the scaling function
given in Fig. 5 to the estimated 11Li core-2n distance,
which is found within the interval 5.01±0.32 [44] to 6.2±
0.5 fm [7], corresponding to

0.47 ! ("11Li|r2c!2n|11Li#S
11Li
2n )

1
2 ! 0.59 ,

using the experimental value S
11Li
2n = 369.15(65) keV [45].

This last value gives 1/(an!9Li!nc) = !0.368 considering
the s-wave virtual state of 10Li to be at !50 keV.

The upper panel of Fig. 6 shows the 19B dimension-
less products ("r2!#S2n)

1
2 (" $ n , c) as a function of

!1/(as!nc) calculated with Bonn-A, MT13 and AV18
considering R = 3 fm in the neutron-core potential.
Other values of R equals to 2, 2.5 and 3.5 fm were
also used together with Bonn-A potential. We also
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1
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panel: average angles #! (! # nn , nc) as a function of
$1/(as"nc). Results for neutron-neutron Bonn-A potential
(solid lines) and MT-potential (empty squares) for R = 3 fm.
The calculations with R equals to 2, 2.5, and 3.5 fm obtained
with Bonn-A potential are the up-triangle, circle and down-
triangle, respectively. The results for AV18 for R = 3 fm are
shown by the dotted line. The diamonds are the extracted
values from experimental data for 11Li and ”11Li” refers to

the (2/19)(!11Li|r2c!2n|11Li"S
11Li
2n )

1
2 (see text for the explana-

tion).

present the values estimated with the extracted mat-
ter radius from the experimental data considering 11Li
a two-neutron halo nucleus for ("11Li|r2n|11Li#S

11Li
2n )

1
2 =

0.617(36) [6] and (2/19)("11Li|r2c!2n|11Li#S
11Li
2n )

1
2 , which

is in the range of 0.049 and 0.056 and denoted by ”11Li”
in the figure.

The lower panel of Fig. 6 shows 19B average angles #!
(" $ nn , nc) as a function of !1/(as!nc). Results are
displayed for the neutron-neutron Bonn-A potential con-
sidering R with values of 2, 2.5, 3 and 3.5 fm. For MT13
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Three-body calculations were used to reproduce the soft
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the s-wave virtual state of 10Li to be at !50 keV.
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present the values estimated with the extracted mat-
ter radius from the experimental data considering 11Li
a two-neutron halo nucleus for ("11Li|r2n|11Li#S
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2 =

0.617(36) [6] and (2/19)("11Li|r2c!2n|11Li#S
11Li
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2 , which

is in the range of 0.049 and 0.056 and denoted by ”11Li”
in the figure.

The lower panel of Fig. 6 shows 19B average angles #!
(" $ nn , nc) as a function of !1/(as!nc). Results are
displayed for the neutron-neutron Bonn-A potential con-
sidering R with values of 2, 2.5, 3 and 3.5 fm. For MT13
and AV18 with the neutron-core potential has R = 3 fm.
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3

dependent (CD) AV18 [34] for which ann=-18.8 fm and
rnn=2.83 fm, both models acting in all partial waves. We
have also considered the S-wave CD version of MT13 [35]
built in [22] with low-energy parameters ann=-18.59 fm
and rnn=2.93 fm, in agreement with the experimental
values. It takes the form

Vnn = VR
e!µRr

r
! VA

e!µAr

r
, (3)

where the parameters are: VR=1438.720 MeV·fm,
VA=509.40 MeV·fm, µ!1

R =3.11 fm, µ!1
A =1.55 fm.

III. 19B RESULTS

We have computed the 19B ground-state energy, mea-
sured by the two-neutron separation energy S2n as a func-
tion of as. The rms relative separation distances were
also calculated for "r2nn#

1
2 , "r2nc#

1
2 , "r2c!2n#

1
2 , "r2n#

1
2 and

"r2c #
1
2 . The three-body problem was solved by the Gaus-

sian Expansion Method [36] and by the Faddeev equation
formalism in configuration space [37, 38].

In Table I, we present an example of our results ob-
tained with both Bonn-A and MT13 potentials, where
the dependence on the spin independent n+17B scat-
tering length is explored for the two-neutron separation
energy and di!erent rms relative separation distances
in the Borromean 17B+n+n system. As it should be
S2n increases towards unitarity, as Vr becomes slightly
more attractive, despite that the two neutron separa-
tion energy is below 0.2 MeV, implying in a giant halo
around 10 fm to be compared with the smaller size of
the core nucleus. Such values of S2n are consistent with
S2n = 0.14± 0.39 MeV [20].

Furthermore, by using the results presented in Table I
the neutron and core rms distances to the center of mass
can be easily evaluated from "r2nn#
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given respectively by:
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quantifies the geometry of the halo and verifies

!nn! + 2 !nc = 360" ,

that is accurately fulfilled in our calculations.

TABLE I: Dependence on the singlet n+17B scattering length
of the two-neutron separation energy and rms relative sepa-
ration distances in the 17B+n+n system computed with the
Bonn-A and MT13 nn potentials for R = 3 fm. S2n in MeV,

as and !r2!"
1
2 in fm (! = nn, c# 2n, nc).

Bonn-A

as S2n !r2nn"
1
2 !r2c!2n"

1
2 !r2nc"

1
2

-50 0.087031 16.15 10.89 13.56
-80 0.117391 14.79 10.11 12.53
-100 0.128790 14.40 9.89 12.23
-300 0.162571 13.45 9.35 11.52
-500 0.169934 13.28 9.25 11.39
-1000 0.175789 13.15 9.18 11.29
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-100 0.101013 15.92 10.49 13.17
-300 0.132020 14.72 9.82 12.27
-500 0.138816 14.51 9.70 12.11
-1000 0.144228 14.35 9.61 11.99

A. Scaling functions

Within the considered model the 17B+n+n system is
loosely bound, such that its giant halo has rms relative
distances by one order of magnitude larger than the in-
teraction range $ 1 fm. One should notice however that
the nn e!ective ranges are only about four times smaller
than these sizes, thus indicating possible importance of
the range corrections. Under this condition we will study
the results of Table I systematically employing the halo
universal scaling laws (see e.g. [6]), emerging as a conse-
quence of the correlations between observables of Efimov-
like states.
Close to the unitarity limit, these scaling laws depend

only on the scattering lengths, the two neutron separa-
tion energy and core mass number. The energy scaling
function as introduced in [39], is the correlation between
the three-body energy at a given scattering length with
the value at the unitarity. The range dependence was
also taken into account, which we will not display here:
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and µnc is the reduced mass of the n-core system and Sun
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is the two-neutron separation energy at unitarity. The
last scaling relation is written by considering ! = mn = 1
and it attains the trivial value 1 at unitarity.
Other scaling functions can be found for the rms rela-

tive separation distances, and they read [31] (see also [6]
for further discussions):
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We explore the description of the bound 19B isotope in terms of a 17B+n+n three-body system
where the two-body subsystems 17B+n and neutron-neutron (nn) have virtual states close to the
continuum. Dimensionless scaling functions for the root-mean-square (rms) radii are defined and
studied for di!erent parameters of the neutron-core potential and considering three di!erent models
for neutron-neutron interaction. The scaling functions for the radii are rooted on the universal
behavior of three-body systems close to the Efimov limit and depend only on dimensionless quantities
formed by the two-neutron separation energies and scattering lengths. Our results show in practice
the model independence of these scaling functions close to unitarity. We provide an estimation of
the di!erent rms relative separation distances between the constituents, as well as, the proton and
matter radii.

PACS numbers:

I. INTRODUCTION

Weakly bound light radioactive nuclei with the struc-
ture of a core+n+n are found in the vicinity of the neu-
tron drip line and have the characteristic property of the
formation of a large two-neutron halo [1]. The neutron
halo is markedly situated outside the n-core interaction
range, and it is governed by the large n-core s-wave scat-
tering length exceeding by far the e!ective range. Much
have been discussed on the structure and reactions of
light two-neutron halo nuclei close to the drip-line since
the pioneering work on 11Li [2], with an extensive re-
view literature [3–13]. To cite one example, it has been
pointed out theoretically that 22C has a n-20C subsys-
tem with a large s-wave scattering length, and then as
a result, the three-body system, namely 20C-n-n, forms
a weakly-bound Borromean state of 22C [14–16], which
is supported by analysis of earlier experiments [17] and
by the more recent observation and analysis of higher-
precision cross-sections [18].

In 2010, the weakly-bound Borromean state of 19B [19]
has been observed. The paper reported that a virtual
state of 18B is located below the 17B+n threshold and
that the scattering length of 17B+n, as, was negative and
large. However, due to the poor resolution and accep-
tance of the experiment, the precise value of the scatter-
ing length was not determined and only an upper bound
as < !50 fm was established. The two-neutron separa-
tion energy, S2n of 19B was measured in another experi-
ment [20], where it was reported to be 0.14± 0.39MeV.
A more recent compilation of nuclear masses provides
S2n = 0.09± 0.56 MeV [21].

Motivated by these experiments, some of the present
authors (E.H., R.L. and J.C.) studied the structure of 19B
within the framework of 17B+n+n three-body model [22]
and predicted the binding energy of the ground state in

19B by tuning the n-17B scattering length (!100 < as <
!20 fm). The two-neutron separation energy value of
S2n = 0.13MeV was found by considering as = !100 fm,
which is compatible with the experimental data [20]. In
addition, due to the large magnitude of the 17B+n scat-
tering length, it was pointed out that the ground state
has features of Efimov state [23, 24], however due to the
unfavorable heavy-light-light mass composition of this
three cluster state it is highly unlikely to form an Efimov
excited state. That indeed is excluded by the possible re-
gions of existence of such states systematized in Ref. [25]
and later on within EFT in [26]. Despite of that, the
shallow ground state of the large two-neutron halo of 19B
should exhibit universal and model independent proper-
ties through its structure, which would be dominated by
what is known as Efimov physics [27]: an intrinsic con-
sequence of the discrete scale in-variance in the unitarity
limit, or equivalently in the zero-range interaction limit
(see e.g. [6]).
Furthermore, a recent new experiment on 19B has been

performed [28]. It was observed an enhanced soft electric-
dipole mode just above the two-neutron decay threshold,
which was interpreted with three-body calculations that
reproduce the energy spectrum. They found the best
fit of the relative energy spectrum for S2n = 0.5MeV
as = !50 fm, resulting in a rms radius of the core with
respect the two-neutron center of mass given by:

!
"r2c!2n# = 5.75± 0.11 (stat)± 0.21 (sys) fm , (1)

similar in size to the corresponding quantity in 11Li.
It was concluded that the valence neutrons have a sig-
nificant s-wave configuration and exhibit a pronounced
neutron-neutron correlation. Apart from the experimen-
tal activity, theoretical e!orts were expended to study
the structure of 19B in a three-body model [29] and also
within the many-body mean-field approach of the de-
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Fig. 19. Classification scheme for an n–n–c system. The solid and dashed lines represent, respectively, two-body bound and virtual states.

By examining the results presented in Figs. 17 and 18, respectively for the cases withA = 1 andA = 200, it is important
to note that the behavior remains for different mass ratios. The distance between the solid and dotted curves, when the
subsystem n–n changes from virtual to bound, decreases with A. For A tending to zero this difference becomes smaller
and smaller as the long range interaction between n–n is dominated by the lighter particle c , as already demonstrated in an
adiabatic approximation of the three-body system.

We have illustrated that from the nature of the two-body subsystems (bound or virtual), when considering two particle
species in the three-body system, one can classify the different configurations as shown in Fig. 19. These configurations
present a systematical increase in their sizes, for a fixed three-body binding energy, when the system changes following
the sequence: Borromean, Tango, Samba, and All-bound. This curious effect happens because the interaction of the pair is
less attractive in a virtual state and to keep the same binding the three-body system has naturally to shrink, as shown
schematically in the figure.

In the case where the two-body energies are zero the scaling functions given by Eqs. (124) and (125) depend only on the
mass ratio of the particles (A = mc/mn). Thus, they are reduced to

!
!r2n! "|E3| = R#

n! (A) and
!

!r2! "|E3| = R#CM
! (A). (126)

These scaling functions, for themean-square distances in terms ofA, are presented in Fig. 20, considering ground and excited
states, in the limit such that Enn = Enc = 0. One can observe in frame (a) of Fig. 20, that the results almost saturate above
A $ 3 to the values found in the limit of A = %. The calculations for A = % give for !r2nn" the values of 0.69/E3 for
N = 0 and 0.61/E3 for N = 1. Therefore, for ground states, the root-mean-square distance between two n in the three-body
system can be estimated by 0.83

"
h̄2 /(E3mn), in the limit of zero pairwise binding energies. Our results for !r2nc" are 0.45/E3

for N = 0 and 0.40/E3 for N = 1. The saturation value for
"
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"
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which depends on the difference in the masses of the pair of particles.

The mean-square distance of one of the particles ! (=n or c) to the center-of-mass of the system can be obtained from
the results shown in frame (b) of Fig. 20, where we plot

!
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"
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comparison is only illustrative as the subsystems 5He, 10Li and 13Be do not have a binding energy equal to zero. It is important
to note that the observables of these weakly-bound systems are strongly dominated by the tail of the wave-function and
even in the case of 6He, in which the interaction n-5He is repulsive in s-wave and attractive in p-wave, we can see a good
reasonable agreement with our zero-range calculation in s-wave, as shown in Fig. 21. However, we remark that the case of
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In the Fig. 21 we can see that the r.m.s. radii between two particles and from the particles to the center-of-mass of the
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(
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center-of-mass tends to the n–c distance as A goes to infinity.
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is common to introduce a three-body interaction, which in
Eq. (5) is denoted by V3B(!). This is a phenomenological way
of accounting for those polarizations of the particles that are
beyond those described by the two-body interactions.

III. ZERO-RANGE POTENTIAL MODEL

The Hamiltonian for the zero-range model of the neutron-
neutron-core (n-n-c) system is

Ĥzr = ! !2

2mrx

"2
rx

! !2

2mry

"2
ry

+
!

i<j

"ij#(r i ! rj ), (7)

where two possible sets of the relative coordinates are defined
in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), and the associated reduced masses are
represented by mrx

and mry
. The wave function is an eigenstate

of the Hamiltonian (Ĥzr + S2n)$zr = 0, where S2n = !E is
the two-neutron separation energy. The neutrons are supposed
to be in a spin singlet state and the configuration space zero-
range model wave function is [32]

$(rn,rn# ) =
"

dq
e!%nn|rn!rn# |

|rn ! rn# |
eiq.rc,nn fnn(q)

+
#"

dq
e!%nc |rn!rc|

|rn ! rc|
eiq.rn#,ncfnc(q) + (n$n#)

$
,

(8)

where rn, rn# , and rc are the neutrons and core positions with
respect to the center of mass of the n-n-c system. The relative
coordinate of the core to the neutron-neutron center of mass
is rc,nn and the relative coordinate of n# to the neutron-core
center of mass is rn#,nc. The %’s in the two-body subsystems
wave functions are

%nn =

%

2
µnn

!2

&
S2n + !2q2

2µnn,c

'
,

%nc =
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2
µnc
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&
S2n + !2q2
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'
(9)

with the reduced masses

µnn = m

2
, µnn,c = m

2A

A + 2
,

(10)
µnc = m

A

A + 1
, µnc,n = m

A + 1
A + 2

,

where A is the mass number of the core, which for 22C with
a 20C core is A = 20. The zero-range wave function is an
eigenstate of the Hamiltonian (7) and, with the exception of the
configurations where two of the constituents overlap, the halo
wave function is an eigenstate of the kinetic energy operator.
In order to build the s-wave three-body wave function for the
n-n-c system, one needs to solve a coupled integral equation
for the independent spectator functions fnn(q) and fnc(q). The
formalism based on the renormalized zero-range three-body
model leading to well-defined integral equations to compute
the spectator functions from the nn and nc scattering lengths
and the value of S2n is presented and discussed in detail, for
example, in Ref. [15].

IV. THREE-BODY PROPERTIES

In order to construct the 22C three-body wave function
within the hyperspherical adiabatic expansion method, we
use the Gaussian neutron-neutron interaction specified, for
instance, in Ref. [33]. This potential contains central, spin-
spin, spin-orbit, and tensor parts, and it has been adjusted to
reproduce the low-energy n-n scattering data. In particular,
it provides a neutron-neutron scattering length of ann =
!18.4 fm. For the neutron-core interaction we use central
and spin-orbit terms with a Woods-Saxon shape. Following
Ref. [27], we choose the radius and diffuseness of the Woods-
Saxon potentials equal to 1.25 and 0.65 fm, respectively.

For the s waves the strength Vc of the central potential is
adjusted such that the lowest s1/2 state in n-20C is unbound
or barely bound. This is then a shallow potential not holding
Pauli-forbidden states. In Table I we give the computed 21C
binding energy Enc, scattering length anc, and effective range
r0, for different values of Vc. As we can see, any strength more
attractive than !21.0 MeV makes the two-body neutron-20C
system bound. The value of Vc = !21.0 MeV corresponds to
basically infinite scattering length, or equivalently, a bound
two-body state at zero energy. The calculation has been done
taking the 20C mass equal to 19.83m where m is the neutron
mass. For & > 0 waves we use the potential given in Ref. [27],
where the strength of the central and spin-orbit potentials is
taken equal to !42.0 and !25.2 MeV, respectively.

As we can observe in Table I, the computed effective ranges
are consistent with the 20C root-mean-square (rms) matter
radius of 2.98(5) fm [34]. That sizable effective range can in
principle affect the universal correlations between observables
in 22C. This point will be explored in the next sections, when
the finite-range potentials will be used to compute the neutron
halo distribution and the conditions under which the universal
scaling laws are fulfilled will be investigated.

In Table II we show the results obtained for the two-neutron
separation energy S2n and the expectation value %!2& when the
two-body energy, Enc, in the two-body neutron-20C system is
put equal to zero (Vc = !21.0 MeV in the s-wave neutron-core
potential). Results including partial waves up to &x = &y = 8
(left part) and with only &x = &y = 0 waves (right part)
are shown. The angular momenta &x and &y refer to the
relative orbital angular momentum between the two particles
connected by the Jacobi coordinate x, and between the third
particle and the center of mass of the first two. In the calculation
a three-body force with a power (P ) dependence as given in
Ref. [27] has been used:

V P
3B(!) = V P

3B

1 + (!/!0)3
. (11)

TABLE I. Two-body binding energies Enc, scattering lengths anc,
and effective ranges r0 for the s-wave n-20C system for different
values the potential strength Vc.

Vc (MeV) !21.0 ! 25.0 ! 30.0 ! 32.0 ! 33.5
Enc (MeV) !1.5 ' 10!5 ! 0.153 ! 0.693 ! 0.997 ! 1.25
anc (fm) 1192 13.4 6.98 6.03 5.51
r0 (fm) 2.88 2.54 2.22 2.11 2.04
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where rn, rn# , and rc are the neutrons and core positions with
respect to the center of mass of the n-n-c system. The relative
coordinate of the core to the neutron-neutron center of mass
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where A is the mass number of the core, which for 22C with
a 20C core is A = 20. The zero-range wave function is an
eigenstate of the Hamiltonian (7) and, with the exception of the
configurations where two of the constituents overlap, the halo
wave function is an eigenstate of the kinetic energy operator.
In order to build the s-wave three-body wave function for the
n-n-c system, one needs to solve a coupled integral equation
for the independent spectator functions fnn(q) and fnc(q). The
formalism based on the renormalized zero-range three-body
model leading to well-defined integral equations to compute
the spectator functions from the nn and nc scattering lengths
and the value of S2n is presented and discussed in detail, for
example, in Ref. [15].

IV. THREE-BODY PROPERTIES

In order to construct the 22C three-body wave function
within the hyperspherical adiabatic expansion method, we
use the Gaussian neutron-neutron interaction specified, for
instance, in Ref. [33]. This potential contains central, spin-
spin, spin-orbit, and tensor parts, and it has been adjusted to
reproduce the low-energy n-n scattering data. In particular,
it provides a neutron-neutron scattering length of ann =
!18.4 fm. For the neutron-core interaction we use central
and spin-orbit terms with a Woods-Saxon shape. Following
Ref. [27], we choose the radius and diffuseness of the Woods-
Saxon potentials equal to 1.25 and 0.65 fm, respectively.

For the s waves the strength Vc of the central potential is
adjusted such that the lowest s1/2 state in n-20C is unbound
or barely bound. This is then a shallow potential not holding
Pauli-forbidden states. In Table I we give the computed 21C
binding energy Enc, scattering length anc, and effective range
r0, for different values of Vc. As we can see, any strength more
attractive than !21.0 MeV makes the two-body neutron-20C
system bound. The value of Vc = !21.0 MeV corresponds to
basically infinite scattering length, or equivalently, a bound
two-body state at zero energy. The calculation has been done
taking the 20C mass equal to 19.83m where m is the neutron
mass. For & > 0 waves we use the potential given in Ref. [27],
where the strength of the central and spin-orbit potentials is
taken equal to !42.0 and !25.2 MeV, respectively.

As we can observe in Table I, the computed effective ranges
are consistent with the 20C root-mean-square (rms) matter
radius of 2.98(5) fm [34]. That sizable effective range can in
principle affect the universal correlations between observables
in 22C. This point will be explored in the next sections, when
the finite-range potentials will be used to compute the neutron
halo distribution and the conditions under which the universal
scaling laws are fulfilled will be investigated.

In Table II we show the results obtained for the two-neutron
separation energy S2n and the expectation value %!2& when the
two-body energy, Enc, in the two-body neutron-20C system is
put equal to zero (Vc = !21.0 MeV in the s-wave neutron-core
potential). Results including partial waves up to &x = &y = 8
(left part) and with only &x = &y = 0 waves (right part)
are shown. The angular momenta &x and &y refer to the
relative orbital angular momentum between the two particles
connected by the Jacobi coordinate x, and between the third
particle and the center of mass of the first two. In the calculation
a three-body force with a power (P ) dependence as given in
Ref. [27] has been used:
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is common to introduce a three-body interaction, which in
Eq. (5) is denoted by V3B(!). This is a phenomenological way
of accounting for those polarizations of the particles that are
beyond those described by the two-body interactions.
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where two possible sets of the relative coordinates are defined
in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), and the associated reduced masses are
represented by mrx
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of the Hamiltonian (Ĥzr + S2n)$zr = 0, where S2n = !E is
the two-neutron separation energy. The neutrons are supposed
to be in a spin singlet state and the configuration space zero-
range model wave function is [32]
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where rn, rn# , and rc are the neutrons and core positions with
respect to the center of mass of the n-n-c system. The relative
coordinate of the core to the neutron-neutron center of mass
is rc,nn and the relative coordinate of n# to the neutron-core
center of mass is rn#,nc. The %’s in the two-body subsystems
wave functions are
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where A is the mass number of the core, which for 22C with
a 20C core is A = 20. The zero-range wave function is an
eigenstate of the Hamiltonian (7) and, with the exception of the
configurations where two of the constituents overlap, the halo
wave function is an eigenstate of the kinetic energy operator.
In order to build the s-wave three-body wave function for the
n-n-c system, one needs to solve a coupled integral equation
for the independent spectator functions fnn(q) and fnc(q). The
formalism based on the renormalized zero-range three-body
model leading to well-defined integral equations to compute
the spectator functions from the nn and nc scattering lengths
and the value of S2n is presented and discussed in detail, for
example, in Ref. [15].

IV. THREE-BODY PROPERTIES

In order to construct the 22C three-body wave function
within the hyperspherical adiabatic expansion method, we
use the Gaussian neutron-neutron interaction specified, for
instance, in Ref. [33]. This potential contains central, spin-
spin, spin-orbit, and tensor parts, and it has been adjusted to
reproduce the low-energy n-n scattering data. In particular,
it provides a neutron-neutron scattering length of ann =
!18.4 fm. For the neutron-core interaction we use central
and spin-orbit terms with a Woods-Saxon shape. Following
Ref. [27], we choose the radius and diffuseness of the Woods-
Saxon potentials equal to 1.25 and 0.65 fm, respectively.

For the s waves the strength Vc of the central potential is
adjusted such that the lowest s1/2 state in n-20C is unbound
or barely bound. This is then a shallow potential not holding
Pauli-forbidden states. In Table I we give the computed 21C
binding energy Enc, scattering length anc, and effective range
r0, for different values of Vc. As we can see, any strength more
attractive than !21.0 MeV makes the two-body neutron-20C
system bound. The value of Vc = !21.0 MeV corresponds to
basically infinite scattering length, or equivalently, a bound
two-body state at zero energy. The calculation has been done
taking the 20C mass equal to 19.83m where m is the neutron
mass. For & > 0 waves we use the potential given in Ref. [27],
where the strength of the central and spin-orbit potentials is
taken equal to !42.0 and !25.2 MeV, respectively.

As we can observe in Table I, the computed effective ranges
are consistent with the 20C root-mean-square (rms) matter
radius of 2.98(5) fm [34]. That sizable effective range can in
principle affect the universal correlations between observables
in 22C. This point will be explored in the next sections, when
the finite-range potentials will be used to compute the neutron
halo distribution and the conditions under which the universal
scaling laws are fulfilled will be investigated.

In Table II we show the results obtained for the two-neutron
separation energy S2n and the expectation value %!2& when the
two-body energy, Enc, in the two-body neutron-20C system is
put equal to zero (Vc = !21.0 MeV in the s-wave neutron-core
potential). Results including partial waves up to &x = &y = 8
(left part) and with only &x = &y = 0 waves (right part)
are shown. The angular momenta &x and &y refer to the
relative orbital angular momentum between the two particles
connected by the Jacobi coordinate x, and between the third
particle and the center of mass of the first two. In the calculation
a three-body force with a power (P ) dependence as given in
Ref. [27] has been used:
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TABLE I. Two-body binding energies Enc, scattering lengths anc,
and effective ranges r0 for the s-wave n-20C system for different
values the potential strength Vc.
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is common to introduce a three-body interaction, which in
Eq. (5) is denoted by V3B(!). This is a phenomenological way
of accounting for those polarizations of the particles that are
beyond those described by the two-body interactions.
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represented by mrx
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of the Hamiltonian (Ĥzr + S2n)$zr = 0, where S2n = !E is
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where rn, rn# , and rc are the neutrons and core positions with
respect to the center of mass of the n-n-c system. The relative
coordinate of the core to the neutron-neutron center of mass
is rc,nn and the relative coordinate of n# to the neutron-core
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where A is the mass number of the core, which for 22C with
a 20C core is A = 20. The zero-range wave function is an
eigenstate of the Hamiltonian (7) and, with the exception of the
configurations where two of the constituents overlap, the halo
wave function is an eigenstate of the kinetic energy operator.
In order to build the s-wave three-body wave function for the
n-n-c system, one needs to solve a coupled integral equation
for the independent spectator functions fnn(q) and fnc(q). The
formalism based on the renormalized zero-range three-body
model leading to well-defined integral equations to compute
the spectator functions from the nn and nc scattering lengths
and the value of S2n is presented and discussed in detail, for
example, in Ref. [15].

IV. THREE-BODY PROPERTIES

In order to construct the 22C three-body wave function
within the hyperspherical adiabatic expansion method, we
use the Gaussian neutron-neutron interaction specified, for
instance, in Ref. [33]. This potential contains central, spin-
spin, spin-orbit, and tensor parts, and it has been adjusted to
reproduce the low-energy n-n scattering data. In particular,
it provides a neutron-neutron scattering length of ann =
!18.4 fm. For the neutron-core interaction we use central
and spin-orbit terms with a Woods-Saxon shape. Following
Ref. [27], we choose the radius and diffuseness of the Woods-
Saxon potentials equal to 1.25 and 0.65 fm, respectively.

For the s waves the strength Vc of the central potential is
adjusted such that the lowest s1/2 state in n-20C is unbound
or barely bound. This is then a shallow potential not holding
Pauli-forbidden states. In Table I we give the computed 21C
binding energy Enc, scattering length anc, and effective range
r0, for different values of Vc. As we can see, any strength more
attractive than !21.0 MeV makes the two-body neutron-20C
system bound. The value of Vc = !21.0 MeV corresponds to
basically infinite scattering length, or equivalently, a bound
two-body state at zero energy. The calculation has been done
taking the 20C mass equal to 19.83m where m is the neutron
mass. For & > 0 waves we use the potential given in Ref. [27],
where the strength of the central and spin-orbit potentials is
taken equal to !42.0 and !25.2 MeV, respectively.

As we can observe in Table I, the computed effective ranges
are consistent with the 20C root-mean-square (rms) matter
radius of 2.98(5) fm [34]. That sizable effective range can in
principle affect the universal correlations between observables
in 22C. This point will be explored in the next sections, when
the finite-range potentials will be used to compute the neutron
halo distribution and the conditions under which the universal
scaling laws are fulfilled will be investigated.

In Table II we show the results obtained for the two-neutron
separation energy S2n and the expectation value %!2& when the
two-body energy, Enc, in the two-body neutron-20C system is
put equal to zero (Vc = !21.0 MeV in the s-wave neutron-core
potential). Results including partial waves up to &x = &y = 8
(left part) and with only &x = &y = 0 waves (right part)
are shown. The angular momenta &x and &y refer to the
relative orbital angular momentum between the two particles
connected by the Jacobi coordinate x, and between the third
particle and the center of mass of the first two. In the calculation
a three-body force with a power (P ) dependence as given in
Ref. [27] has been used:
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TABLE I. Two-body binding energies Enc, scattering lengths anc,
and effective ranges r0 for the s-wave n-20C system for different
values the potential strength Vc.

Vc (MeV) !21.0 ! 25.0 ! 30.0 ! 32.0 ! 33.5
Enc (MeV) !1.5 ' 10!5 ! 0.153 ! 0.693 ! 0.997 ! 1.25
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TABLE II. Computed values of S2n (in MeV), !!2" (in fm2), and
rn (in fm), for different values of the three-body strength V P

3B , Eq. (11),
with !0 = 5 fm and for Vc = #21.0 MeV. The left part of the table
are the results including the components with "x,"y ! 8, and the right
part shows the results including only the "x = "y = 0 components.

V P
3B "x,"y ! 8 V P

3B "x,"y = 0

S2n !!2" rn S2n !!2" rn

0.0 1.83 25.16 3.54 0.0 1.52 28.06 3.75
1.0 1.24 29.98 3.87 1.0 0.954 35.31 4.20
2.0 0.694 40.01 4.47 2.0 0.447 54.10 5.20
3.0 0.220 79.74 6.32 2.5 0.230 83.79 6.47
3.5 0.045 290.8 12.1 3.0 0.060 249.4 11.2
3.6 0.021 601.7 17.3 3.1 0.035 407.4 14.3

For the future discussion, alternative shapes for the three-
body potential will be also considered. In particular, we shall
consider the Gaussian (G) and exponential (E) potentials:

V G
3B(!) = V G

3B e#(!/!0)2
and V E

3B(!) = V E
3B e#!/!0 . (12)

The results for different values of the strength V P
3B and

!0 = 5 fm (as given in Ref. [27]) are also shown in the table.
As we can see, without any three-body force the 22C system
is found to be bound, with two neutron separation energies
1.83 or 1.52 MeV, depending on the partial waves included
in the calculation. Therefore, a repulsive three-body force is
necessary in order to get a very weakly bound 22C state.

The convergence of the results in Table II has been reached
at two different levels. First, in the expansion of the angular
eigenfunctions given in Eq. (4). This convergence is shown
in Fig. 1, where the two lowest #n(!) functions entering in
the effective potentials (6) are plotted for different values of
Kmax. As seen in the figure, a Kmax value of 1600 is enough
to get convergence up to a distance of at least 500 fm. This

FIG. 1. Two lowest angular eigenvalue functions, #n(!), for
different values of Kmax in the expansion in Eq. (4). The thick (red)
solid line corresponds to Kmax = 1600, which is the value used in the
calculations.

FIG. 2. Computed values of S2n (a) and !!2" (b) for the two
states in Table II with "x = "y = 0 and V P

3b = 0 (black circles) and
V P

3b = 3.1 MeV (red squares). In the last case the results for S2n have
been multiplied by 40 and the ones of !!2" have been divided by 15.

distance is far enough to hold even the very weakly bound
states given in Table II. In fact, for S2n values of a few hundred
keV and higher, the convergence of the adiabatic potentials up
to ! = 100 fm is actually sufficient. In this work Kmax = 1600
has been used.

The second convergence concerns the adiabatic expansion
in Eq. (3). In Fig. 2 we show, as a function of the number of
terms n included in the expansion, the computed values of S2n

[Fig. 2(a)] and !!2" [Fig. 2(b)] for the two states in Table II
corresponding to "x = "y = 0 and V P

3B = 0 (circles) and
V P

3B = 3.1 MeV (squares). The last of these states corresponds
to a very weakly bound and very extended system. For this
reason, in order to have all the curves in the figure around the
same scale, the computed values of S2n and !!2" for this case
have been multiplied by 40 and divided by 15, respectively. In
this work a value of n = 10 has been used, which, as seen in
the figure, is enough to guarantee convergence of the results.

From [15] the quantity rn = !r2
n"1/2 is defined as

r2
n = 22

2

!
R

22C
M

"2 # 20
2

!
R

20C
M

"2
, (13)

where R
22C
M and R

20C
M are the root-mean-square matter radii of

22C and 20C, respectively.
The connection between rn and !!2" can be easily obtained

by remembering that for the three-body system 22C (n + n +
20C) the matter radius is obtained as [35]

!
R

22C
M

"2 = 20
22

!
R

20C
M

"2 + 1
22

!!2", (14)

which leads to r2
n = !!2"/2 . This result actually gives the

neutron rms radius relative to the center of mass of the system
for the case of an infinitely heavy core. For the present case of
A = 20 we will be content in comparing the rn results obtained
within this approximation. The computed values of rn with the
power three-body potential given in Eq. (11) are also given in
Table II.

In Fig. 3(a) we show the two-neutron separation energies
S2n given in Table II versus the value of rn. In the figure
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is common to introduce a three-body interaction, which in
Eq. (5) is denoted by V3B(!). This is a phenomenological way
of accounting for those polarizations of the particles that are
beyond those described by the two-body interactions.

III. ZERO-RANGE POTENTIAL MODEL

The Hamiltonian for the zero-range model of the neutron-
neutron-core (n-n-c) system is

Ĥzr = ! !2

2mrx

"2
rx

! !2

2mry

"2
ry

+
!

i<j

"ij#(r i ! rj ), (7)

where two possible sets of the relative coordinates are defined
in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), and the associated reduced masses are
represented by mrx

and mry
. The wave function is an eigenstate

of the Hamiltonian (Ĥzr + S2n)$zr = 0, where S2n = !E is
the two-neutron separation energy. The neutrons are supposed
to be in a spin singlet state and the configuration space zero-
range model wave function is [32]

$(rn,rn# ) =
"

dq
e!%nn|rn!rn# |

|rn ! rn# |
eiq.rc,nn fnn(q)

+
#"

dq
e!%nc |rn!rc|

|rn ! rc|
eiq.rn#,ncfnc(q) + (n$n#)

$
,

(8)

where rn, rn# , and rc are the neutrons and core positions with
respect to the center of mass of the n-n-c system. The relative
coordinate of the core to the neutron-neutron center of mass
is rc,nn and the relative coordinate of n# to the neutron-core
center of mass is rn#,nc. The %’s in the two-body subsystems
wave functions are

%nn =

%

2
µnn

!2

&
S2n + !2q2

2µnn,c

'
,

%nc =

%

2
µnc

!2

&
S2n + !2q2

2µnc,n

'
(9)

with the reduced masses

µnn = m

2
, µnn,c = m

2A

A + 2
,

(10)
µnc = m

A

A + 1
, µnc,n = m

A + 1
A + 2

,

where A is the mass number of the core, which for 22C with
a 20C core is A = 20. The zero-range wave function is an
eigenstate of the Hamiltonian (7) and, with the exception of the
configurations where two of the constituents overlap, the halo
wave function is an eigenstate of the kinetic energy operator.
In order to build the s-wave three-body wave function for the
n-n-c system, one needs to solve a coupled integral equation
for the independent spectator functions fnn(q) and fnc(q). The
formalism based on the renormalized zero-range three-body
model leading to well-defined integral equations to compute
the spectator functions from the nn and nc scattering lengths
and the value of S2n is presented and discussed in detail, for
example, in Ref. [15].

IV. THREE-BODY PROPERTIES

In order to construct the 22C three-body wave function
within the hyperspherical adiabatic expansion method, we
use the Gaussian neutron-neutron interaction specified, for
instance, in Ref. [33]. This potential contains central, spin-
spin, spin-orbit, and tensor parts, and it has been adjusted to
reproduce the low-energy n-n scattering data. In particular,
it provides a neutron-neutron scattering length of ann =
!18.4 fm. For the neutron-core interaction we use central
and spin-orbit terms with a Woods-Saxon shape. Following
Ref. [27], we choose the radius and diffuseness of the Woods-
Saxon potentials equal to 1.25 and 0.65 fm, respectively.

For the s waves the strength Vc of the central potential is
adjusted such that the lowest s1/2 state in n-20C is unbound
or barely bound. This is then a shallow potential not holding
Pauli-forbidden states. In Table I we give the computed 21C
binding energy Enc, scattering length anc, and effective range
r0, for different values of Vc. As we can see, any strength more
attractive than !21.0 MeV makes the two-body neutron-20C
system bound. The value of Vc = !21.0 MeV corresponds to
basically infinite scattering length, or equivalently, a bound
two-body state at zero energy. The calculation has been done
taking the 20C mass equal to 19.83m where m is the neutron
mass. For & > 0 waves we use the potential given in Ref. [27],
where the strength of the central and spin-orbit potentials is
taken equal to !42.0 and !25.2 MeV, respectively.

As we can observe in Table I, the computed effective ranges
are consistent with the 20C root-mean-square (rms) matter
radius of 2.98(5) fm [34]. That sizable effective range can in
principle affect the universal correlations between observables
in 22C. This point will be explored in the next sections, when
the finite-range potentials will be used to compute the neutron
halo distribution and the conditions under which the universal
scaling laws are fulfilled will be investigated.

In Table II we show the results obtained for the two-neutron
separation energy S2n and the expectation value %!2& when the
two-body energy, Enc, in the two-body neutron-20C system is
put equal to zero (Vc = !21.0 MeV in the s-wave neutron-core
potential). Results including partial waves up to &x = &y = 8
(left part) and with only &x = &y = 0 waves (right part)
are shown. The angular momenta &x and &y refer to the
relative orbital angular momentum between the two particles
connected by the Jacobi coordinate x, and between the third
particle and the center of mass of the first two. In the calculation
a three-body force with a power (P ) dependence as given in
Ref. [27] has been used:

V P
3B(!) = V P

3B

1 + (!/!0)3
. (11)

TABLE I. Two-body binding energies Enc, scattering lengths anc,
and effective ranges r0 for the s-wave n-20C system for different
values the potential strength Vc.

Vc (MeV) !21.0 ! 25.0 ! 30.0 ! 32.0 ! 33.5
Enc (MeV) !1.5 ' 10!5 ! 0.153 ! 0.693 ! 0.997 ! 1.25
anc (fm) 1192 13.4 6.98 6.03 5.51
r0 (fm) 2.88 2.54 2.22 2.11 2.04
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three-body force dies faster than the others. Therefore, the tail
of the adiabatic potentials given in Eq. (6), which for Enc = 0
and s waves matches the universal Efimov potential, is left
unchanged. We shall discuss this point more in detail in the
next section.

V. SPATIAL STRUCTURE

A. Halo-neutron density

Let us introduce now the one-body density for the neutron
as

!(ry) = r2
y

!
d"yd

3rx |#(x, y)|2 , (17)

which is normalized to 1.
Since, as shown in Fig. 4, we have two possible sets of

Jacobi coordinates, two different densities are therefore also
possible. In order to compare with the zero-range model we
choose the set of Jacobi coordinates given in Fig. 4(a), where
ry is the relative distance of the neutron to the center of mass
of the 21C subsystem. In addition, to proceed with such a
comparison, we introduce the density

!n(rn) = !

"
rn

A + 2
A + 1

#
, (18)

where rn is the position of the neutron with respect to the
center of mass of 22C.

In the limit of the zero-range potential the halo-neutron
density can also be associated to a scaling function:

!n(rn) =
$

m

!2
S

1
2

2n Nn(r̄n,±$nc,!$nn,A), (19)

where

r̄n = m

!2
S

1
2

2n rn. (20)

The scaling function Nn is the limit cycle of the correlation

between the dimensionless quantities !n(rn) S
! 1

2
2n

%
!2/m with

the ratios $nc and $nn in the Efimov limit, namely when Enc

and Enn tend to zero.
We now compare the results obtained for !n(rn) with the

finite-range potentials and with the renormalized zero-range
model, which allows us to build the scaling function (19). In
this way it is possible to check the emergence of the scaling
behavior of the density, as well as the limitations to model
independence.

FIG. 4. Definition of the polar angles % "
x used for the two possible

sets of Jacobi coordinates [panels (a) and (b)] in 22C.

FIG. 5. Halo-neutron density !n(rn) in 22C with the power-
dependent three-body potential (11) in panel (a) and the Gaussian
three-body potential (12) in panel (b), compared to the zero-range
model (represented by the black line with circles in both frames). Two
values of S2n are used for the calculations: 250 keV (dashed curves)
and 1000 keV (solid curves). The energy of 21C is fixed to Enc = 0.
Two different ranges have been considered for the three-body force:
&0 = 1 fm (blue curves) and &0 = 5 fm (red curves).

In a recent analysis of the 22C core-recoil momentum
distribution data [22], which were extracted from the breakup
cross section in a carbon target at 240 MeV per nucleon, the
two-neutron separation energy S2n was estimated to lie within
the range 100 keV ! S2n ! 400 keV [26]. Therefore, for our
considerations we shall use the values of S2n = 250 keV, in
the middle of the above interval, and, in order to be well
above the upper limit of the estimated range, we also choose
S2n = 1000 keV. Furthermore, we use for the 21C energy the
value Enc = 0, representing large scattering lengths, which
is not inconsistent with the analysis from Ref. [26]. In that
work a small dependence on Enc in the core-recoil momentum
distribution for a given S2n was observed.

The results for the halo-neutron density are shown in Fig. 5.
They have been obtained with the three-body force with a
power dependence (11) [Fig. 5(a)] and with the Gaussian shape
(12) [Fig. 5(b)]. We compare the finite-range potential neutron
density to the one obtained from the zero-range model wave
function (8).
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three-body force dies faster than the others. Therefore, the tail
of the adiabatic potentials given in Eq. (6), which for Enc = 0
and s waves matches the universal Efimov potential, is left
unchanged. We shall discuss this point more in detail in the
next section.

V. SPATIAL STRUCTURE

A. Halo-neutron density

Let us introduce now the one-body density for the neutron
as

!(ry) = r2
y

!
d"yd

3rx |#(x, y)|2 , (17)

which is normalized to 1.
Since, as shown in Fig. 4, we have two possible sets of

Jacobi coordinates, two different densities are therefore also
possible. In order to compare with the zero-range model we
choose the set of Jacobi coordinates given in Fig. 4(a), where
ry is the relative distance of the neutron to the center of mass
of the 21C subsystem. In addition, to proceed with such a
comparison, we introduce the density

!n(rn) = !

"
rn

A + 2
A + 1

#
, (18)

where rn is the position of the neutron with respect to the
center of mass of 22C.

In the limit of the zero-range potential the halo-neutron
density can also be associated to a scaling function:

!n(rn) =
$

m

!2
S

1
2

2n Nn(r̄n,±$nc,!$nn,A), (19)

where

r̄n = m

!2
S

1
2

2n rn. (20)

The scaling function Nn is the limit cycle of the correlation

between the dimensionless quantities !n(rn) S
! 1

2
2n

%
!2/m with

the ratios $nc and $nn in the Efimov limit, namely when Enc

and Enn tend to zero.
We now compare the results obtained for !n(rn) with the

finite-range potentials and with the renormalized zero-range
model, which allows us to build the scaling function (19). In
this way it is possible to check the emergence of the scaling
behavior of the density, as well as the limitations to model
independence.

FIG. 4. Definition of the polar angles % "
x used for the two possible

sets of Jacobi coordinates [panels (a) and (b)] in 22C.

FIG. 5. Halo-neutron density !n(rn) in 22C with the power-
dependent three-body potential (11) in panel (a) and the Gaussian
three-body potential (12) in panel (b), compared to the zero-range
model (represented by the black line with circles in both frames). Two
values of S2n are used for the calculations: 250 keV (dashed curves)
and 1000 keV (solid curves). The energy of 21C is fixed to Enc = 0.
Two different ranges have been considered for the three-body force:
&0 = 1 fm (blue curves) and &0 = 5 fm (red curves).

In a recent analysis of the 22C core-recoil momentum
distribution data [22], which were extracted from the breakup
cross section in a carbon target at 240 MeV per nucleon, the
two-neutron separation energy S2n was estimated to lie within
the range 100 keV ! S2n ! 400 keV [26]. Therefore, for our
considerations we shall use the values of S2n = 250 keV, in
the middle of the above interval, and, in order to be well
above the upper limit of the estimated range, we also choose
S2n = 1000 keV. Furthermore, we use for the 21C energy the
value Enc = 0, representing large scattering lengths, which
is not inconsistent with the analysis from Ref. [26]. In that
work a small dependence on Enc in the core-recoil momentum
distribution for a given S2n was observed.

The results for the halo-neutron density are shown in Fig. 5.
They have been obtained with the three-body force with a
power dependence (11) [Fig. 5(a)] and with the Gaussian shape
(12) [Fig. 5(b)]. We compare the finite-range potential neutron
density to the one obtained from the zero-range model wave
function (8).
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the low-energy phase-shift in the limit of large scattering lengths
where corrections due to the interaction range are not relevant for
the qualitative properties, dominated by a universal scaling behav-
ior (see e.g. [5] and [6]). We will also present a brief discussion
on how to apply our findings, through universality, to the context
of trapped ultracold atomic systems with different species near a
Feshbach resonance.

Next, we present the basic formalism to calculate the n–19C
elastic scattering amplitude. The input of our subtracted scatter-
ing equations are the n–n virtual state energy that will be fixed
at Enn = !143 keV, the energy of the halo neutron bound in 19C,
Enc , and the 20C that has a ground state energy of !3.5 MeV. The
neutron separation energy in 19C has a sizable error with value of
!160 ± 110 keV [28] and !530 ± 130 keV from Ref. [29]. In our
study we will allow wide variations in the n–18C energy in a range
between 200 up to 850 keV to include the experimental values.

Our units are such that h̄ =mn = 1, where mn is the mass of the
neutron, mc = Amn is the core mass (A = the core mass-number)
and µnc = Amn/(A + 1) is the reduced mass of the n–c system.
In the present case, the core is identified with 18C. In the follow-
ing formalism, the energies for the two-body (Enn and Enc) and
three-body (E3 " E) systems are, respectively, redefined to !nn , !nc ,
and E , with the conversion unit factor, h̄2/mn = 41.47 MeV fm2,
being the same for all the energies: Enn(nc) = (h̄2/mn)!nn(nc) , and
E3 " E = (h̄2/mn)E . The partial-wave elastic n–(nc) scattering
equation has been already discussed in detail in Ref. [16]. To make
clear to the reader the main ingredients of the model, we briefly
review the formalism in the following. The spectator function
"n(#q), which represents the relative motion between the neutron
and 19C target brings the boundary condition of the elastic scatter-
ing as:

"n(#q) " (2#)3$(#q ! #ki) + 4#
hn(#q; E (ki))

q2 ! k2i ! i%
, (4)

where hn(#q; E (ki)) is the scattering amplitude, and #q is the
momentum of the spectator particle (n) with respect to the
center-of-mass (CM) of the other two particles (n–c). The on-
energy-shell incoming and final relative momentum are related
to the three-body energy E " Ei " E (ki) by k " ki " |#ki | = |#k f | =$[2(A + 1)/(A + 2)](Ei ! !nc). The coupled partial-wave scattering
equations can be cast in a single channel Lippmann–Schwinger-
type from the relevant amplitude h&

n:

h&
n(q; E ) = V &(q,k; E ) + 2

#

%!

0

dp p2 V &(q, p; E )h&
n(p; E )

p2 ! k2 ! i%
. (5)

The kernel of the integral equation for the n–(nc) channel ampli-
tude contains the contribution of the coupled (nn)–c channel as
given by the integration seen in the expression below:

V &(q, p; E )

" #
(A + 1)
A + 2

'̄nc(q; E )

"

K &
2(q, p; E )

+
%!

0

dp& p&2K &
1(q, p

&; E )'nn(p&; E )K &
1(p, p&; E )

#

, (6)

where

'nn(q; E ) " !2
#

$%
|!nn| +

&
A + 2
4A

q2 ! E
'!1

, (7)

'̄nc(q; E ) " !1
#

(
A + 1
2A

) 3
2
(%

|!nc | +
*

(A + 2)q2

2(A + 1)
! E

)
, (8)

K &
i=1,2(q, p; E ) " G&

i (q, p; E ) ! $&0G&
i

+
q, p;!µ2,, (9)

G&
i (q, p; E ) =

1!

!1

dy
P&(y)

E ! A+1
A+Ai!1 q2 ! A+1

2A p2 ! A1!i pqy + i%
. (10)

The Kronecker delta $&0 (= 1 for & = 0 and = 0 for & '= 0) is intro-
duced in order to allow for finite results, using a subtracted kernel,
only for & = 0 where such regularization is necessary. The Thomas
collapse is absent for & > 0, due to the centrifugal barrier, and such
procedure is not necessary. The subtraction energy !µ2 allows to
fix the two-neutron separation energy of 20C to its physical value
giving our renormalization procedure.

In this way, Eq. (6) is renormalized and the three-body observ-
ables are completely defined by the two-body energy scales, !nc
and !nn , and the energy of 20C. The regularization scale µ2, used
in the s-wave [see Eq. (9)], is chosen to reproduce the three-body
ground-state energy of 20C with a value of !3.5 MeV [28]. The
scaling function for s-wave observables has a limit cycle [6,30] ev-
idenced when µ is let to be infinity. We point out that a good
description of this limit is already reached in the first cycle [31].

The numerical method to calculate the elastic scattering am-
plitude relies on the use of an auxiliary function [32], which is
a solution of an integral equation similar to the original one, but
with a kernel without the unitarity cut, due to a subtraction proce-
dure at the momentum k. The scattering amplitude is obtained by
evaluating certain integrals over the auxiliary function, when the
two-body unitarity cut is introduced back. In the present case, we
have the following integral equation for the auxiliary function ( ,
and the corresponding solution for h&

n(q; E ):

( &
n (q,k; E ) = V &(q,k; E ) + 2

#

%!

0

dp
-
p2V &(q, p; E )

! k2V &(q,k; E )
.( &

n (p,k; E )

p2 ! k2
,

h&
n(q; E ) = ( &

n (q,k; E )

1! 2
# k2

/ %
0 dp ( &

n (p,k;E )

p2!k2!i%

. (11)

For the on-shell scattering amplitude, we have

h&
n(k; E ) = [k cot $& ! ik]!1, (12)

such that, from Eq. (11), we have

k cot $& = 1

( &
n (k,k; E )

"

1! 2
#
k2

%!

0

dp
( &
n (p,k; E ) ! ( &

n (k,k; E )

p2 ! k2

#

.

Note that the numerical stability and accuracy of the results is del-
icate when an Efimov state is near the scattering region. In this
situation the method from Ref. [32] as outlined above, is far much
accurate than the use of contour deformation technique directly in
Eq. (6).

To guide the discussion of the results of k cot $R
0 for the n–19C

elastic scattering from the numerical solution of Eqs. (11), in anal-
ogy with the form given by Eq. (1), we consider an equivalent low
energy parametrization of the effective range expansion in terms
of the kinetic energy EK :

k cot $R
0 =

!a!1
n–19C + )EK + * E2

K

1! EK /E0
, (13)

where an–19C is the n–19C scattering length, with ) and * the ef-
fective range parameters to be adjusted. E0 is the position of the
pole with respect to the threshold for elastic scattering.

The numerical solution of Eq. (11) gives a zero in $R
0 , as an-

ticipated by our discussion. In order to present smooth curves,
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Fig. 1. The function (1 ! EK /E0)k cot !R
0 , where E0 is the pole position, is given

in terms of the CM kinetic energy EK . From bottom to top the curves correspond
to the following 19C binding energies (absolute values): 200, 400, 600, 800 and
850 keV.

Fig. 2. Energies of the first excited (bound or virtual) state of 20C are given as a
function of the inverse of the n–18C scattering length (solid line). The dashed-line
(where E20C = E19C) splits the non-allowed region (shadowed area) from the al-
lowed one. By increasing the energy of 19C (decreasing an–18C), the arrow indicates
the value for which an excited Efimov state turns into a virtual state.

in Fig. 1 we show the results for (1 ! EK /E0)k cot !R
0 in terms

of the CM kinetic energy EK . The calculations were performed
for different values of |E19C| below 850 keV. For |E19C| > 170 keV,
the 20C presents an Efimov virtual state [16], which can be seen
in Fig. 2, where it is plotted the 20C energies against the in-
verse of the n–18C scattering lengths, an–18C. Below this value,
the excited Efimov state turns out to be bound. The given pos-
itive an–18C are related to the 19C binding energies by E19C =
[h̄2/(2µn–18C)](1/a2n–18C), where µn–18C is the reduced mass for the

system n–18C, such that (1/an–18C) " 0.00676
!
E19C/keV fm!1. The

threshold for E20C is given by the dashed line. The non-allowed
area is the upper-right part of the figure (shadowed region). The
arrow marks approximately the point where an excited E20C state
(on the left) becomes a virtual state (on the right). In Table 1 we
give the effective range parameters from a fit of (13) to the results

Table 1
Effective range parameters in Eq. (13) for different |E19C| energies.
|E19C| (keV) (an–19C)

!1 (fm!1) " (fmkeV)!1 # (fmkeV2)!1 E0 (keV)

200 !0.591# 10!2 5.685#10!4 4.673# 10!8 1442.7
400 !0.624# 10!1 6.743# 10!4 8.821# 10!8 823.9
600 !2.118 # 10!1 9.337# 10!4 1.464#10!7 451.4
800 !1.268 3.110# 10!3 4.424# 10!7 115.0
850 !5.510 1.201# 10!2 1.641# 10!6 28.8

shown in Fig. 1. The n–19C scattering length is indeed negative as
the nearby Efimov state is virtual, in agreement with the findings
of Ref. [16]. The Efimov excited state moves from a bound state
(first energy sheet—left-hand side of the arrow of Fig. 2) to a vir-
tual state (second energy sheet—right-hand side of the arrow of
Fig. 2) through the elastic analytical cut, for |E19C| approximately
170 keV (an–18C " 11.347 fm) In fact, for 200 keV, the scattering
length is very large but still negative indicating the presence of a
nearby pole of the S-matrix in the second energy sheet. We also
observe the increase of the effective range parameters with the 19C
energy. With the n–n energy fixed to Enn = !143 keV and consid-
ering the experimental results for the neutron separation energy
from 19C (!160± 110 in [28] and !530± 130 keV in [29]), the ex-
istence of excited bound Efimov states in n–n–18C is quite doubtful.
In order to have a bound excited state, in the present zero-range
approach, we need |E19C| < 170 keV, which is excluded in [29].
Only the lower limits (absolute values) given in [28] are allowing
such possibility. However, we should observe that range correc-
tions will increase the allowed values of |E19C| for a bound E20C
excited state [33].

The position of the pole in k cot !R
0 is also shown in Fig. 3 as

a function of |E19C| (l.h.s.) and the energy of the virtual 20C state
(r.h.s.), respectively. Moving towards small values of |E19C| the pole
moves to larger energies. While the increase of |E19C| makes the
scattering length goes towards zero somewhat above 850 keV, as
indicated by the l.h.s. of Fig. 3. The s-wave elastic cross-sections
is damped at low-energies for parameters around these values. For
|E19C| above 500 keV, the pole is below the breakup threshold and
the corresponding s-wave cross-section presents a zero. For |E19C|
below 500 keV, the pole is above the breakup threshold where ab-
sorption occurs, and consequently the s-wave cross-section has a
minimum, not a zero, at the position of the pole. Clearly, as the
Efimov state moves deeper (see r.h.s. of Fig. 3) in the second en-
ergy sheet, the pole tends to zero energy. This behavior can be
easily verified by using the effective range expansion (13) and cal-
culating the pole of the scattering amplitude for the virtual state
energy (see e.g. [24]). As shown by our above numerical results,
we observe that in order to go from a zero in the scattering am-
plitude to the situation where one virtual Efimov state becomes
bound, the ratio of the two-body scattering lengths is given by$
170/850 % 0.45, which is quite close to our previous estimative

for A = 18 (a0/aB % 0.42), as discussed after Eq. (3). Although the
estimative is made using a qualitative approach, it is indicative of
the relation between the physics of the Efimov effect and the zero
in the scattering amplitude. We should remark that a zero in the
scattering length does not imply, in general, the Efimov physics,
while the opposite is true, as we have substantiated by the quali-
tative and quantitative calculations of the n–19C elastic phase-shift.
The absorption parameter $ = |eı!0 | is shown in Fig. 4. It changes
strongly with the binding energy of 19C. We observe that the ab-
sorption increases naturally with the size of 19C, as we see in the
weakly bound case of 200 keV.

In conclusion, we studied the elastic scattering of a neutron
on 19C near the condition for an excited Efimov state of 20C. In
our work the energy of the ground state of 20C and the neutron–
neutron scattering length were fixed to the experimental values.
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the nearby Efimov state is virtual, in agreement with the findings
of Ref. [16]. The Efimov excited state moves from a bound state
(first energy sheet—left-hand side of the arrow of Fig. 2) to a vir-
tual state (second energy sheet—right-hand side of the arrow of
Fig. 2) through the elastic analytical cut, for |E19C| approximately
170 keV (an–18C " 11.347 fm) In fact, for 200 keV, the scattering
length is very large but still negative indicating the presence of a
nearby pole of the S-matrix in the second energy sheet. We also
observe the increase of the effective range parameters with the 19C
energy. With the n–n energy fixed to Enn = !143 keV and consid-
ering the experimental results for the neutron separation energy
from 19C (!160± 110 in [28] and !530± 130 keV in [29]), the ex-
istence of excited bound Efimov states in n–n–18C is quite doubtful.
In order to have a bound excited state, in the present zero-range
approach, we need |E19C| < 170 keV, which is excluded in [29].
Only the lower limits (absolute values) given in [28] are allowing
such possibility. However, we should observe that range correc-
tions will increase the allowed values of |E19C| for a bound E20C
excited state [33].

The position of the pole in k cot !R
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a function of |E19C| (l.h.s.) and the energy of the virtual 20C state
(r.h.s.), respectively. Moving towards small values of |E19C| the pole
moves to larger energies. While the increase of |E19C| makes the
scattering length goes towards zero somewhat above 850 keV, as
indicated by the l.h.s. of Fig. 3. The s-wave elastic cross-sections
is damped at low-energies for parameters around these values. For
|E19C| above 500 keV, the pole is below the breakup threshold and
the corresponding s-wave cross-section presents a zero. For |E19C|
below 500 keV, the pole is above the breakup threshold where ab-
sorption occurs, and consequently the s-wave cross-section has a
minimum, not a zero, at the position of the pole. Clearly, as the
Efimov state moves deeper (see r.h.s. of Fig. 3) in the second en-
ergy sheet, the pole tends to zero energy. This behavior can be
easily verified by using the effective range expansion (13) and cal-
culating the pole of the scattering amplitude for the virtual state
energy (see e.g. [24]). As shown by our above numerical results,
we observe that in order to go from a zero in the scattering am-
plitude to the situation where one virtual Efimov state becomes
bound, the ratio of the two-body scattering lengths is given by$
170/850 % 0.45, which is quite close to our previous estimative

for A = 18 (a0/aB % 0.42), as discussed after Eq. (3). Although the
estimative is made using a qualitative approach, it is indicative of
the relation between the physics of the Efimov effect and the zero
in the scattering amplitude. We should remark that a zero in the
scattering length does not imply, in general, the Efimov physics,
while the opposite is true, as we have substantiated by the quali-
tative and quantitative calculations of the n–19C elastic phase-shift.
The absorption parameter $ = |eı!0 | is shown in Fig. 4. It changes
strongly with the binding energy of 19C. We observe that the ab-
sorption increases naturally with the size of 19C, as we see in the
weakly bound case of 200 keV.

In conclusion, we studied the elastic scattering of a neutron
on 19C near the condition for an excited Efimov state of 20C. In
our work the energy of the ground state of 20C and the neutron–
neutron scattering length were fixed to the experimental values.
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In the nuclear context the universal physics associated with the
Efimov phenomenon is hoped to be evident in light halo nuclei.
Recently it was suggested that the n–n–18C (n represents a neu-
tron) system would exhibit low-energy resonant properties remi-
niscent of an Efimov state [17]. The study of the halo nucleus 20C
modeled as n–n–18C system with an s-wave short-range interac-
tion between the pairs can be a playground to search for evidences
of universal three-body physics. Using a zero-range interaction we
have shown that this three-body halo system presents a virtual
state that turns into an excited state when the 19C binding is de-
creased [16]. Close to this condition, it is suggestive to study the
low-energy n–19C elastic scattering in s-wave as the Efimov poles
of the scattering amplitude are near the elastic scattering thresh-
old.

Indeed, in the neutron–deuteron (n–d) doublet s-wave elastic
scattering, the energy dependence of the phase-shift has to be
changed from a simple effective range formula to a more com-
plex one [18,19]. The change in the off-shell behavior of the two-
body potential, or three-body forces, modifies the corresponding
phase-shift correlated to the triton binding in a way that the scat-
tering length can vanish. This was already seen in the well-known
Phillips plot where the doublet scattering length is presented as a
function of the triton binding energy [20]. In the case of zero scat-
tering length, the function k cot !0 has a pole at zero relative n–d
kinetic energy, where k is the on-energy-shell incoming and final
relative momentum related to the energy of the three-body sys-
tem. The necessity of a pole in k cot !0 has been pointed out in
the analysis of the experimental data for the n–d doublet s-wave
phase-shift [19]. The analytical structure of k cot !0 in the n–d elas-
tic doublet state scattering has been also studied in several works
[21–25]. Van Oers and Seagrave proposed to incorporate a pole
in the phenomenological effective range formula used to fit the
k cot !0 low energy data for the n–d s-wave doublet state just be-
low the elastic threshold. The effective range expansion has a form
given by [19]

k cot !0 = !A + Bk2 ! C
1+ Dk2

, (1)

where A, B , C , and D are fitted constants. Its position and residue
have been calculated from dispersion relations as well as exact so-
lutions of three particle equations with separable interactions by
Whiting and Fuda [22]. Later on the existence of the triton vir-
tual state was found on the basis of the effective range expansion
[23]. After that, it was suggested from the solution of a three-
body model with separable two-body interactions that the triton
virtual state appears from an excited Efimov state moving to the
non-physical energy sheet through the elastic cut [26]. The same
phenomenon is found in the case of the excited Efimov state of the
two-neutron halo of 20C, where the pole of the S-matrix migrates
to the second energy sheet through the elastic n–19C cut when the
binding energy of the neutron in 19C is increased.

The understanding of the low-energy properties of n–n–18C sys-
tem also requires the study of the behavior of the scattering am-
plitude when an Efimov state is near the physical region. That
state appears either as a bound excited state or as a virtual state
depending on the low-energy parameters of the two-body subsys-
tems as well the three-body scale (e.g., the ground state energy of
20C). As we have shown [16], the mass ratios are not relevant for
the trajectory of an Efimov excited state turning into a virtual state
with the increase of the 19C binding energy, in correspondence to
what has been found in the case of the trinucleon system [26]. Our
next task is to find if the n–19C s-wave low-energy phase-shift ex-
hibits the same analytical properties as found in the case of the
n–d doublet state. It is interesting to find if exists a low-energy
pole in k cot !R

0 and to check if that property results to be inde-
pendent on the mass ratios. This is suggested by the n–19C and n–d

similar cut structure of the scattering amplitudes, which is already
implied by the very same behavior of the excited state turning a
virtual Efimov state. We also note that the expression (1) was used
to fit the real part of the phase-shift.

To support the possible qualitative and universal common be-
havior of the elastic s-wave scattering amplitudes of n–19C and the
n–d doublet state, let us discuss the example of the atom–dimer
scattering length as a function of the atom–atom scattering length
a and a three-body scale, namely "" , as considered in Ref. [6]. In
the case of three bosons the atom–dimer scattering length is ap-
proximately given by

aAD =
!
1.46! 2.15 tan

"
s0 ln(a"") + 0.09

#$
a, (2)

where s0 = 1.00624. The atom–dimer scattering length is a solu-
tion of a one-body problem in the attractive long-range #!2 po-
tential responsible for the Efimov states. The dimensionless prod-
uct a"" controls the number of three-body bound states, with
a"" # $ implying in an infinite number of Efimov states. The
above limit can be realized either by a # $ for a fixed "" or
"" # $ for a fixed a. Efimov states correspond to the first case,
whereas the Thomas collapsed states [13] appear in the second
case. So, the formation of bound states depending on the dimen-
sionless product a"" relates the Thomas collapse and Efimov effect
[11]. The expression (2) allows a zero scattering length or a pole of
the effective range expansion at zero energy at a value a = a0 given
by a0 = 1.6543/"" . It is worthwhile to stress that (2) also allows
aAD # ±$, or an Efimov state at the threshold, for a value of the
atom–atom scattering length a = aB = 4.3563/"" , obtained from
s0 ln(aB"") + 0.09 = $/2. So, by changing the two-body scattering
length from a = a0 to a = aB , a bound Efimov state is produced at
the threshold. In order to change aAD from zero to an infinite value
the ratio of atom–atom scattering lengths can be estimated from
the above as given by

aB

a0
= exp

%
$/2! 0.59654

s0

&
% 2.633. (3)

Therefore, from our qualitative discussion we observe that the
physics related to the Efimov effect is also implying a zero in
the atom–dimer scattering length, and consequently a pole in the
effective range expansion at zero kinetic energy. Our next calcula-
tions will substantiate that a pole in the effective range expansion
of the n–19C elastic phase-shift appears in a quite good qualitative
agreement with the above. In such a case, the three-body sys-
tem has unequal mass particles, with m1 =m2 (neutron mass) and
m3/m1 = A = 18, implying in a corresponding variation of s0. Ex-
tracted from Fig. 52 of [6], one obtains s0 & 1.12 for A = 18, such
that a0/aB & 0.419. This result will be shown to be quite close to
our numerical results.

The aim of this work is to study the low-energy s-wave n–19C
scattering in a neutron–neutron–core model near the critical con-
dition for the appearance of an excited Efimov state. In this sit-
uation it is reasonable to use an s-wave zero-range interaction
between the pairs, with a three-body scale tuned to the separa-
tion energy of the two halo neutrons of 20C. The three-body scale
is introduced through a subtraction in the kernel of the integral
equations [12]. Alternatively, another subtraction scheme also al-
lows the introduction of the physical information of the three-body
system at the elastic scattering threshold, see e.g. [27]. We will
present results for the s-wave phase-shift (!0) of the n–19C elas-
tic scattering for a fixed 20C energy and singlet scattering length,
for different values of the neutron separation energy in 19C, from
200 up to 850 keV. That range is chosen to study how !0 behaves
as the excited Efimov state moves into the unphysical energy sheet
turning to a virtual state. We will show that the real part of !0
presents a zero, or a pole in k cot !R

0 . That pole scales with the en-
ergy of the Efimov state (bound or virtual). Our goal is to study
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Table 2
Effective-range parameters, obtained by fitting Eq. (14) to Fig. 2, when considering different values of |E19C| (first 
column) with short-range Yamaguchi potentials.

|E19C| (keV) 1/a (fm!1) b (fmkeV)!1 c (fmkeV2) E0 (keV) d (fm!1) rnc (fm)

200 !0.838 · 10!2 5.861 · 10!4 3.822 · 10!8 1304.0 0.8376 0.157
400 !0.610 · 10!1 6.719 · 10!4 6.228 · 10!8 748.98 0.5992 0.174
600 !2.491 · 10!1 9.049 · 10!4 1.276 · 10!7 402.94 0.6344 0.190
800 !1.785 4.215 · 10!3 8.114 · 10!7 78.86 2.1224 0.205
830 !5.104 1.153 · 10!2 1.738 · 10!6 28.98 5.4396 0.208

Table 3
Effective-range parameters, obtained by fitting Eq. (14) to Fig. 2, when considering different values of |E19C| (first 
column) with high-range Yamaguchi potentials.

|E19C| (keV) 1/a (fm!1) b (fmkeV)!1 c (fmkeV2) E0 (keV) d (fm!1) rnc (fm)

200 !0.317 · 10!1 4.131 · 10!4 1.181 · 10!8 881.91 0.4052 2.736
400 !0.379 · 10!1 5.042 · 10!4 1.332 · 10!8 537.66 0.3128 3.233
600 !1.125 · 10!1 5.723 · 10!4 5.344 · 10!8 324.85 0.3040 3.720
800 !0.381 1.246 · 10!3 4.753 · 10!7 132.92 0.5550 4.255
850 !0.671 1.975 · 10!3 8.891 · 10!7 85.59 0.8465 4.403

Fig. 5. Evolution of the n-19C elastic cross-section for the s-wave scattering as a 
function of the center of mass kinetic energy with the variation of E19C for fixed 
E20C. The results for Yamaguchi potentials are given by the solid lines (low !) and 
dashed-lines (high !). The dash-dotted lines give the results for the zero-range 
model.

the absorption parameter due to the size variation of 19C. In addi-
tion, for the same 19C energy the breakup is favored by increasing 
the interaction range, that seems reasonable as the long range at-
traction is weakened, making easier the transition to the inelastic 
channel, as given by the drop in the value of the inelasticity pa-
rameter, as shown in the figure.

Our results for the s-wave scattering cross sections, obtained 
from d" /d# = |hn(k; E)|2, are in Fig. 5 (in logarithmic scales) as 
functions of EK , by considering eight different values for Enc , from 
!150 keV to !850 keV (as indicated inside the corresponding 
panels). The positions of the k cot $R

0 pole correspond to the ob-
served minima appearing in the cross-section for EK = E0, which 
is clearly seen when is E0 is below the breakup threshold or 
when absorption to the breakup channel is not large. We observe 
that the minima will become more and more pronounced as the 
19C binding increases, with the corresponding positions moving to 

smaller values of EK = E0, as illustrated in Fig. 3. However, in this 
trend (of moving the poles with the variation of E19C) we should 
also notice that such behavior affects more the low-range cases. 
This reflects the slope changes already verified in Fig. 3, where 
one can verify that E0 moves faster with E19C for the zero-range 
results than for the finite-range cases. Therefore, at some point, for 
large enough 19C binding, the deep observed in the cross-section 
for the zero-range results will cross the high-range one. The deep 
of the low-range potential is not crossing the zero-range because 
the value of E0 where this happens is outside the physical scatter-
ing region. In addition, we observe a softening of the deep when 
E0 > |E19C| due flux absorption to the breakup channel, which 
is clearly observed in the figure for 19C binding energies below 
400 keV.

Except for the regions around the deeps, where we observe 
the strong variation of the cross-section, we note that its value 
are generally larger for the Yamaguchi interactions, and for the 
high-range potential this trend is more visible. But apart such dif-
ferences, the general behavior of these cross sections shows the 
same trend.

4. Conclusions

In the present work, we revisited the well-known study of 
s-wave phase-shift neutron–deuteron doublet scattering in the 
context of the neutron-19C scattering with a finite range poten-
tial in a neutron–neutron–core picture, extending a previous work 
done for a zero-range interaction model [18]. We restricted our 
study to s-wave observables, due to the fact that, when consid-
ering large scattering lengths and small effective ranges for a to-
tal zero-angular-momentum state, the properties of the discrete 
and continuum spectrum of the neutron–neutron–core system are 
dominated by the Efimov physics, namely the s-wave observables 
obeys scaling laws with dependence on the scattering lengths and 
the two-neutron separation energy of the halo system [1]. Within 
this conceptual framework, we studied to which extent we can 
identify the general features brought by the universal scaling prop-
erties and Efimov physics in the neutron-19C low-energy s-wave 
scattering when the two-body interaction ranges are increased. For 
that, considering the three-body halo system n–n-18C, we use a 
one term separable Yamaguchi potential having the physical value 
for the neutron–neutron effective range and for a neutron–core ef-
fective range close or larger than the core matter radius.

We investigated the low-energy properties of the elastic s-wave 
scattering for the neutron-19C near the critical condition for the 
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the absorption parameter due to the size variation of 19C. In addi-
tion, for the same 19C energy the breakup is favored by increasing 
the interaction range, that seems reasonable as the long range at-
traction is weakened, making easier the transition to the inelastic 
channel, as given by the drop in the value of the inelasticity pa-
rameter, as shown in the figure.

Our results for the s-wave scattering cross sections, obtained 
from d" /d# = |hn(k; E)|2, are in Fig. 5 (in logarithmic scales) as 
functions of EK , by considering eight different values for Enc , from 
!150 keV to !850 keV (as indicated inside the corresponding 
panels). The positions of the k cot $R

0 pole correspond to the ob-
served minima appearing in the cross-section for EK = E0, which 
is clearly seen when is E0 is below the breakup threshold or 
when absorption to the breakup channel is not large. We observe 
that the minima will become more and more pronounced as the 
19C binding increases, with the corresponding positions moving to 

smaller values of EK = E0, as illustrated in Fig. 3. However, in this 
trend (of moving the poles with the variation of E19C) we should 
also notice that such behavior affects more the low-range cases. 
This reflects the slope changes already verified in Fig. 3, where 
one can verify that E0 moves faster with E19C for the zero-range 
results than for the finite-range cases. Therefore, at some point, for 
large enough 19C binding, the deep observed in the cross-section 
for the zero-range results will cross the high-range one. The deep 
of the low-range potential is not crossing the zero-range because 
the value of E0 where this happens is outside the physical scatter-
ing region. In addition, we observe a softening of the deep when 
E0 > |E19C| due flux absorption to the breakup channel, which 
is clearly observed in the figure for 19C binding energies below 
400 keV.

Except for the regions around the deeps, where we observe 
the strong variation of the cross-section, we note that its value 
are generally larger for the Yamaguchi interactions, and for the 
high-range potential this trend is more visible. But apart such dif-
ferences, the general behavior of these cross sections shows the 
same trend.

4. Conclusions

In the present work, we revisited the well-known study of 
s-wave phase-shift neutron–deuteron doublet scattering in the 
context of the neutron-19C scattering with a finite range poten-
tial in a neutron–neutron–core picture, extending a previous work 
done for a zero-range interaction model [18]. We restricted our 
study to s-wave observables, due to the fact that, when consid-
ering large scattering lengths and small effective ranges for a to-
tal zero-angular-momentum state, the properties of the discrete 
and continuum spectrum of the neutron–neutron–core system are 
dominated by the Efimov physics, namely the s-wave observables 
obeys scaling laws with dependence on the scattering lengths and 
the two-neutron separation energy of the halo system [1]. Within 
this conceptual framework, we studied to which extent we can 
identify the general features brought by the universal scaling prop-
erties and Efimov physics in the neutron-19C low-energy s-wave 
scattering when the two-body interaction ranges are increased. For 
that, considering the three-body halo system n–n-18C, we use a 
one term separable Yamaguchi potential having the physical value 
for the neutron–neutron effective range and for a neutron–core ef-
fective range close or larger than the core matter radius.

We investigated the low-energy properties of the elastic s-wave 
scattering for the neutron-19C near the critical condition for the 
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Table 2
Effective-range parameters, obtained by fitting Eq. (14) to Fig. 2, when considering different values of |E19C| (first 
column) with short-range Yamaguchi potentials.

|E19C| (keV) 1/a (fm!1) b (fmkeV)!1 c (fmkeV2) E0 (keV) d (fm!1) rnc (fm)

200 !0.838 · 10!2 5.861 · 10!4 3.822 · 10!8 1304.0 0.8376 0.157
400 !0.610 · 10!1 6.719 · 10!4 6.228 · 10!8 748.98 0.5992 0.174
600 !2.491 · 10!1 9.049 · 10!4 1.276 · 10!7 402.94 0.6344 0.190
800 !1.785 4.215 · 10!3 8.114 · 10!7 78.86 2.1224 0.205
830 !5.104 1.153 · 10!2 1.738 · 10!6 28.98 5.4396 0.208

Table 3
Effective-range parameters, obtained by fitting Eq. (14) to Fig. 2, when considering different values of |E19C| (first 
column) with high-range Yamaguchi potentials.

|E19C| (keV) 1/a (fm!1) b (fmkeV)!1 c (fmkeV2) E0 (keV) d (fm!1) rnc (fm)

200 !0.317 · 10!1 4.131 · 10!4 1.181 · 10!8 881.91 0.4052 2.736
400 !0.379 · 10!1 5.042 · 10!4 1.332 · 10!8 537.66 0.3128 3.233
600 !1.125 · 10!1 5.723 · 10!4 5.344 · 10!8 324.85 0.3040 3.720
800 !0.381 1.246 · 10!3 4.753 · 10!7 132.92 0.5550 4.255
850 !0.671 1.975 · 10!3 8.891 · 10!7 85.59 0.8465 4.403

Fig. 5. Evolution of the n-19C elastic cross-section for the s-wave scattering as a 
function of the center of mass kinetic energy with the variation of E19C for fixed 
E20C. The results for Yamaguchi potentials are given by the solid lines (low !) and 
dashed-lines (high !). The dash-dotted lines give the results for the zero-range 
model.

the absorption parameter due to the size variation of 19C. In addi-
tion, for the same 19C energy the breakup is favored by increasing 
the interaction range, that seems reasonable as the long range at-
traction is weakened, making easier the transition to the inelastic 
channel, as given by the drop in the value of the inelasticity pa-
rameter, as shown in the figure.

Our results for the s-wave scattering cross sections, obtained 
from d" /d# = |hn(k; E)|2, are in Fig. 5 (in logarithmic scales) as 
functions of EK , by considering eight different values for Enc , from 
!150 keV to !850 keV (as indicated inside the corresponding 
panels). The positions of the k cot $R

0 pole correspond to the ob-
served minima appearing in the cross-section for EK = E0, which 
is clearly seen when is E0 is below the breakup threshold or 
when absorption to the breakup channel is not large. We observe 
that the minima will become more and more pronounced as the 
19C binding increases, with the corresponding positions moving to 

smaller values of EK = E0, as illustrated in Fig. 3. However, in this 
trend (of moving the poles with the variation of E19C) we should 
also notice that such behavior affects more the low-range cases. 
This reflects the slope changes already verified in Fig. 3, where 
one can verify that E0 moves faster with E19C for the zero-range 
results than for the finite-range cases. Therefore, at some point, for 
large enough 19C binding, the deep observed in the cross-section 
for the zero-range results will cross the high-range one. The deep 
of the low-range potential is not crossing the zero-range because 
the value of E0 where this happens is outside the physical scatter-
ing region. In addition, we observe a softening of the deep when 
E0 > |E19C| due flux absorption to the breakup channel, which 
is clearly observed in the figure for 19C binding energies below 
400 keV.

Except for the regions around the deeps, where we observe 
the strong variation of the cross-section, we note that its value 
are generally larger for the Yamaguchi interactions, and for the 
high-range potential this trend is more visible. But apart such dif-
ferences, the general behavior of these cross sections shows the 
same trend.

4. Conclusions

In the present work, we revisited the well-known study of 
s-wave phase-shift neutron–deuteron doublet scattering in the 
context of the neutron-19C scattering with a finite range poten-
tial in a neutron–neutron–core picture, extending a previous work 
done for a zero-range interaction model [18]. We restricted our 
study to s-wave observables, due to the fact that, when consid-
ering large scattering lengths and small effective ranges for a to-
tal zero-angular-momentum state, the properties of the discrete 
and continuum spectrum of the neutron–neutron–core system are 
dominated by the Efimov physics, namely the s-wave observables 
obeys scaling laws with dependence on the scattering lengths and 
the two-neutron separation energy of the halo system [1]. Within 
this conceptual framework, we studied to which extent we can 
identify the general features brought by the universal scaling prop-
erties and Efimov physics in the neutron-19C low-energy s-wave 
scattering when the two-body interaction ranges are increased. For 
that, considering the three-body halo system n–n-18C, we use a 
one term separable Yamaguchi potential having the physical value 
for the neutron–neutron effective range and for a neutron–core ef-
fective range close or larger than the core matter radius.

We investigated the low-energy properties of the elastic s-wave 
scattering for the neutron-19C near the critical condition for the 
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Table 2
Effective-range parameters, obtained by fitting Eq. (14) to Fig. 2, when considering different values of |E19C| (first 
column) with short-range Yamaguchi potentials.
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Table 3
Effective-range parameters, obtained by fitting Eq. (14) to Fig. 2, when considering different values of |E19C| (first 
column) with high-range Yamaguchi potentials.

|E19C| (keV) 1/a (fm!1) b (fmkeV)!1 c (fmkeV2) E0 (keV) d (fm!1) rnc (fm)

200 !0.317 · 10!1 4.131 · 10!4 1.181 · 10!8 881.91 0.4052 2.736
400 !0.379 · 10!1 5.042 · 10!4 1.332 · 10!8 537.66 0.3128 3.233
600 !1.125 · 10!1 5.723 · 10!4 5.344 · 10!8 324.85 0.3040 3.720
800 !0.381 1.246 · 10!3 4.753 · 10!7 132.92 0.5550 4.255
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Fig. 5. Evolution of the n-19C elastic cross-section for the s-wave scattering as a 
function of the center of mass kinetic energy with the variation of E19C for fixed 
E20C. The results for Yamaguchi potentials are given by the solid lines (low !) and 
dashed-lines (high !). The dash-dotted lines give the results for the zero-range 
model.

the absorption parameter due to the size variation of 19C. In addi-
tion, for the same 19C energy the breakup is favored by increasing 
the interaction range, that seems reasonable as the long range at-
traction is weakened, making easier the transition to the inelastic 
channel, as given by the drop in the value of the inelasticity pa-
rameter, as shown in the figure.

Our results for the s-wave scattering cross sections, obtained 
from d" /d# = |hn(k; E)|2, are in Fig. 5 (in logarithmic scales) as 
functions of EK , by considering eight different values for Enc , from 
!150 keV to !850 keV (as indicated inside the corresponding 
panels). The positions of the k cot $R

0 pole correspond to the ob-
served minima appearing in the cross-section for EK = E0, which 
is clearly seen when is E0 is below the breakup threshold or 
when absorption to the breakup channel is not large. We observe 
that the minima will become more and more pronounced as the 
19C binding increases, with the corresponding positions moving to 

smaller values of EK = E0, as illustrated in Fig. 3. However, in this 
trend (of moving the poles with the variation of E19C) we should 
also notice that such behavior affects more the low-range cases. 
This reflects the slope changes already verified in Fig. 3, where 
one can verify that E0 moves faster with E19C for the zero-range 
results than for the finite-range cases. Therefore, at some point, for 
large enough 19C binding, the deep observed in the cross-section 
for the zero-range results will cross the high-range one. The deep 
of the low-range potential is not crossing the zero-range because 
the value of E0 where this happens is outside the physical scatter-
ing region. In addition, we observe a softening of the deep when 
E0 > |E19C| due flux absorption to the breakup channel, which 
is clearly observed in the figure for 19C binding energies below 
400 keV.

Except for the regions around the deeps, where we observe 
the strong variation of the cross-section, we note that its value 
are generally larger for the Yamaguchi interactions, and for the 
high-range potential this trend is more visible. But apart such dif-
ferences, the general behavior of these cross sections shows the 
same trend.

4. Conclusions

In the present work, we revisited the well-known study of 
s-wave phase-shift neutron–deuteron doublet scattering in the 
context of the neutron-19C scattering with a finite range poten-
tial in a neutron–neutron–core picture, extending a previous work 
done for a zero-range interaction model [18]. We restricted our 
study to s-wave observables, due to the fact that, when consid-
ering large scattering lengths and small effective ranges for a to-
tal zero-angular-momentum state, the properties of the discrete 
and continuum spectrum of the neutron–neutron–core system are 
dominated by the Efimov physics, namely the s-wave observables 
obeys scaling laws with dependence on the scattering lengths and 
the two-neutron separation energy of the halo system [1]. Within 
this conceptual framework, we studied to which extent we can 
identify the general features brought by the universal scaling prop-
erties and Efimov physics in the neutron-19C low-energy s-wave 
scattering when the two-body interaction ranges are increased. For 
that, considering the three-body halo system n–n-18C, we use a 
one term separable Yamaguchi potential having the physical value 
for the neutron–neutron effective range and for a neutron–core ef-
fective range close or larger than the core matter radius.

We investigated the low-energy properties of the elastic s-wave 
scattering for the neutron-19C near the critical condition for the 
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Table 2
Effective-range parameters, obtained by fitting Eq. (12) to Fig. 2, when considering different values of |E19C| (first column) with short-range potentials.

|E19C| (keV) !1/a (fm!1) b (fm.keV)!1 c (fm.keV2)!1 E0 (keV) d (fm!1) rnc (fm)

200 0.006 5.579 · 10!4 5.717 · 10!8 1304 0.831 0.157
400 0.066 6.742 · 10!4 9.144 · 10!8 749.0 0.622 0.174
600 0.234 9.840 · 10!4 1.316 · 10!7 402.9 0.652 0.190
800 1.798 4.467 · 10!3 3.519 · 10!7 78.86 2.153 0.205
830 5.149 1.198 · 10!2 8.578 · 10!7 28.98 5.497 0.208

Table 3
Effective-range parameters, obtained by fitting Eq. (12) to Fig. 2, when considering different values of |E19C| (first column) with high-range potentials.

|E19C| (keV) !1/a (fm!1) b (fm.keV)!1 c (fm.keV2)!1 E0 (keV) d (fm!1) rnc (fm)

200 0.005 5.267 · 10!4 7.580 · 10!8 881.9 0.528 2.736
400 0.042 6.319 · 10!4 2.806 · 10!8 537.7 0.390 3.233
600 0.122 8.395 · 10!4 !2.372 · 10!8 324.8 0.392 3.720
800 0.405 1.746 · 10!3 !2.332 · 10!7 132.9 0.633 4.255
850 0.661 2.603 · 10!3 !4.228 · 10!7 85.60 0.880 4.403

point out a mistype in the value of !nc given in Table 1. Instead 
of !nc = 0.477, it should be !nc = 0.474. We emphasize that all 
conclusions presented in [1] are not affected by the revised data 
fitting.
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Fig. 5. Evolution of the n-19C elastic cross-section for the s-wave scattering as a 
function of the center of mass kinetic energy with the variation of E19C for fixed 
E20C. The results for Yamaguchi potentials are given by the solid lines (low !) and 
dashed-lines (high !). The dash-dotted lines give the results for the zero-range 
model.

the absorption parameter due to the size variation of 19C. In addi-
tion, for the same 19C energy the breakup is favored by increasing 
the interaction range, that seems reasonable as the long range at-
traction is weakened, making easier the transition to the inelastic 
channel, as given by the drop in the value of the inelasticity pa-
rameter, as shown in the figure.

Our results for the s-wave scattering cross sections, obtained 
from d" /d# = |hn(k; E)|2, are in Fig. 5 (in logarithmic scales) as 
functions of EK , by considering eight different values for Enc , from 
!150 keV to !850 keV (as indicated inside the corresponding 
panels). The positions of the k cot $R

0 pole correspond to the ob-
served minima appearing in the cross-section for EK = E0, which 
is clearly seen when is E0 is below the breakup threshold or 
when absorption to the breakup channel is not large. We observe 
that the minima will become more and more pronounced as the 
19C binding increases, with the corresponding positions moving to 

smaller values of EK = E0, as illustrated in Fig. 3. However, in this 
trend (of moving the poles with the variation of E19C) we should 
also notice that such behavior affects more the low-range cases. 
This reflects the slope changes already verified in Fig. 3, where 
one can verify that E0 moves faster with E19C for the zero-range 
results than for the finite-range cases. Therefore, at some point, for 
large enough 19C binding, the deep observed in the cross-section 
for the zero-range results will cross the high-range one. The deep 
of the low-range potential is not crossing the zero-range because 
the value of E0 where this happens is outside the physical scatter-
ing region. In addition, we observe a softening of the deep when 
E0 > |E19C| due flux absorption to the breakup channel, which 
is clearly observed in the figure for 19C binding energies below 
400 keV.

Except for the regions around the deeps, where we observe 
the strong variation of the cross-section, we note that its value 
are generally larger for the Yamaguchi interactions, and for the 
high-range potential this trend is more visible. But apart such dif-
ferences, the general behavior of these cross sections shows the 
same trend.

4. Conclusions

In the present work, we revisited the well-known study of 
s-wave phase-shift neutron–deuteron doublet scattering in the 
context of the neutron-19C scattering with a finite range poten-
tial in a neutron–neutron–core picture, extending a previous work 
done for a zero-range interaction model [18]. We restricted our 
study to s-wave observables, due to the fact that, when consid-
ering large scattering lengths and small effective ranges for a to-
tal zero-angular-momentum state, the properties of the discrete 
and continuum spectrum of the neutron–neutron–core system are 
dominated by the Efimov physics, namely the s-wave observables 
obeys scaling laws with dependence on the scattering lengths and 
the two-neutron separation energy of the halo system [1]. Within 
this conceptual framework, we studied to which extent we can 
identify the general features brought by the universal scaling prop-
erties and Efimov physics in the neutron-19C low-energy s-wave 
scattering when the two-body interaction ranges are increased. For 
that, considering the three-body halo system n–n-18C, we use a 
one term separable Yamaguchi potential having the physical value 
for the neutron–neutron effective range and for a neutron–core ef-
fective range close or larger than the core matter radius.

We investigated the low-energy properties of the elastic s-wave 
scattering for the neutron-19C near the critical condition for the 
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Table 3
Parameters of the n–19C effective-range expansion for the employed interaction 
models together with rnA for n–18C.

a (fm) b (fm!1 MeV!1) c (fm!1 MeV!2) E0 (MeV) rnA (fm)

DPa !6.299 1.176 !0.2726 0.20626 4.32
DPb !6.103 1.078 !0.1538 0.26235 3.19
DPc !5.369 1.033 !0.0511 0.33770 1.54
DPp !6.310 1.176 !0.2744 0.20644 4.32

WS !9.419 0.8194 !0.0496 0.39663 3.04
Y !9.802 0.8520 !0.0838 0.34710 3.66
YY !9.653 0.8591 !0.0828 0.34413 3.67

Fig. 1. (Color online.) n–19C reduced effective-range functions (1 ! Ek/E0)k cot ! in 
the J" = 0+ partial wave for the interaction models YY (double-dashed–dotted), 
Y (dotted), WS (double-dotted–dashed), DPa (solid), DPb (dashed–dotted), DPc 
(dashed), and DPp (bullets).

whose importance is parametrized by the inelasticity parameter 
# = |e2i!| " 1.

The presence of the virtual Efimov state leads to a modified 
effective range expansion [24,22] containing a pole, i.e.,

k cot ! # !a!1 + bEk + cE2
k

1! Ek/E0
, (10)

where a is the n–19C singlet scattering length and E0 is the po-
sition of the pole. The values for the parameters a, b, c, and E0
obtained fitting the n–19C phase shift results at Ek " 0.58 MeV for 
all employed interaction models are collected in Table 3 while the 
corresponding reduced effective-range functions (1 ! Ek/E0)k cot !
are plotted in Fig. 1. It turns out that Eq. (10) yields a very good 
approximation – the quantities calculated directly and from the 
fitted parameters are indistinguishable in the plot. One notices 
immediately that (1 ! Ek/E0)k cot ! predictions for the groups of 
the shallow (YY, Y, WS) and deep (DPa, DPb, DPc, DPp) potentials 
clearly separate. A closer inspection of the Table 3 reveals that this 
is mostly due to the differences in the n–19C scattering length a
and, to a lesser extent, in the parameter b. Within each group one 
can see qualitatively the same trend in correlations between the 
n–18C effective range rnA and n–19C parameters, i.e., |a|, b and |c|
increase with increasing rnA while E0 decreases. However, it turns 
out that the presence of deep Pauli-forbidden states is more deci-
sive for a and b than the correlation with rnA , while for c and E0
these two effects are of comparable importance. The parameters c
and E0 show a broad spread of values, especially in the group of 
deep potentials. However, if one disregards the DPc model as be-
ing of unrealistically short range, one can see again some trend, 
i.e., larger |c| and smaller E0 for deep potentials as compared to 
shallow ones. The parameters of DPa and DPp stay very close indi-
cating that the n–18C p-wave interaction is indeed irrelevant in the 
present context. The deviations between Y and YY for all parame-

Fig. 2. (Color online.) n–19C total elastic cross section $0+ in the J" = 0+ partial 
wave as a function of the c.m. kinetic energy Ek for different interaction models. In 
addition, the J" = 1+ wave cross section $1+ is shown for the DPp model as the 
upper triple-dotted–dashed curve, other curves are as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3. (Color online.) n–19C inelasticity parameter # in the J" = 0+ partial wave as 
a function of the c.m. kinetic energy Ek for different interaction models. Curves are 
as in Fig. 1.

ters are insignificant as well, thus, the rank-one separable s-wave 
nn potential is able to capture relevant physics for the n–19C low-
energy J" = 0+ elastic scattering.

The differences in a and E0 are clearly reflected in the J" = 0+

total elastic cross section $0+ for the n–19C scattering shown in 
Fig. 2: a determines $0+ at Ek = 0 while Ek = E0 corresponds to 
the minimum of $0+ . However, this minimum is only clearly seen 
when the initial state n and 19C spins are anti-parallel, such that 
the total channel spin S1 = 0 couples with l1 = 0 to J" = 0+ . If 
the initial state is not polarized, one has to take into account also 
the n+19C triplet state (S1 = 1, l1 = 0) J" = 1+ whose cross sec-
tion $1+ is also shown in Fig. 2. In fact, $1+ yields by far the most 
sizable contribution to the unpolarized low-energy cross section, 
given (neglecting l1 = 1 and higher waves) as the spin-weighted 
average $ = ($0+ +3$1+ )/4. Since the 1S0(nn) configuration is not 
allowed in the J" = 1+ state, $1+ is governed by the nA inter-
action. In fact, for all models with the nn CD Bonn potential the 
n–19C triplet scattering length a1+ # anA + 0.02 fm is simply re-
lated to the n–18C scattering length.

The results in Fig. 2 extend above the breakup threshold; in that 
regime $0+ depends on Ek only weakly, with the deep models (ex-
cept for DPc) providing higher cross section than the shallow ones, 
although the spread within each group is comparable to the differ-
ence between groups. The DPa–DPp and Y–YY similarities remain 
valid also over the broader regime.

However, the situation is quite different for the inelasticity pa-
rameter # studied in Fig. 3. It exhibits some DPa–DPp and Y–YY 
deviations but shows no trend for the differences between shallow 
and deep potentials, the spread for the latter being very broad. 
Looking back to the model properties in Table 2, one may no-
tice the correlations between the ANC (or anA , or rnA ) and #. 
To make it more evident, the inelasticity parameter at Ek = 1.14
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Table 2
Predictions of the employed force models for the n–18C scattering length anA and 
effective range rnA , ANC of the 19C nucleus, and the internal kinetic energy expec-
tation value K̄3b of the 20C nucleus with the binding energy of S2n = 3.5 MeV.

anA (fm) rnA (fm) ANC (fm!1/2) K̄3b (MeV)

DPa 9.23 4.32 0.948 32.83
DPb 8.22 3.19 0.802 47.00
DPc 7.01 1.54 0.657 86.82
DPp 9.23 4.32 0.948 33.12

WS 8.12 3.04 0.792 9.87
Y 8.67 3.66 0.871 10.64
YY 8.68 3.67 0.872 11.14

range than vnA . The strength Wc is adjusted to reproduce the de-
sired three-body binding energy. These parameters are collected in 
Table 1 as well.

To isolate the effect of deeply-bound Pauli-forbidden states, sev-
eral models without those states are used, i.e., they support only 
one 19C bound state 1s with the binding energy !1s = 0.58 MeV. 
The model WS uses a shallow Woods–Saxon potential (1) with 
rv = 1.19 fm, while the model labeled Y is a rank-one separa-
ble potential with Yamaguchi form factor as in Ref. [22] with the 
momentum-range parameter "nc = 0.6167 fm!1. Finally, to get the 
insight on the importance of a realistic nn interaction, instead of 
the CD Bonn the rank-one separable nn potential with Yamaguchi 
form factor from Ref. [22] is used; its combination with the nA po-
tential of the same type as Y but with "nc = 0.6131 fm!1 will be 
labeled YY in the following. The above choices of the range param-
eter values for WS, Y, and YY models ensure the desired binding 
energy of 20C without the 3BF. The WS, Y, and YY potentials will 
be referred in the following as shallow, in contrast to the deep ones 
DPa, DPb, DPc, and DPp.

To get an insight into the correlations between the interaction 
models and physical properties of 19C and 20C, in Table 2 the pre-
dictions for the n–18C scattering length anA and effective range rnA , 
the asymptotic normalization coe!cient (ANC) of the 19C bound 
state, and the 20C ground state internal kinetic energy expecta-
tion value K̄3b are collected. Within the group of deep models one 
may easily notice the well-known feature that a longer-range po-
tential leads to larger values of the ANC, effective range, and, to a 
lesser extent, scattering length. However, comparing DPa and WS 
that have almost the same R , one can conclude that deeply-bound 
Pauli-forbidden states cause larger anA , rnA , and ANC values, and 
significantly higher K̄3b . Within the group of DP models the kinetic 
energy expectation value depends also strongly on the range R , but 
in all cases it considerably exceeds the predictions of shallow po-
tentials. Thus, deep potentials strongly enhance high-momentum 
components in the 20C ground state.

3. Neutron–19C scattering equations including 3BF

The momentum-space formulation of the three-body scattering 
theory is convenient when the underlying potentials have nonlo-
cal terms such as those in the deep nA potentials projecting out 
Pauli-forbidden states. The present work is based on Faddeev equa-
tions for the multichannel transition operators U"# in the version 
derived by Alt, Grassberger, and Sandhas (AGS) [30] but extended 
to include also the 3BF. Such extensions have been proposed in 
a number of works, e.g., [35,28], but their practical applications 
mostly were limited to the symmetrized version in the three-
nucleon system. The general form of three-body equations from 
Ref. [28] is taken for the present study of the n–19C scattering, i.e.,

U"# = $̄"#G
!1
0 + u# +

3!

% =1

$̄"% T% G0U% #

+
3!

% =1

u% G0(1+ T% G0)U% #,

(5)

with $̄"# = 1 ! $"# , the free resolvent G0 = (E + i0 ! H0)
!1 at 

the available energy E , the free Hamiltonian for the internal mo-
tion H0, the two-body transition matrix

T% = v% + v% G0T% , (6)

and the 3BF arbitrarily decomposed into three components

W =
3!

#=1

u# . (7)

The odd-man-out notation is used, i.e., the channel # corresponds 
to the configuration where the particle # is the spectator and 
the remaining two are the pair. The decomposition of the 3BF 
into three symmetric parts (7) is essential for the symmetriza-
tion of three-nucleon equations [28] but is not needed in the 
present work. Labeling the particles n, A, n as 1, 2, 3 and tak-
ing u# = $#2W , the system of the AGS equations (5) for the n–19C
scattering simplifies to

U"1 = $̄"1G
!1
0 +

3!

% =1

$̄"% T% G0U% 1 + WG0(1+ T2G0)U21 (8)

with " = 1, 2, 3. The above system of integral equations is solved 
in the momentum-space partial-wave representation employing 
three sets of base functions |p#q#(l#{[L#(s" s% )S#] j#s#}S#) JM"
with (#, ", % ) being cyclic permutations of (1, 2, 3). Here p# and 
q# are magnitudes of Jacobi momenta for the corresponding pair 
and spectator, while L# and l# are the associated orbital angular 
momenta, respectively. Together with the particle spins s# , s" , s%
they are coupled, through the intermediate subsystem spins S# , j#
and S# , to the total angular momentum J with the projection M . 
Only the basis # = 2 is antisymmetric with respect to the permu-
tation of the two neutrons; this is achieved by considering only 
even L2 + S2 states. However, the neutron identity is accounted for 
by taking the antisymmetrized elastic scattering amplitude

f& #&(k#,k) = ! (2')2M1[$(& #
1 (k#)|U11|(&

1(k)"
! $(& #

3 (k#)|U31|(&
1(k)"].

(9)

Here |(&
#(k)" is the asymptotic state in the channel #; it is given 

by the product of the bound state wave function for the pair and 
the plane wave with the on-shell momentum k for the relative 
motion between the bound pair and spectator # satisfying E =
!Sn+k2/2M1; the spin quantum numbers are abbreviated by & . In 
the normalization of Eq. (9) the n–19C elastic differential cross sec-
tion for the &k % & #k# transition is simply d) /d* = | f& #&(k#, k)|2.

4. Results

The Efimov physics manifests itself in the states dominated by 
the s-wave components L# = l# = 0 for all #; this condition is sat-
isfied only for J+ = 0+ where + = (!1)L#+l# is the total parity. 
For the notational brevity suppressing the dependence on the on-
shell momentum k, the S-matrix and the amplitude in the 0+ state 
are parametrized as s = e2i$ and f = ei$ sin $/k = (k cot $ ! ik)!1, 
respectively. The phase shift $ is real below the inelastic threshold, 
i.e., at c.m. kinetic energies Ek = k2/2M1 & 0.58 MeV, but be-
comes complex above this value due to the open breakup channel 
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Table 3
Parameters of the n–19C effective-range expansion for the employed interaction 
models together with rnA for n–18C.

a (fm) b (fm!1 MeV!1) c (fm!1 MeV!2) E0 (MeV) rnA (fm)

DPa !6.299 1.176 !0.2726 0.20626 4.32
DPb !6.103 1.078 !0.1538 0.26235 3.19
DPc !5.369 1.033 !0.0511 0.33770 1.54
DPp !6.310 1.176 !0.2744 0.20644 4.32

WS !9.419 0.8194 !0.0496 0.39663 3.04
Y !9.802 0.8520 !0.0838 0.34710 3.66
YY !9.653 0.8591 !0.0828 0.34413 3.67

Fig. 1. (Color online.) n–19C reduced effective-range functions (1 ! Ek/E0)k cot ! in 
the J" = 0+ partial wave for the interaction models YY (double-dashed–dotted), 
Y (dotted), WS (double-dotted–dashed), DPa (solid), DPb (dashed–dotted), DPc 
(dashed), and DPp (bullets).

whose importance is parametrized by the inelasticity parameter 
# = |e2i!| " 1.

The presence of the virtual Efimov state leads to a modified 
effective range expansion [24,22] containing a pole, i.e.,

k cot ! # !a!1 + bEk + cE2
k

1! Ek/E0
, (10)

where a is the n–19C singlet scattering length and E0 is the po-
sition of the pole. The values for the parameters a, b, c, and E0
obtained fitting the n–19C phase shift results at Ek " 0.58 MeV for 
all employed interaction models are collected in Table 3 while the 
corresponding reduced effective-range functions (1 ! Ek/E0)k cot !
are plotted in Fig. 1. It turns out that Eq. (10) yields a very good 
approximation – the quantities calculated directly and from the 
fitted parameters are indistinguishable in the plot. One notices 
immediately that (1 ! Ek/E0)k cot ! predictions for the groups of 
the shallow (YY, Y, WS) and deep (DPa, DPb, DPc, DPp) potentials 
clearly separate. A closer inspection of the Table 3 reveals that this 
is mostly due to the differences in the n–19C scattering length a
and, to a lesser extent, in the parameter b. Within each group one 
can see qualitatively the same trend in correlations between the 
n–18C effective range rnA and n–19C parameters, i.e., |a|, b and |c|
increase with increasing rnA while E0 decreases. However, it turns 
out that the presence of deep Pauli-forbidden states is more deci-
sive for a and b than the correlation with rnA , while for c and E0
these two effects are of comparable importance. The parameters c
and E0 show a broad spread of values, especially in the group of 
deep potentials. However, if one disregards the DPc model as be-
ing of unrealistically short range, one can see again some trend, 
i.e., larger |c| and smaller E0 for deep potentials as compared to 
shallow ones. The parameters of DPa and DPp stay very close indi-
cating that the n–18C p-wave interaction is indeed irrelevant in the 
present context. The deviations between Y and YY for all parame-

Fig. 2. (Color online.) n–19C total elastic cross section $0+ in the J" = 0+ partial 
wave as a function of the c.m. kinetic energy Ek for different interaction models. In 
addition, the J" = 1+ wave cross section $1+ is shown for the DPp model as the 
upper triple-dotted–dashed curve, other curves are as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3. (Color online.) n–19C inelasticity parameter # in the J" = 0+ partial wave as 
a function of the c.m. kinetic energy Ek for different interaction models. Curves are 
as in Fig. 1.

ters are insignificant as well, thus, the rank-one separable s-wave 
nn potential is able to capture relevant physics for the n–19C low-
energy J" = 0+ elastic scattering.

The differences in a and E0 are clearly reflected in the J" = 0+

total elastic cross section $0+ for the n–19C scattering shown in 
Fig. 2: a determines $0+ at Ek = 0 while Ek = E0 corresponds to 
the minimum of $0+ . However, this minimum is only clearly seen 
when the initial state n and 19C spins are anti-parallel, such that 
the total channel spin S1 = 0 couples with l1 = 0 to J" = 0+ . If 
the initial state is not polarized, one has to take into account also 
the n+19C triplet state (S1 = 1, l1 = 0) J" = 1+ whose cross sec-
tion $1+ is also shown in Fig. 2. In fact, $1+ yields by far the most 
sizable contribution to the unpolarized low-energy cross section, 
given (neglecting l1 = 1 and higher waves) as the spin-weighted 
average $ = ($0+ +3$1+ )/4. Since the 1S0(nn) configuration is not 
allowed in the J" = 1+ state, $1+ is governed by the nA inter-
action. In fact, for all models with the nn CD Bonn potential the 
n–19C triplet scattering length a1+ # anA + 0.02 fm is simply re-
lated to the n–18C scattering length.

The results in Fig. 2 extend above the breakup threshold; in that 
regime $0+ depends on Ek only weakly, with the deep models (ex-
cept for DPc) providing higher cross section than the shallow ones, 
although the spread within each group is comparable to the differ-
ence between groups. The DPa–DPp and Y–YY similarities remain 
valid also over the broader regime.

However, the situation is quite different for the inelasticity pa-
rameter # studied in Fig. 3. It exhibits some DPa–DPp and Y–YY 
deviations but shows no trend for the differences between shallow 
and deep potentials, the spread for the latter being very broad. 
Looking back to the model properties in Table 2, one may no-
tice the correlations between the ANC (or anA , or rnA ) and #. 
To make it more evident, the inelasticity parameter at Ek = 1.14
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Y !9.802 0.8520 !0.0838 0.34710 3.66
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Fig. 1. (Color online.) n–19C reduced effective-range functions (1 ! Ek/E0)k cot ! in 
the J" = 0+ partial wave for the interaction models YY (double-dashed–dotted), 
Y (dotted), WS (double-dotted–dashed), DPa (solid), DPb (dashed–dotted), DPc 
(dashed), and DPp (bullets).

whose importance is parametrized by the inelasticity parameter 
# = |e2i!| " 1.

The presence of the virtual Efimov state leads to a modified 
effective range expansion [24,22] containing a pole, i.e.,

k cot ! # !a!1 + bEk + cE2
k

1! Ek/E0
, (10)

where a is the n–19C singlet scattering length and E0 is the po-
sition of the pole. The values for the parameters a, b, c, and E0
obtained fitting the n–19C phase shift results at Ek " 0.58 MeV for 
all employed interaction models are collected in Table 3 while the 
corresponding reduced effective-range functions (1 ! Ek/E0)k cot !
are plotted in Fig. 1. It turns out that Eq. (10) yields a very good 
approximation – the quantities calculated directly and from the 
fitted parameters are indistinguishable in the plot. One notices 
immediately that (1 ! Ek/E0)k cot ! predictions for the groups of 
the shallow (YY, Y, WS) and deep (DPa, DPb, DPc, DPp) potentials 
clearly separate. A closer inspection of the Table 3 reveals that this 
is mostly due to the differences in the n–19C scattering length a
and, to a lesser extent, in the parameter b. Within each group one 
can see qualitatively the same trend in correlations between the 
n–18C effective range rnA and n–19C parameters, i.e., |a|, b and |c|
increase with increasing rnA while E0 decreases. However, it turns 
out that the presence of deep Pauli-forbidden states is more deci-
sive for a and b than the correlation with rnA , while for c and E0
these two effects are of comparable importance. The parameters c
and E0 show a broad spread of values, especially in the group of 
deep potentials. However, if one disregards the DPc model as be-
ing of unrealistically short range, one can see again some trend, 
i.e., larger |c| and smaller E0 for deep potentials as compared to 
shallow ones. The parameters of DPa and DPp stay very close indi-
cating that the n–18C p-wave interaction is indeed irrelevant in the 
present context. The deviations between Y and YY for all parame-

Fig. 2. (Color online.) n–19C total elastic cross section $0+ in the J" = 0+ partial 
wave as a function of the c.m. kinetic energy Ek for different interaction models. In 
addition, the J" = 1+ wave cross section $1+ is shown for the DPp model as the 
upper triple-dotted–dashed curve, other curves are as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3. (Color online.) n–19C inelasticity parameter # in the J" = 0+ partial wave as 
a function of the c.m. kinetic energy Ek for different interaction models. Curves are 
as in Fig. 1.

ters are insignificant as well, thus, the rank-one separable s-wave 
nn potential is able to capture relevant physics for the n–19C low-
energy J" = 0+ elastic scattering.

The differences in a and E0 are clearly reflected in the J" = 0+

total elastic cross section $0+ for the n–19C scattering shown in 
Fig. 2: a determines $0+ at Ek = 0 while Ek = E0 corresponds to 
the minimum of $0+ . However, this minimum is only clearly seen 
when the initial state n and 19C spins are anti-parallel, such that 
the total channel spin S1 = 0 couples with l1 = 0 to J" = 0+ . If 
the initial state is not polarized, one has to take into account also 
the n+19C triplet state (S1 = 1, l1 = 0) J" = 1+ whose cross sec-
tion $1+ is also shown in Fig. 2. In fact, $1+ yields by far the most 
sizable contribution to the unpolarized low-energy cross section, 
given (neglecting l1 = 1 and higher waves) as the spin-weighted 
average $ = ($0+ +3$1+ )/4. Since the 1S0(nn) configuration is not 
allowed in the J" = 1+ state, $1+ is governed by the nA inter-
action. In fact, for all models with the nn CD Bonn potential the 
n–19C triplet scattering length a1+ # anA + 0.02 fm is simply re-
lated to the n–18C scattering length.

The results in Fig. 2 extend above the breakup threshold; in that 
regime $0+ depends on Ek only weakly, with the deep models (ex-
cept for DPc) providing higher cross section than the shallow ones, 
although the spread within each group is comparable to the differ-
ence between groups. The DPa–DPp and Y–YY similarities remain 
valid also over the broader regime.

However, the situation is quite different for the inelasticity pa-
rameter # studied in Fig. 3. It exhibits some DPa–DPp and Y–YY 
deviations but shows no trend for the differences between shallow 
and deep potentials, the spread for the latter being very broad. 
Looking back to the model properties in Table 2, one may no-
tice the correlations between the ANC (or anA , or rnA ) and #. 
To make it more evident, the inelasticity parameter at Ek = 1.14
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Fig. 1. (Color online.) n–19C reduced effective-range functions (1 ! Ek/E0)k cot ! in 
the J" = 0+ partial wave for the interaction models YY (double-dashed–dotted), 
Y (dotted), WS (double-dotted–dashed), DPa (solid), DPb (dashed–dotted), DPc 
(dashed), and DPp (bullets).

whose importance is parametrized by the inelasticity parameter 
# = |e2i!| " 1.

The presence of the virtual Efimov state leads to a modified 
effective range expansion [24,22] containing a pole, i.e.,

k cot ! # !a!1 + bEk + cE2
k

1! Ek/E0
, (10)

where a is the n–19C singlet scattering length and E0 is the po-
sition of the pole. The values for the parameters a, b, c, and E0
obtained fitting the n–19C phase shift results at Ek " 0.58 MeV for 
all employed interaction models are collected in Table 3 while the 
corresponding reduced effective-range functions (1 ! Ek/E0)k cot !
are plotted in Fig. 1. It turns out that Eq. (10) yields a very good 
approximation – the quantities calculated directly and from the 
fitted parameters are indistinguishable in the plot. One notices 
immediately that (1 ! Ek/E0)k cot ! predictions for the groups of 
the shallow (YY, Y, WS) and deep (DPa, DPb, DPc, DPp) potentials 
clearly separate. A closer inspection of the Table 3 reveals that this 
is mostly due to the differences in the n–19C scattering length a
and, to a lesser extent, in the parameter b. Within each group one 
can see qualitatively the same trend in correlations between the 
n–18C effective range rnA and n–19C parameters, i.e., |a|, b and |c|
increase with increasing rnA while E0 decreases. However, it turns 
out that the presence of deep Pauli-forbidden states is more deci-
sive for a and b than the correlation with rnA , while for c and E0
these two effects are of comparable importance. The parameters c
and E0 show a broad spread of values, especially in the group of 
deep potentials. However, if one disregards the DPc model as be-
ing of unrealistically short range, one can see again some trend, 
i.e., larger |c| and smaller E0 for deep potentials as compared to 
shallow ones. The parameters of DPa and DPp stay very close indi-
cating that the n–18C p-wave interaction is indeed irrelevant in the 
present context. The deviations between Y and YY for all parame-

Fig. 2. (Color online.) n–19C total elastic cross section $0+ in the J" = 0+ partial 
wave as a function of the c.m. kinetic energy Ek for different interaction models. In 
addition, the J" = 1+ wave cross section $1+ is shown for the DPp model as the 
upper triple-dotted–dashed curve, other curves are as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3. (Color online.) n–19C inelasticity parameter # in the J" = 0+ partial wave as 
a function of the c.m. kinetic energy Ek for different interaction models. Curves are 
as in Fig. 1.
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nn potential is able to capture relevant physics for the n–19C low-
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total elastic cross section $0+ for the n–19C scattering shown in 
Fig. 2: a determines $0+ at Ek = 0 while Ek = E0 corresponds to 
the minimum of $0+ . However, this minimum is only clearly seen 
when the initial state n and 19C spins are anti-parallel, such that 
the total channel spin S1 = 0 couples with l1 = 0 to J" = 0+ . If 
the initial state is not polarized, one has to take into account also 
the n+19C triplet state (S1 = 1, l1 = 0) J" = 1+ whose cross sec-
tion $1+ is also shown in Fig. 2. In fact, $1+ yields by far the most 
sizable contribution to the unpolarized low-energy cross section, 
given (neglecting l1 = 1 and higher waves) as the spin-weighted 
average $ = ($0+ +3$1+ )/4. Since the 1S0(nn) configuration is not 
allowed in the J" = 1+ state, $1+ is governed by the nA inter-
action. In fact, for all models with the nn CD Bonn potential the 
n–19C triplet scattering length a1+ # anA + 0.02 fm is simply re-
lated to the n–18C scattering length.

The results in Fig. 2 extend above the breakup threshold; in that 
regime $0+ depends on Ek only weakly, with the deep models (ex-
cept for DPc) providing higher cross section than the shallow ones, 
although the spread within each group is comparable to the differ-
ence between groups. The DPa–DPp and Y–YY similarities remain 
valid also over the broader regime.

However, the situation is quite different for the inelasticity pa-
rameter # studied in Fig. 3. It exhibits some DPa–DPp and Y–YY 
deviations but shows no trend for the differences between shallow 
and deep potentials, the spread for the latter being very broad. 
Looking back to the model properties in Table 2, one may no-
tice the correlations between the ANC (or anA , or rnA ) and #. 
To make it more evident, the inelasticity parameter at Ek = 1.14
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whose importance is parametrized by the inelasticity parameter 
# = |e2i!| " 1.

The presence of the virtual Efimov state leads to a modified 
effective range expansion [24,22] containing a pole, i.e.,

k cot ! # !a!1 + bEk + cE2
k

1! Ek/E0
, (10)

where a is the n–19C singlet scattering length and E0 is the po-
sition of the pole. The values for the parameters a, b, c, and E0
obtained fitting the n–19C phase shift results at Ek " 0.58 MeV for 
all employed interaction models are collected in Table 3 while the 
corresponding reduced effective-range functions (1 ! Ek/E0)k cot !
are plotted in Fig. 1. It turns out that Eq. (10) yields a very good 
approximation – the quantities calculated directly and from the 
fitted parameters are indistinguishable in the plot. One notices 
immediately that (1 ! Ek/E0)k cot ! predictions for the groups of 
the shallow (YY, Y, WS) and deep (DPa, DPb, DPc, DPp) potentials 
clearly separate. A closer inspection of the Table 3 reveals that this 
is mostly due to the differences in the n–19C scattering length a
and, to a lesser extent, in the parameter b. Within each group one 
can see qualitatively the same trend in correlations between the 
n–18C effective range rnA and n–19C parameters, i.e., |a|, b and |c|
increase with increasing rnA while E0 decreases. However, it turns 
out that the presence of deep Pauli-forbidden states is more deci-
sive for a and b than the correlation with rnA , while for c and E0
these two effects are of comparable importance. The parameters c
and E0 show a broad spread of values, especially in the group of 
deep potentials. However, if one disregards the DPc model as be-
ing of unrealistically short range, one can see again some trend, 
i.e., larger |c| and smaller E0 for deep potentials as compared to 
shallow ones. The parameters of DPa and DPp stay very close indi-
cating that the n–18C p-wave interaction is indeed irrelevant in the 
present context. The deviations between Y and YY for all parame-

Fig. 2. (Color online.) n–19C total elastic cross section $0+ in the J" = 0+ partial 
wave as a function of the c.m. kinetic energy Ek for different interaction models. In 
addition, the J" = 1+ wave cross section $1+ is shown for the DPp model as the 
upper triple-dotted–dashed curve, other curves are as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3. (Color online.) n–19C inelasticity parameter # in the J" = 0+ partial wave as 
a function of the c.m. kinetic energy Ek for different interaction models. Curves are 
as in Fig. 1.

ters are insignificant as well, thus, the rank-one separable s-wave 
nn potential is able to capture relevant physics for the n–19C low-
energy J" = 0+ elastic scattering.

The differences in a and E0 are clearly reflected in the J" = 0+

total elastic cross section $0+ for the n–19C scattering shown in 
Fig. 2: a determines $0+ at Ek = 0 while Ek = E0 corresponds to 
the minimum of $0+ . However, this minimum is only clearly seen 
when the initial state n and 19C spins are anti-parallel, such that 
the total channel spin S1 = 0 couples with l1 = 0 to J" = 0+ . If 
the initial state is not polarized, one has to take into account also 
the n+19C triplet state (S1 = 1, l1 = 0) J" = 1+ whose cross sec-
tion $1+ is also shown in Fig. 2. In fact, $1+ yields by far the most 
sizable contribution to the unpolarized low-energy cross section, 
given (neglecting l1 = 1 and higher waves) as the spin-weighted 
average $ = ($0+ +3$1+ )/4. Since the 1S0(nn) configuration is not 
allowed in the J" = 1+ state, $1+ is governed by the nA inter-
action. In fact, for all models with the nn CD Bonn potential the 
n–19C triplet scattering length a1+ # anA + 0.02 fm is simply re-
lated to the n–18C scattering length.

The results in Fig. 2 extend above the breakup threshold; in that 
regime $0+ depends on Ek only weakly, with the deep models (ex-
cept for DPc) providing higher cross section than the shallow ones, 
although the spread within each group is comparable to the differ-
ence between groups. The DPa–DPp and Y–YY similarities remain 
valid also over the broader regime.

However, the situation is quite different for the inelasticity pa-
rameter # studied in Fig. 3. It exhibits some DPa–DPp and Y–YY 
deviations but shows no trend for the differences between shallow 
and deep potentials, the spread for the latter being very broad. 
Looking back to the model properties in Table 2, one may no-
tice the correlations between the ANC (or anA , or rnA ) and #. 
To make it more evident, the inelasticity parameter at Ek = 1.14
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occurrence of an excited Efimov state. The results obtained in 
the present work are extending to finite-range interactions the 
ones obtained previously when considering the zero-range ap-
proach [18]. In view of these results, confirming that the real part 
of the elastic s-wave phase shift (!R

0 ) reveals a zero when the 
n–n–c system is close to an excited Efimov state (bound or vir-
tual) [18], we can also appreciate the effect of the range on the 
position of the zero.

In close analogy with what happens to the s-wave phase-shift 
in the neutron–deuteron doublet scattering. It is well known that 
at low-energies neutron–deuteron doublet state is dominated by 
the Efimov physics, and the parameters of the effective range 
expansion of the neutron–deuteron doublet s-wave phase-shift 
present universal scaling laws with the triton binding energy for 
fixed nucleon–nucleon scattering lengths and effective ranges.

We establish to which extent the general universal scaling laws, 
strictly valid in the zero-range limit from the dominance of the 
Efimov physics, survive when finite range potentials are used to 
describe the neutron-19C low-energy s-wave scattering. We studied 
the scaling of the real and the imaginary parts of the phase-shift 
with the 19C halo neutron binding energy when the two neutrons 
separation energy in 20C is fixed to its experimental value. The two 
quantities analyzed were k cot !R

0 (!R
0 the real part of the phase-

shift) and the inelasticity parameter ". The first quantity exhibits a 
pole coming from the log periodic behavior of the scattering am-
plitude originated from the scale invariance of the three-body inte-
gral equations in the limit of a zero-range force and its breaking to 
a discrete scaling in the realm of the Efimov physics, which corre-
lates the s-wave quantities to the binding energy of the three-body 
halo system, namely the 20C nucleus. That strong correlation sur-
vives for the finite range potential with effective neutron–neutron 
and neutron–core ranges compatible with physical values. In the 
present context, the scaling law representing an observable de-
pends on the binding energy of the three-body halo system, and 
n–n and n-core scattering lengths. Therefore, even with the 20C 
two-neutron separation energy and the neutron–neutron scattering 
length fixed, there is still dependence on the 19C binding energy, 
which was explored here having as a guideline the results for the 
zero-range model.

We verified that by considering a finite-range potential, the re-
sults for the s-wave scattering amplitude present universal scaling 
features, with the variation of the 19C binding energy for fixed 
20C and neutron–neutron singlet virtual state energies. The scal-
ing of the effective range parameters and the position of the pole 
of k cot !R

0 are in general accordance with previous results for the 
scaling obtained in the calculations with the zero-range potential. 
One striking feature is that the ratios 

!
EB

19C/E
0
19C obtained for fi-

nite range potentials from 0.44 to 0.45, where E0
19C and EB

19C being 
respectively, the values of the 19C energy where the pole is at the 
scattering threshold and the excited state of 20C is at the scattering 
threshold, are quite close to ! 0.419 the universal ratio [18].

The effect of the finite range appears by the softening of the 
corresponding variation in the positions of the pole, as well as the 
effective range parameters of neutron-19C s-wave amplitude. The 
excited three-body 20C state turns into a virtual state for a large 
19C binding, moving it from 167 keV to 190 keV when the effective 
ranges are increased to reasonable physical values. The increase of 
this quantity is physically consistent with the findings within Ef-
fective Field Theory [7]. In addition, we have also clarified that the 
analytical structure of the unitary cut is not affected by the poten-
tial range or mass asymmetry of the three-body system. Finally, we 
found that the deep in the elastic neutron-19C s-wave cross-section 

comes close to the breakup threshold, when the halo-neutron sep-
aration energy in 19C is close to one of the experimental values of 
530 ± 130 keV from Ref. [25]. The emergence of the universal fea-
tures in the neutron-19C s-wave elastic amplitude is evident when 
using potentials with physical effective ranges. The present study 
opens the prospect of investigating the transition amplitudes for 
three-body halo breakup to low-energy continuum states within 
the framework of scaling laws, in particular when monopole op-
erators are involved in the transition. Finally, in a perspective of 
actual experimental possibilities, along the lines as reviewed in 
Ref. [29], we should also point out the relevance of an extension of 
the present investigation to heteronuclear ultracold quantum gases.
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Table 2
Predictions of the employed force models for the n–18C scattering length anA and 
effective range rnA , ANC of the 19C nucleus, and the internal kinetic energy expec-
tation value K̄3b of the 20C nucleus with the binding energy of S2n = 3.5 MeV.

anA (fm) rnA (fm) ANC (fm!1/2) K̄3b (MeV)

DPa 9.23 4.32 0.948 32.83
DPb 8.22 3.19 0.802 47.00
DPc 7.01 1.54 0.657 86.82
DPp 9.23 4.32 0.948 33.12

WS 8.12 3.04 0.792 9.87
Y 8.67 3.66 0.871 10.64
YY 8.68 3.67 0.872 11.14

range than vnA . The strength Wc is adjusted to reproduce the de-
sired three-body binding energy. These parameters are collected in 
Table 1 as well.

To isolate the effect of deeply-bound Pauli-forbidden states, sev-
eral models without those states are used, i.e., they support only 
one 19C bound state 1s with the binding energy !1s = 0.58 MeV. 
The model WS uses a shallow Woods–Saxon potential (1) with 
rv = 1.19 fm, while the model labeled Y is a rank-one separa-
ble potential with Yamaguchi form factor as in Ref. [22] with the 
momentum-range parameter "nc = 0.6167 fm!1. Finally, to get the 
insight on the importance of a realistic nn interaction, instead of 
the CD Bonn the rank-one separable nn potential with Yamaguchi 
form factor from Ref. [22] is used; its combination with the nA po-
tential of the same type as Y but with "nc = 0.6131 fm!1 will be 
labeled YY in the following. The above choices of the range param-
eter values for WS, Y, and YY models ensure the desired binding 
energy of 20C without the 3BF. The WS, Y, and YY potentials will 
be referred in the following as shallow, in contrast to the deep ones 
DPa, DPb, DPc, and DPp.

To get an insight into the correlations between the interaction 
models and physical properties of 19C and 20C, in Table 2 the pre-
dictions for the n–18C scattering length anA and effective range rnA , 
the asymptotic normalization coe!cient (ANC) of the 19C bound 
state, and the 20C ground state internal kinetic energy expecta-
tion value K̄3b are collected. Within the group of deep models one 
may easily notice the well-known feature that a longer-range po-
tential leads to larger values of the ANC, effective range, and, to a 
lesser extent, scattering length. However, comparing DPa and WS 
that have almost the same R , one can conclude that deeply-bound 
Pauli-forbidden states cause larger anA , rnA , and ANC values, and 
significantly higher K̄3b . Within the group of DP models the kinetic 
energy expectation value depends also strongly on the range R , but 
in all cases it considerably exceeds the predictions of shallow po-
tentials. Thus, deep potentials strongly enhance high-momentum 
components in the 20C ground state.

3. Neutron–19C scattering equations including 3BF

The momentum-space formulation of the three-body scattering 
theory is convenient when the underlying potentials have nonlo-
cal terms such as those in the deep nA potentials projecting out 
Pauli-forbidden states. The present work is based on Faddeev equa-
tions for the multichannel transition operators U"# in the version 
derived by Alt, Grassberger, and Sandhas (AGS) [30] but extended 
to include also the 3BF. Such extensions have been proposed in 
a number of works, e.g., [35,28], but their practical applications 
mostly were limited to the symmetrized version in the three-
nucleon system. The general form of three-body equations from 
Ref. [28] is taken for the present study of the n–19C scattering, i.e.,

U"# = $̄"#G
!1
0 + u# +

3!

% =1

$̄"% T% G0U% #

+
3!

% =1

u% G0(1+ T% G0)U% #,

(5)

with $̄"# = 1 ! $"# , the free resolvent G0 = (E + i0 ! H0)
!1 at 

the available energy E , the free Hamiltonian for the internal mo-
tion H0, the two-body transition matrix

T% = v% + v% G0T% , (6)

and the 3BF arbitrarily decomposed into three components

W =
3!

#=1

u# . (7)

The odd-man-out notation is used, i.e., the channel # corresponds 
to the configuration where the particle # is the spectator and 
the remaining two are the pair. The decomposition of the 3BF 
into three symmetric parts (7) is essential for the symmetriza-
tion of three-nucleon equations [28] but is not needed in the 
present work. Labeling the particles n, A, n as 1, 2, 3 and tak-
ing u# = $#2W , the system of the AGS equations (5) for the n–19C
scattering simplifies to

U"1 = $̄"1G
!1
0 +

3!

% =1

$̄"% T% G0U% 1 + WG0(1+ T2G0)U21 (8)

with " = 1, 2, 3. The above system of integral equations is solved 
in the momentum-space partial-wave representation employing 
three sets of base functions |p#q#(l#{[L#(s" s% )S#] j#s#}S#) JM"
with (#, ", % ) being cyclic permutations of (1, 2, 3). Here p# and 
q# are magnitudes of Jacobi momenta for the corresponding pair 
and spectator, while L# and l# are the associated orbital angular 
momenta, respectively. Together with the particle spins s# , s" , s%
they are coupled, through the intermediate subsystem spins S# , j#
and S# , to the total angular momentum J with the projection M . 
Only the basis # = 2 is antisymmetric with respect to the permu-
tation of the two neutrons; this is achieved by considering only 
even L2 + S2 states. However, the neutron identity is accounted for 
by taking the antisymmetrized elastic scattering amplitude

f& #&(k#,k) = ! (2')2M1[$(& #
1 (k#)|U11|(&

1(k)"
! $(& #

3 (k#)|U31|(&
1(k)"].

(9)

Here |(&
#(k)" is the asymptotic state in the channel #; it is given 

by the product of the bound state wave function for the pair and 
the plane wave with the on-shell momentum k for the relative 
motion between the bound pair and spectator # satisfying E =
!Sn+k2/2M1; the spin quantum numbers are abbreviated by & . In 
the normalization of Eq. (9) the n–19C elastic differential cross sec-
tion for the &k % & #k# transition is simply d) /d* = | f& #&(k#, k)|2.

4. Results

The Efimov physics manifests itself in the states dominated by 
the s-wave components L# = l# = 0 for all #; this condition is sat-
isfied only for J+ = 0+ where + = (!1)L#+l# is the total parity. 
For the notational brevity suppressing the dependence on the on-
shell momentum k, the S-matrix and the amplitude in the 0+ state 
are parametrized as s = e2i$ and f = ei$ sin $/k = (k cot $ ! ik)!1, 
respectively. The phase shift $ is real below the inelastic threshold, 
i.e., at c.m. kinetic energies Ek = k2/2M1 & 0.58 MeV, but be-
comes complex above this value due to the open breakup channel 
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The interaction cross sections (!I ) of the very neutron-rich carbon isotopes 19C, 20C and 22C have been 
measured on a carbon target at 307, 280, and 235 MeV/nucleon, respectively. A !I of 1.280 ± 0.023 b
was obtained for 22C, significantly larger than for 19,20C, supporting the halo character of 22C. A 22C 
root-mean-squared matter radius of 3.44 ± 0.08 fm was deduced using a four-body Glauber reaction 
model. This value is smaller than an earlier estimate (of 5.4 ±0.9 fm) derived from a !I measurement on 
a hydrogen target at 40 MeV/nucleon. These new, higher-precision !I data provide stronger constraints 
for assessing the consistency of theories describing weakly bound nuclei.

! 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.

The nuclear halo, a valence neutron distribution that extends 
far beyond a well-bound core, is a characteristic feature of very 
weakly bound nuclei far from stability [1]. Borromean two-neutron 
halo systems, such as 11Li, are of particular interest for the study 
of many-body effects, such as possible strong neutron–neutron 
(nn) correlations [2–11]. In the case of 11Li, the analysis of in-
teraction cross section data using simplified reaction and struc-
ture models was su!cient to identify a large difference between 

* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: togano@phys.titech.ac.jp (Y. Togano).

the root-mean-squared (rms) radii, r̃m , of 11Li (3.34+0.04
"0.08 fm) and 

9Li (2.32 ± 0.02 fm) [12–14]. It is known however that dynamical 
models that include breakup degrees of freedom are necessary for 
accurate quantitative analyses, and that these increase the deduced 
r̃m values for halo systems [15,16].

Recently, the most neutron-rich bound carbon isotope 22C (two-
neutron separation energy S2n = "0.14 ± 0.46 MeV [17]) has 
drawn considerable attention, owing to a possibly very-extended 
two-neutron halo structure – as suggested by a large reaction cross 
section (!R = 1.338 ± 0.274 b) measured on a proton target at 
40 MeV/nucleon [18]. An associated r̃m of 5.4 ± 0.9 fm, with rel-
atively large uncertainty, was deduced. This value is significantly 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.physletb.2016.08.062
0370-2693/! 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by 
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In the beginning of Section II, the reference states for obtaining wave functions in a partial-wave basis were discussed.

Symmetry considerations yielded that only !(0,l,l)
c (l is even) and !(1,l,l)

c (l is odd) are relevant. Using these di"erent
reference states yields complementary information due to the orthogonality of their angular and spin part. We
calculated wave functions in our leading-order Halo EFT framework using both sets of states for low l in the low-
energy region up to roughly 140MeV. As expected, the importance of wave-function components decrease with

increasing l. And in fact, only the wave-function component with partial-wave quantum numbers !(0,0,0)
c is relevant

in this region. All other components are suppressed in this region by a factor of approximately 20, or even more.
Therefore in what follows we define the wave function

#c(p, q) :=
c

!
p, q;!(0,0,0)

c

"""#
#
. (21)

For simplicity we sometimes use the abbreviated symbol !c := !(0,0,0)
c in what follows. The corresponding ground-

state nn relative-momentum distribution is given by

!(pnn) :=

$
dq q2p2nn |#c(pnn, q)|2 . (22)

Note that in case of LGM, the suppression of the other wave functions compared to the wave function with the

quantum numbers !(0,0,0)
c is generally not as strong as in case of the LO Halo EFT calculation. Nevertheless, in order

to do an appropriate comparison, also for the LGM we calculate only this wave-function component. This choice is

also motivated by the fact that after the nn final state interactions the dominance of the component !(0,0,0)
c , where

the nn pair is in 1S0, is even increased in the low-energy region, as the nn interaction is much stronger in this partial
wave.

A. Comparison of results

Figure 2. LGM result in comparison with the Halo EFT result. The three-body potential in the LGM calculation was tuned
to reproduce B(0)

3 . The used settings for LGM are denoted by LGM1. In order to be independent of the normalization the
distributions are divided by their value at a certain position, which is indicated by the red cross. Note the vertical lines in the
plot in the left panel. They indicate relative energies of 1MeV and 3MeV. In the planned experiment 1MeV will be roughly
the upper bound of the measurement range.

Figure 2 shows the LGM result for the ground-state nn relative-momentum distribution in comparison with the
leading-order Halo EFT result. They are normalized to have a certain arbitrary value at a certain position. We
use this normalization procedure, as the absolute value is not necessary for determining the scattering length. More
information on that can be found in Section V. This also avoids the di$culty that the norm of the EFT results
depends on values of the wave function outside its range of validity. The uncertainty band of the EFT result is based
on the size of the next-to-leading-order corrections. They are suppressed by p/Mhigh. Accordingly the uncertainty is
%!(p) ! !(p) p

Mhigh
. In the left panel it can be seen that EFT and LGM results agree within the uncertainty bands of

the LO Halo EFT result. The EFT distribution has generally bigger values and its maximum is at higher momenta. In
higher-order Halo EFT calculations, the uncertainty bands (i.e. the relative uncertainty) will get smaller. Agreement
between that higher-order Halo EFT calculation and LGM result is expected within this smaller uncertainty band.
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Core Momentum distribution nnc = AAB: 11Li ,14Be
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6He sudden breakup

Ø 6He [0+] = n+n+4He      S2n= 975.45(5) KeV

Ø 5He: n+4He  2P3/2 resonance [735(20) KeV ]

Ø

Ø FSI model (coherent model & Watson-Migdal enhancement factor)

2

ton is measured, in others the photon in coincidence with
one of the outgoing neutrons. The scattering length is
extracted from a fit to the shape of the neutron spec-
trum, i.e., the decisive measure is the relative height of
the quasi-free p-p capture peak and the peak caused by
final-state interaction (FSI). From the combination of ex-
periments at PSI [13, 14] and Los Alamos [15] a value
ann = !18.9(0.4) fm is deduced [7], which is in agree-
ment with one of the deuteron breakup experiments and
is presently used as the accepted value. The most recent
data for ann are displayed in figure 1 together with the
limits of the accepted value (horizontal band).

Since a direct measurement of ann is not available at
present, the best possible indirect methods have to be
chosen. In this article we study the viability of a novel
method we propose which takes advantage from a mea-
surement in inverse kinematics at high beam energy of
a few hundreds of MeV/nucleon. Such an experiment
could be carried out using cluster-like projectiles with
loosely-bound neutrons at existing or under-construction
rare isotope facilities. In this case, the neutrons origi-
nated from the projectile have a high and almost constant
velocity avoiding possible sources of systematic uncer-
tainties due to energy-dependent corrections as neutron
e!ciency, scattering and attenuation in the target etc.,
as necessary in above mentioned experiments. Note that
ann is extracted in the above experiments from the inten-
sity of the neutron-neutron final state interaction (FSI)
peak relative to the quasi-free peak, which are located at
rather di"erent neutron energies.

Here we propose to study the nn system in flight
from the 6He(p,p!)2n knockout reactions at around 200
MeV/nucleon (the t(p,2p)2n reaction is another possibil-
ity). In this case, the neutrons have both an energy of
around 200 MeV, while remaining charged particles are
slower and scattered to large angles. The low-energy FSI
acts thus among the two neutrons only. The relative en-
ergy between the high-energy neutrons can nowadays be
measured with high resolution of around 20 keV. Due to
the detection of all particles in the final state including
the target proton, a background-free measurement can
be performed.

Three-body models. In order to study the sensitivity
of the experimental analysis on the theoretical models
adopted, we consider two distinct ones: (a) an ab-initio
numerical solution of three-body problem assuming 4He
as an inert core, and (b) an analytical phenomenologi-
cal model which allows for a clear physical insight of the
problem. The Faddeev equations for a full three-body
wavefunction are solved in the traditional set of Jacobi
coordinates, coupling together the associated orbital an-
gular momenta, as well as the states and the spins of the
three particles, leading to a partial wave decomposition
for each Faddeev component. Using the hyperspherical
method we obtain a set of coupled one-dimensional equa-
tions with the Jacobi coordinates transformed into hyper-
spherical coordinates (hyper-radius " and hyper-angle #)
[17].

The two neutrons outside an inert 4He core interact
with a Gaussian-shape n-4He potential, with supersym-
metric elimination of the 0s bound state in the s-wave
potential, and a nn potential, with strength of !38 MeV
and range of 1.8 fm with no spin-orbit, spin-spin, or ten-
sor components. The n!! potential was chosen to re-
produce scattering data such as the p3/2 resonance at
" 1 MeV and the p1/2 resonance at " 5 MeV. We use
a Gaussian potential with respective strength and range
parameters: (a) for s- and p-waves: !47.32 MeV and 2.3
fm, (b) for d-waves: !23 MeV and 2.3 fm. The spin-
orbit part of the n!! potential was again a Gaussian
with strength and range !11.71 MeV, and 2.3 fm, for
both p- and d-waves.
The “hyper-angular-momentum” K is directly related

to the order of a corresponding Jacobi polynomial K =
lx+ ly +2n (n=0,1,2,...), where lx and ly are the angular
momenta associated with each of the Jacobi coordinates
[17]. The calculations converge for Kmax " 10. How-
ever, the three-body method su"ers from the common
problem of underbinding [18, 19]. We find a binding en-
ergy of !0.883 MeV for 6He. Such underbinding problem
is di!cult to solve without compromising the scattering
properties of n!! and the nn system [20, 21]. This un-
derbinding is most likely caused by the influence of other
closed channels, such as the t + t channel [20] that we
have disregarded here.
We confirm the findings of Ref. [22] and conclude that

the 6He wavefunction with only the terms with K = 2
and K = 0 practically exhaust > 97% of the 6He wave-
function. Hence, we can write

#!nn(", #) =
1

"5/2

!
"

Kl

$S=0
Kl (")%ll

K,S=0,L=0,m(#)

+
"

Kl

$S=1
Kl (")%ll

K,S=1,L=1,J=0,m(#)

#
, (1)

where $S(!)
Kl (") =

$
n=0 a

(!)
n Rn("), with (!) including all

remaining quantum numbers, Rn(") = "5/2"!3
0 [n!/(n +

5)!]1/2L5
n(z) exp(!z/2), z = "/"0 is a scaling radius "0

and L!
n(z) is an associated Laguerre polynomial.

To obtain the nn relative energy distribution we gen-
erate a Fourier transform of the wavefunction in Eq. (1),

#(p!nn,knn) =

% %
d3r!nn
(2&h̄)3

d3rnn
(2&h̄)3

# exp [i (knn · rnn + p!nn · r!nn)]#(r!nn, rnn), (2)

and integrate over the unobserved nn!! momentum dis-
tribution,

f(knn) =

%
d3p!nn |#(p!nn,knn)|2 . (3)

The relative momentum between the ! and the center-
of-mass of the nn subsystem is p!nn and the relative
momentum between the neutrons is given by knn. Many
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We set Ṽ to , which implies that the momentum q in T!(p, q) is the !(nn) relative momentum before the reaction.
We therefore calculate the probability amplitude as a function of the nn relative momentum after the reaction and
the !(nn) relative momentum before the reaction. Another implication of not using an explicit expression for Ṽ is
that we don’t take into account that the overall probability of the knockout is smaller than 1. The implications of
this on the analysis are discussed in Section IVC, and will be accounted for by not trying to compute the absolute
number of nn pairs produced, but only the shape of the distribution.

Under these assumptions the probability amplitude T!(p, q), which can also be seen as a final-state wave function
in an arbitrary partial wave ! after knockout and FSI, is given by
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where the multi-index (!)nn is the nn part of the multi-index !.
The nn FSI is only significant in the 1S0 partial wave, so we use only the wave function component "c(p, q) :=

c!p, q;!c|"" for calculating the wave function after FSI. The nn part of this wave function’s multi-index is l = 0, s = 0

corresponding to the 1S0 channel. Accordingly, to obtain results for "(wFSI)
c (p, q) a version of Eq. (55) specific to FSI

in this nn partial wave is used:
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Note that "c(p, q) is the wave function corresponding to the momentum distribution computed in the previous section.
The last equality holds in case of Heaviside functions as regulators using the cuto$ #: gl(p) = pl%(## p). An auxiliary
calculation can be found in Appendix E. Note that in the calculation leading to Eq. (58) we included the e$ective-range
term in the nn t-matrix in order to check its influence. The nn relative-energy distribution below Enn = 1.0 MeV
that is obtained with the choice rnn = 0 in the FSI nn t-matrix di$ers only slightly from the distribution obtained
when the nominal e$ective range of rnn = 2.73 fm is used there. (Cf. Fig. 10 in Appendix F.)

This procedure for calculating the FSI is common and inter alia used for pion capture reactions with deuterium,
see, e.g., Ref. [55]. It is also similar to the coherent FSI three-body model for the sudden breakup of two-neutron
halos in collisions with heavy targets developed in Ref. [56]. This model was compared to experimental data on the
nn correlation in the breakup of 11Li [57, 58], 14Be [57, 59] and 6He [57]. Within our discussion we were able to
show the close connection of this method to two-potential scattering theory. Additionally, we reviewed the specific
approximations which were made.

Because we also derived the FSI enhancement factors from two-potential scattering theory it is straightforward to
make the connection between them and the explicit calculation of this section. The FSI enhancement factor Gr̃ from
Eq. (51), which can be seen as a generalization of the factor G2, can be obtained from Eq. (58). To do that the limit
# % & is taken and the integral approximated as
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In this case the FSI becomes completely independent of the momentum q and we obtain for the final wave function
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The corresponding FSI enhancement factor reads
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Different enhancement factors can be derived depending
on the particular assumptions made, especially in regard to
the short-distance behavior of the production potential and/or
initial-state wave function. This is why we added the index i
to the enhancement factor Gi(p). A common variant of this
enhancement factor, derived in Ref. [31], is6

G1(p) =
((p2 + !2)rnn/2)2

!
! 1

ann
+ rnn

2 p2
"2 + p2

, (30)

where ! = 1/rnn(1 +
"

1 ! 2rnn/ann). This enhancement fac-
tor is based on the assumption that V |"# peaks at r = 0. It
is also possible to derive enhancement factors for the case
that V |"# peaks at some other radius r̃. Further discussion
regarding the derivation of the enhancement factor and how
to obtain it for a general r̃ can be found in the Supplemental
Material [33]. It contains also a discussion of the factor from
Ref. [55].

So far this discussion of enhancement factors focused on
two-body systems. To close this section we point out that this
formalism can also be used in n-body systems. That extension
assumes that the FSI is a two-body interaction within one spe-
cific particle pair; the requirement regarding the short-distance
behavior then applies to the corresponding two-body subsys-
tem of the n-body state. For a system with n > 2 the #(p)
in Eq. (29) is the momentum-space probability distribution
of the bound state after all other momenta are integrated out.
Furthermore, since the FSI enhancement factor factorizes the
FSI from the action of the production potential, it can be used
not only in the case where the production potential acts in the
same subsystem as the FSI potential, but also in cases where
the two act on different subsystems of the overall n-body
system.

B. Explicit calculation of rescattering

Having discussed the FSI enhancement factors in the pre-
vious subsection, we now turn our attention to the direct
calculation of the wave function after FSI. Our starting point
is again Eq. (28) except that now we consider it in the context
of the breakup of a three-particle state into an nn pair and
a residual cluster, like an ! particle. For concreteness we
consider the final state $$| to be the free state of the nn
pair and the ! particle and specify that state via the relative
momentum within the nn pair, p, and the momentum of the !
particle relative to the nn pair, q, as well as the partial-wave
quantum numbers %. The state is c$p, q; %|. The initial state
|!# is given by the 6He bound state |"#. Using the notation
of Eq. (23), this implies that the final state is an eigenstate of
H0 = Knn + K(nn)c, while the initial state is an eigenstate of
H0 + Vnn + Vnc + V3B. That implies that the FSI potential U is
given by Vnn + Vnc + V3B. This reflects the fact that in addition
to nn interactions also nc interactions as well as three-body in-
teractions are possible final-state interactions happening after

6Note that in Ref. [31] the enhancement factor has 1/ann instead
of !1/ann in the denominator. This is rooted in a different sign con-
vention for the scattering length. We define k cot (&0(k)) = !1/a0 +
r0k2/2 + O(k4).

the knockout. However, due to the kinematics of the reaction
and the halo structure of 6He, final-state nc or three-body
interactions should be strongly suppressed. Accordingly, in
the context of this calculation we approximate %(!)

U by %(!)
Vnn

.
We obtain

T%(p, q) = c$p, q; %|(%(!)
U )†V

%(1 + (E ! K ! U ! V + i')!1V )|"#, (31)

where U is to be approximated by the nn potential. For the
energy E of the Møller operator we have to insert the energy
of the final state p2/(2µnn) + q2/(2µ(nn)c). Since the FSI po-
tential U is approximated by Vnn and thereby acts only in the
nn subsystem, we can make use of the identity

%(±)
U |p, q; %#c

= [1 + (p2/(2µnn) + q2/(2µ(nn)c)

! Knn ! K(nn)c ! U ± i')!1U ]|p, q; %#c

= [1 + (p2/(2µnn) ! Knn !U ± i')!1U ]|p, q; %#c, (32)

i.e., we use the fact that Vnn commutes with K(nn)c, and so
K(nn)c can be replaced by its eigenvalue for the state |p, q; %#c.
Next, since the production potential is assumed to be weak, in
Eq. (31) we use only the lowest order of the operators next
to (%(!)

U )†, i.e., retain only the identity operator in the round
brackets to the right of V in Eq. (31). Furthermore, we assume
that V decouples as formulated in Eq. (26). It is then useful to
express the Møller operator in terms of the t-matrix according
to7

(%(!)
U )† = 1 + (G(!)

0 t (!)
U )†. (33)

We set Ṽ to 1, which implies that the momentum q in T%(p, q)
is the !(nn) relative momentum before the reaction. We there-
fore calculate the probability amplitude as a function of the nn
relative momentum after the reaction and the !(nn) relative
momentum before the reaction. Another implication of not
using an explicit expression for Ṽ is that we do not take into
account that the overall probability of the knockout is smaller
than 1. The implications of this on the analysis are discussed
in Sec. IV C, and will be accounted for by not trying to
compute the absolute number of nn pairs produced, but only
the shape of the distribution.

Under these assumptions the probability amplitude
T%(p, q), which can also be seen as a final-state wave function
in an arbitrary partial wave % after knockout and FSI, is given
by

" (wFSI;%)
c (p, q)

= c$p, q; %|(1 + tnn,(%)nn (Ep)G(nn)
0 (Ep))|"#

=
#

d p& p&2
c$p, q; %|

!
1 + tnn,(%)nn

(Ep)G(nn)
0 (Ep)

"

% |p&, q; %#cc$p&, q; %|"#, (34)

7We use here that %(!)
U acts on an eigenstate of H0. For the general

form of the Møller operator see Refs. [33,56].
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In the beginning of Section II, the reference states for obtaining wave functions in a partial-wave basis were discussed.

Symmetry considerations yielded that only !(0,l,l)
c (l is even) and !(1,l,l)

c (l is odd) are relevant. Using these di"erent
reference states yields complementary information due to the orthogonality of their angular and spin part. We
calculated wave functions in our leading-order Halo EFT framework using both sets of states for low l in the low-
energy region up to roughly 140MeV. As expected, the importance of wave-function components decrease with

increasing l. And in fact, only the wave-function component with partial-wave quantum numbers !(0,0,0)
c is relevant

in this region. All other components are suppressed in this region by a factor of approximately 20, or even more.
Therefore in what follows we define the wave function

#c(p, q) :=
c

!
p, q;!(0,0,0)

c

"""#
#
. (21)

For simplicity we sometimes use the abbreviated symbol !c := !(0,0,0)
c in what follows. The corresponding ground-

state nn relative-momentum distribution is given by

!(pnn) :=

$
dq q2p2nn |#c(pnn, q)|2 . (22)

Note that in case of LGM, the suppression of the other wave functions compared to the wave function with the

quantum numbers !(0,0,0)
c is generally not as strong as in case of the LO Halo EFT calculation. Nevertheless, in order

to do an appropriate comparison, also for the LGM we calculate only this wave-function component. This choice is

also motivated by the fact that after the nn final state interactions the dominance of the component !(0,0,0)
c , where

the nn pair is in 1S0, is even increased in the low-energy region, as the nn interaction is much stronger in this partial
wave.

A. Comparison of results

Figure 2. LGM result in comparison with the Halo EFT result. The three-body potential in the LGM calculation was tuned
to reproduce B(0)

3 . The used settings for LGM are denoted by LGM1. In order to be independent of the normalization the
distributions are divided by their value at a certain position, which is indicated by the red cross. Note the vertical lines in the
plot in the left panel. They indicate relative energies of 1MeV and 3MeV. In the planned experiment 1MeV will be roughly
the upper bound of the measurement range.

Figure 2 shows the LGM result for the ground-state nn relative-momentum distribution in comparison with the
leading-order Halo EFT result. They are normalized to have a certain arbitrary value at a certain position. We
use this normalization procedure, as the absolute value is not necessary for determining the scattering length. More
information on that can be found in Section V. This also avoids the di$culty that the norm of the EFT results
depends on values of the wave function outside its range of validity. The uncertainty band of the EFT result is based
on the size of the next-to-leading-order corrections. They are suppressed by p/Mhigh. Accordingly the uncertainty is
%!(p) ! !(p) p

Mhigh
. In the left panel it can be seen that EFT and LGM results agree within the uncertainty bands of

the LO Halo EFT result. The EFT distribution has generally bigger values and its maximum is at higher momenta. In
higher-order Halo EFT calculations, the uncertainty bands (i.e. the relative uncertainty) will get smaller. Agreement
between that higher-order Halo EFT calculation and LGM result is expected within this smaller uncertainty band.
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information on that can be found in Section V. This also avoids the di$culty that the norm of the EFT results
depends on values of the wave function outside its range of validity. The uncertainty band of the EFT result is based
on the size of the next-to-leading-order corrections. They are suppressed by p/Mhigh. Accordingly the uncertainty is
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Mhigh
. In the left panel it can be seen that EFT and LGM results agree within the uncertainty bands of

the LO Halo EFT result. The EFT distribution has generally bigger values and its maximum is at higher momenta. In
higher-order Halo EFT calculations, the uncertainty bands (i.e. the relative uncertainty) will get smaller. Agreement
between that higher-order Halo EFT calculation and LGM result is expected within this smaller uncertainty band.
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In the beginning of Section II, the reference states for obtaining wave functions in a partial-wave basis were discussed.
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c

!
p, q;!(0,0,0)

c

"""#
#
. (21)

For simplicity we sometimes use the abbreviated symbol !c := !(0,0,0)
c in what follows. The corresponding ground-
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$
dq q2p2nn |#c(pnn, q)|2 . (22)
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This sheds a di!erent light on the FSI enhancement factor, i.e., that it corresponds to assuming that the real part of
the integral (57) can be approximated by "c(p, q) times a number of order 1/r̃.

After applying the FSI, the absolute value of the wave function can be calculated, the integral measure applied and
the q-momentum can be integrated out in order to obtain the probability density distribution as a function of the nn
relative momentum, p. Note that taking Ṽ into account in Eq. (31), could distort the probability distribution in p,
even though Ṽ acts only in the q subspace of the Hilbert space. However, such e!ects are expected to be small, due
to the kinematics of the proposed knockout reaction. The formula for the probability density !(t)(p) in this approach
(where the superscript denotes that the FSI is computed via the t-matrix) reads

!(t)(p) =

!
dq p2q2

""""(wFSI)
c (p, q)

"""
2
. (62)

The relative energy distribution can then be calculated from the momentum distribution by using Eq. (26).
The density !(t)(p) obeys the normalization condition

#
dp !(t)(p) = 1. However, we remind the reader that the

existence of other channels than this one is not taken into account in our calculation. Thus, this normalization
condition does not represent the actual probability of knockout, which in reality will be < 1. Additionally, this
normalization condition requires that the wave function component in use, i.e., "c(p, q) := c!p, q;#c|"", be normalized
to one, which is another approximation.

C. Comparison of results

In Fig. 7 we compare results for the nn relative-energy distribution obtained with the enhancement factor G1 and
with the t-matrix treatment of FSI. We do this for three di!erent nn scattering lengths, for which we use the following
shorthand notation:

a(+)
nn = #16.7 fm , a(0)nn = #18.7 fm , a(!)

nn = #20.7 fm . (63)

As mentioned before, we do not calculate the absolute value of the distribution, but its shape. Therefore we
normalize the distribution to a certain value at a certain position. Here we normalized to 1 at Enn $ 0.8 MeV. Not
knowing the absolute value is no problem for determining the scattering length; the distribution will be fitted to the
experimental data on the spectrum and the scattering length extracted from the shape.

Figure 7. Comparison of nn relative-energy distributions for di!erent nn scattering lengths obtained with di!erent FSI schemes.
The calculation using the nn t-matrix is labeled as ‘t’. rnn = 2.73 fm is used. All results are computed using the projection
"c(p, q) and # = 1500MeV. Uncertainty bands based on comparison with calculation with half as many mesh points and
# = 1000MeV are negligible. In order to be independent of the normalization the distribution is divided by its value at the
energy indicated by the red cross. The solid and dashed vertical lines indicate the approximate positions of the maxima in the
t-matrix based FSI scheme for a(!)

nn and a(+)
nn respectively.

It can be seen that the scattering length has a significant influence on that shape. When using distributions
normalized to an arbitrary value at Enn $ 0.8MeV, the main e!ect of the scattering length is to change the height of
the peak located at relative energies of roughly 100 keV. Additionally, one can see that the two di!erent procedures to
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FIG. 5. Comparison of nn relative-energy distributions for differ-
ent nn scattering lengths obtained with different FSI schemes. The
calculation using the nn t-matrix is labeled as “t.” rnn = 2.73 fm is
used. All results are computed using the projection !c(p, q) and " =
1500 MeV. Uncertainty bands based on comparison with calculation
with half as many mesh points and " = 1000 MeV are negligible.
In order to be independent of the normalization the distribution is
divided by its value at the energy indicated by the red cross. The
solid and dashed vertical lines indicate the approximate positions
of the maxima in the t-matrix based FSI scheme for a(!)

nn and a(+)
nn ,

respectively.

in agreement. At a given ann the different FSI treatments
produce different peak heights in the nn distribution. The
enhancement-factor approach makes additional approxima-
tions beyond those involved when the nn FSI is fully
calculated from the nn t-matrix. Therefore we trust the latter
approach—with its full inclusion of the nn FSI—more.

We also calculated the distribution with the nn subsystem
in the 3P1 partial wave by applying Eq. (34) to the #(1,1,1)

c
ground-state wave-function component obtained with FaCE in
setting LGM1. We found that this distribution is suppressed
by a factor of at least 30 compared to the 1S0 distribution (in
the Enn < 1 MeV region). We compared the ground-state dis-
tributions as well and found that FSI increased the suppression
as anticipated at the beginning of Sec. III.

V. FROM THE nn RELATIVE-ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
TO THE nn SCATTERING LENGTH

After showing results for the nn relative-energy distribu-
tion, we want to discuss in more detail how the scattering
length can be extracted. Also, we want to discuss the role
of the nn effective range. First, we quantify the influence
of changing the scattering length by 2 fm. Figure 6 shows
quotients of the relative-energy distributions obtained with
different scattering lengths.

It can be seen that, if our normalization scheme is used,
a change of the scattering length by 2 fm changes the peak
height by approximately 10%. This change is almost com-
pletely independent of the method used to calculate the FSI.
Additional calculations show that a change in the scattering
length of 0.2 fm changes the peak height by about 1%.

FIG. 6. Ratios of nn relative-energy distributions obtained with
different scattering lengths for different FSI schemes in comparison.
The calculation using the nn t-matrix is labeled as “t,” and rnn =
2.73 fm is used. All results are based on !c(p, q). " = 1500 MeV
was used. Uncertainty bands based on comparisons with calculation
with half as many mesh points and " = 1000 MeV are shown. Due
to a normalization of the distributions to a value of 1 at Enn "
0.8 MeV, the quotients are at this point 1. The vertical lines indicate
the approximate positions of the maxima in the t-matrix based FSI
scheme for the lower and upper value of the scattering length.

In order to determine the scattering length at high preci-
sion it is necessary to know the influence of the nn effective
range on the distribution. As with the scattering length, the
effective range can enter the calculation at two stages. The
first is the calculation of the ground-state wave function of
6He. At this level, the influence of the scattering length is
low. As the scattering length is a leading-order parameter
and the effective range is a next-to-leading-order parameter,
we expect its influence on the 6He wave function to be very
small. The second stage is taking the FSI into account. In this
step, the scattering length plays a significant role. Therefore,
we cannot exclude a non-negligible influence of the range in
this step. We investigate the influence of the effective range
in the t-matrix based FSI approach and in the approach em-
ploying the enhancement factor G1 by using the following
values:

r (+)
nn = 3.0 fm, r (0)

nn = 2.73 fm, r (!)
nn = 2.0 fm, (39)

which is a rather large variation around the common litera-
ture value of rnp( 1S0) = 2.73(3) fm " rnn [62]. Note that we
included rnn only in the calculation of the FSI but not in the
calculation of the ground-state wave function, as its influence
there should be negligible. While the effective range is varied
from r (!)

nn to r (+)
nn the change in the distribution is small: less

than 1% at peak position. Details can be seen from Fig. 7 in
Appendix B.

As a conclusion, these results show that the scattering
length has a significant influence on the nn relative-energy
distribution and that the effective range does not. Thus, the
distribution is suitable for extracting the scattering length.
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low. As the scattering length is a leading-order parameter
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we expect its influence on the 6He wave function to be very
small. The second stage is taking the FSI into account. In this
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The Ux’s are the complex optical potentials of the x1 and x2 fragments and U3B is a three-body complex (optical)
average potential that describes processes which involve the excitation of the target by one fragment and its de-
excitation by the other fragment.

We now derive the imaginary part of the A-averaged Green’s function of Eq. (11), G(+)
x1x2 . First we re-write this

Green’s function as

G(+)
x1x2

=
1

Ex !Hx1x2 ! Ux1x2 + i!
=

1

Ex !H0 ! (Vx1x2 + Ux1x2) + i!
(13)

where Hx1x2 " Kx1 +Kx2 + Vx1x2 = H0 + Vx1x2 is Hermitian. Accordingly, the full potential, Vx1x2 + Ux1x2 in the
average, optical, Green’s function is the sum of a real x1 + x2 interaction which generates correlations among these
two fragments, plus the three-body optical potential of these fragments, Eq.(12), which we re-write U = ReU ! iW .
To simplify the notation, we call the interaction VX " [ReUX + VX ] ! iWX , where now X " x1x2. We now use an
identity derived by several authors [12, 13]

ImG(+)
X = !"!(!)

X #(Ex !H0) (!
(!)
X )† ! (G(+)

X )† WX G(+)
X (14)

where the Möller operator !(!)
X = [1 + G(!)

X (VX)†]. When operating on a plane wave |kX# it generates a ”three-

body” distorted wave
!!!$3B(!)

kX

"
. The fragments, x1 and x2 are scattered by the target and are interacting with each

other through the two-body potential VX . They are also distorted by the ”three-body” optical potential which also
generates correlation. Thus, the total correlating interaction between the two unobserved fragments should be taken
as VX + U3B .

The final result for the 4-body inclusive breakup cross section is, from Eq.(10),

d2%b

dEbd!b
=

2

!va
&b(Eb)

#
$"4B(+)

0 |VbX |'(!)
b #

$

kX

!(!)
X |kX# #(Ex ! EkX ) $kX |(!(!)

X )†$'(!)
b |VbX |"4B(+)

0 #+

+
1

"
$"4B(+)

0 |VbX |'(!)
b #(G(+)

X )† WX G(+)
X $'(!)

b |VbX |"4B(+)
0 #

%
(15)

The cross section then becomes,

d2%b

dEbd!b
=

2"

!va
&b(Eb)

$

kX

!!!$'3B(!)
X '(!)

b |VbX |"4B(+)
0 #

!!!
2
#(E ! Eb ! EkX )+

+
2

!va
&b(Eb)

&
$"4B(+)

0 |VbX(G(+)
X )†|'(!)

b #[Wx1 +Wx2 +W3B ]$'(!)
b |G(+)

X VbX |"4B(+)
0 #

'
(16)

We now write Vbx1 + Vbx2 = [Vbx1 + Vbx2 + H0 + VX + UX ! E] ! [H0 + VX + UX ! E]. Then the matrix element

$"4B(+)
0 |[Vbx1 +Vbx2 ](G

(+)
X )†|'(!)

b # becomes -$"4B(+)
0 |[H0+VX +UX !E](G(+)

X )†|'(!)
b # = $"4B(+)

0 |'(!)
b ). Accordingly,

the inclusive breakup cross section becomes,

d2%b

dEbd!b
=

d2%EB
b

dEbd!b
+

d2%INEB
b

dEbd!b
(17)

where the four-body elastic breakup cross section is,

d2%EB
b

dEbd!b
=

2"

!va
&b(Eb)

$

kX

!!!$'3B(!)
X '(!)

b |[Vbx1 + Vbx2 ]|"
4B(+)
0 #

!!!
2
#(E ! Eb ! EkX ) (18)

and

d2%INEB
b

dEbd!b
=

2

!va
&b(Eb)$&̂X |(Wx1 +Wx2 +W3B)|&̂X# (19)

with the source function

&̂X(rx1 , rx2) = ('(!)
b |"4B(+)

0 # =
(

drb('
(!)
b (rb))

†"4B(+)
0 (rb, rx1 , rx2) (20)

depending only on the coordinates of x1 and x2.
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where !(+)
A is the scattering wave of the C.M. of the three-body projectile and !x1x2b is the projectile internal wave

function. Therefore, using this dominant F-Y components of the four-body wave function, we can make the following
approximation for the continuum four-body wave function as:

|"4B(+)
0 ! = G(+)

x1 x2 A ,b (Vx1b + Vx2b) |"
4B(+)
0 ! " G(+)

x1 x2 A ,b (Vx1b + Vx2b) |!(+)
a , !x1x2b! (53)

The relevant term in the inelastic breakup formula (19) is

"X = #"4B(+)
0 |!(!)

b !(Wx1 +Wx2 +W3B)#!(!)
b |"4B(+)

0 ! (54)

which will be manipulated with the help of our approximation of the four-body scattering wave function (53) as
follows:

"X " #!(+)
a , !x1x2b| (Vx1b + Vx2b)G

(+) †
x1 x2 A ,b|!

(!)
b !(Wx1 +Wx2 +W3B)#!(!)

b |G(+)
x1 x2 A ,b (Vx1b + Vx2b) |!(+)

a , !x1x2b!
(55)

where we introduce the spectator distorted wave function as:

|#̂CFH
b ! = #!(!)

b |G(+)
x1 x2 A ,b (Vx1b + Vx2b) |!(+)

a , !x1x2b! (56)

We can rewrite the above formula by using the eigenvalue equations:

(E $Kb $Kx1 $Kx2 $ Vx1b $ Vx2b $ Vx1x2 $ UaA) |!(+)
a , !x1x2b! = 0 (57)

!
Eb $Kb $ U†

bA

"
|!(!)

b ! = 0 (58)

and manipulating this equation we identify that:

(Vx1b + Vx2b) |!(+)
a , !x1x2b! = (E $Kb $Kx1 $Kx2 $ Vx1x2 $ UaA) |!(+)

a , !x1x2b! (59)

Substituting Eq. (59) in (56) we get

|#̂CFH
b ! = #!(!)

b |G(+)
x1 x2 A ,b (E $Kb $Kx1 $Kx2 $ Vx1x2 $ UaA) |!(+)

a , !x1x2b! (60)

and reminding that G(+)
x1 x2 A ,b contains the optical potential of b with respect to A

|#̂CFH
b ! = #!(!)

b |G(+)
x1 x2 A ,b (E $Kb $Kx1 $Kx2 $ Vx1x2 $ UaA) |!(+)

a , !x1x2b!

= G(+)
x1 x2 A(E $ Eb)#!(!)

b | (E $Kb $Kx1 $Kx2 $ Vx1x2 $ UaA) |!(+)
a , !x1x2b! (61)

where

G(+)
x1 x2 A(E $ Eb) = [E $ Eb $Kx1 $Kx2 $ Vx1x2 $ Ux1A $ Ux2A + ı$]!1 (62)

and using once more Eq.(58), one gets from (61) that:

|#̂CFH
b ! = G(+)

x1 x2 A(E $ Eb)#!(!)
b | (E $ Eb $Kx1 $Kx2 $ Vx1x2 + UbA $ UaA) |!(+)

a , !x1x2b!

= G(+)
x1 x2 A(E $ Eb)#!(!)

b | (E $ Eb $Kx1 $Kx2 $ Vx1x2 $ Ux1A $ Ux2A) |!(+)
a , !x1x2b!

+G(+)
x1 x2 A(E $ Eb)#!(!)

b | (Ux1A + Ux2A + UbA $ UaA) |!(+)
a , !x1x2b! (63)

and finally:

|#̂CFH
b ! = #!(!)

b |!(+)
a , !x1x2b!+G(+)

x1 x2 A(E $ Eb)#!(!)
b | (Ux1A + Ux2A + UbA $ UaA) |!(+)

a , !x1x2b! (64)

which generalizes our previous formula for a two-body composite projectile [16] for a three-body projectile. The
Ichimura, Austern and Vincent formula extended to the four-body situation, with a three-body projectile plus the
target:

|#̂CFH
b ! = |#̂4BHM !+ |#̂4BUT ! (65)

and introducing HM and UT at the four-body level we write that:

|#̂4BHM ! = #!(!)
b |!(+)

a , !x1x2b! (66)
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where !(+)
A is the scattering wave of the C.M. of the three-body projectile and !x1x2b is the projectile internal wave

function. Therefore, using this dominant F-Y components of the four-body wave function, we can make the following
approximation for the continuum four-body wave function as:

|"4B(+)
0 ! = G(+)

x1 x2 A ,b (Vx1b + Vx2b) |"
4B(+)
0 ! " G(+)

x1 x2 A ,b (Vx1b + Vx2b) |!(+)
a , !x1x2b! (53)

The relevant term in the inelastic breakup formula (19) is

"X = #"4B(+)
0 |!(!)

b !(Wx1 +Wx2 +W3B)#!(!)
b |"4B(+)

0 ! (54)

which will be manipulated with the help of our approximation of the four-body scattering wave function (53) as
follows:

"X " #!(+)
a , !x1x2b| (Vx1b + Vx2b)G

(+) †
x1 x2 A ,b|!

(!)
b !(Wx1 +Wx2 +W3B)#!(!)

b |G(+)
x1 x2 A ,b (Vx1b + Vx2b) |!(+)

a , !x1x2b!
(55)

where we introduce the spectator distorted wave function as:

|#̂CFH
b ! = #!(!)

b |G(+)
x1 x2 A ,b (Vx1b + Vx2b) |!(+)

a , !x1x2b! (56)

We can rewrite the above formula by using the eigenvalue equations:

(E $Kb $Kx1 $Kx2 $ Vx1b $ Vx2b $ Vx1x2 $ UaA) |!(+)
a , !x1x2b! = 0 (57)

!
Eb $Kb $ U†

bA

"
|!(!)

b ! = 0 (58)

and manipulating this equation we identify that:

(Vx1b + Vx2b) |!(+)
a , !x1x2b! = (E $Kb $Kx1 $Kx2 $ Vx1x2 $ UaA) |!(+)

a , !x1x2b! (59)

Substituting Eq. (59) in (56) we get

|#̂CFH
b ! = #!(!)

b |G(+)
x1 x2 A ,b (E $Kb $Kx1 $Kx2 $ Vx1x2 $ UaA) |!(+)

a , !x1x2b! (60)

and reminding that G(+)
x1 x2 A ,b contains the optical potential of b with respect to A

|#̂CFH
b ! = #!(!)

b |G(+)
x1 x2 A ,b (E $Kb $Kx1 $Kx2 $ Vx1x2 $ UaA) |!(+)

a , !x1x2b!

= G(+)
x1 x2 A(E $ Eb)#!(!)

b | (E $Kb $Kx1 $Kx2 $ Vx1x2 $ UaA) |!(+)
a , !x1x2b! (61)

where

G(+)
x1 x2 A(E $ Eb) = [E $ Eb $Kx1 $Kx2 $ Vx1x2 $ Ux1A $ Ux2A + ı$]!1 (62)

and using once more Eq.(58), one gets from (61) that:

|#̂CFH
b ! = G(+)

x1 x2 A(E $ Eb)#!(!)
b | (E $ Eb $Kx1 $Kx2 $ Vx1x2 + UbA $ UaA) |!(+)

a , !x1x2b!

= G(+)
x1 x2 A(E $ Eb)#!(!)

b | (E $ Eb $Kx1 $Kx2 $ Vx1x2 $ Ux1A $ Ux2A) |!(+)
a , !x1x2b!

+G(+)
x1 x2 A(E $ Eb)#!(!)

b | (Ux1A + Ux2A + UbA $ UaA) |!(+)
a , !x1x2b! (63)

and finally:

|#̂CFH
b ! = #!(!)

b |!(+)
a , !x1x2b!+G(+)

x1 x2 A(E $ Eb)#!(!)
b | (Ux1A + Ux2A + UbA $ UaA) |!(+)

a , !x1x2b! (64)

which generalizes our previous formula for a two-body composite projectile [16] for a three-body projectile. The
Ichimura, Austern and Vincent formula extended to the four-body situation, with a three-body projectile plus the
target:

|#̂CFH
b ! = |#̂4BHM !+ |#̂4BUT ! (65)

and introducing HM and UT at the four-body level we write that:

|#̂4BHM ! = #!(!)
b |!(+)

a , !x1x2b! (66)
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and

|!̂4BUT ! = G(+)
x1 x2 A(E " Eb)#"(!)

b | (Ux1A + Ux2A + UbA " UaA) |"(+)
a , !x1x2b! (67)

these source functions are used in the cross-section formula (21) to separate out the HM and UT contributions in
addition to a interference term.

The cross sections, #x1
R , #x2

R , of Eq. (21) are related to the IAV cross section of the three-body theory through a

convolution of the latter with the distorted wave densities, namely, |"(+)
x2 (rx2)|2, and |"(+)

x1 (rx1)|2, respectively. This

can be easily seen if an eikonal-type approximation of the projectile distorted wave, "(+)
a = "(+)

b "(+)
x1 "(+)

x2 is used.
These distorted wave densities come from the solutions of a non-Hermitian Schrödinger equation with the respective
optical potentials. In Ref. [19], these distorted wave densities were calculated and found to be related to the reaction
cross section of x1 and of x2. To be more specific, we first write the source function !̂4BHM , Eq. (66)

#rx1 , rx2 |!̂4BHM ! =
!

drb!x1x2b(rx1 , rx2 , rb)#"
(!)
b |"(+)

b !(rb)"(+)
x1

(rx1)"
(+)
x2

(rx2) (68)

The overlap function #"(!)
b |"(+)

b !(rb) is the integrand of the elastic S-matrix element of the spectator fragment,

b, Sk!
b,kb

=
"
drb#"(!)

b |"(+)
b !(rb). Thus, we introduce the internal motion modified S-matrix of the b fragment,

Ŝb(rx1 , rx2) $
"
drb!x1x2b(rx1 , rx2 , rb)#"

(!)
b |"(+)

b !(rb). This then allows writing the source function as,

#rx1 , rx2 |!̂4BHM! = Ŝb(rx1 , rx2)"
(+)
x1

(rx1)"
(+)
x2

(rx2) (69)

The cross section, #x1
R , Eq. (22), becomes,

Ex1

kx1

#x1
R =

!
drx2 |"(+)

x2
(rx2)|2

!
drx1 |Ŝb(rx1 , rx2)|2

#
W(rx1)|"(+)

x1
(rx1)|2

$
(70)

to be compared to the two-body reaction cross section of the fragment x, in the breakup of a two-cluster projectile,
a = x + b,

Ex

kx
#x
R =

!
drx|Ŝb(rx)|2

#
W(rx)|"(+)

x (rx)|2
$

(71)

where,

Ŝb(rx) =

!
drb!xb(rx, rb)#"(!)

b |"(+)
b !(rb) (72)

One sees clearly that the 4B cross section is damped compared to the 3B one owing, among other factors, to the

presence of the distorted wave density |"(+)
x2 (rx2)|2 in the former. This density is a decaying function of rx2 owing to

absorption described by the imaginary part of the optical potential Ux2A. In fact, the inner product #"(+)
x2,k! |"(+)

x2,k
! %=

(2$)3%(k" " k), exactly because of absorption. The orthonormality is recovered if the dual state of |"(+)!, |"̂(+)! is

used, #"̂(+)
x2,k! |"(+)

x2,k
! = (2$)3%(k" " k). The dual state is the solution of scattering equation with the optical potential

replaced by its complex conjugate [19].
In addition, the cross-section formula (70) applied to a three-body halo nuclei, e.g., an weakly bound neutron-

neutron-core nuclei close to the drip-line, has built in a long-range correlation between the two neutrons and the core

b, through the extended wave function of the halo and |"(+)
x2 (rx2)|2.

The same considerations can be made with respect to the cross section #x2
R . Similar observations can be made if

the IAV or UT expressions were used. Finally, it is instructive to compare the above cross sections to the ”free” one,
where x is the primary projectile,

E

k
#R =

!
dr

#
W (r)|"(+)(r)|2

$
. (73)

a

Borromean projectile
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Summary

Ø Significant model independence in the halo properties 6He, 11Li, 14Be, 19B , 20C , 22C

Ø Useful as tool for extracting low energy parameters NN interaction

Ø Two-neutron correlation (coherent vs. incoherent FSI) 

Ø Application to measure ann from 6He breakup @ 100’s MeV/nucleon

Ø Future...

Ø FSI between fragments of the halo in the continuum  with low relative energies  

(core+n+n), (core*+n+n) ,(core+n+n+n), (core+n+n+n+n),.... 

Ø Probe the halo in the continuum within a few-body framework
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